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ABSTRACT
The articles comprising this double issue of Impact

evolved from several sources, one of which was the National
Conference on Program in Career Guidance, Counseling, and Placement,
sponsored by the Missouri State Department of Education. The purpose
of the conference was to bring together a local school guidance
director and a guidance supervisor from each of the 50 states to
develop individual state models for programs in career guidance,
counseling, and placement. The major conference presentations, as
well as proceedings of a panel discussion, are included in this
issue. Other speeches and papers included in the magazine are from
other conferences, meetings, and workshops which help "round out"
what the editors feel to be a strong and careful look at some of the
important ideas, concerns, and issues facing career development
today. Regular magazine departments also featured are Quotes,
Flashes, Research Findings, Exemplars, Consultations, and New
Resources. (Author/PC)
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Career Education: The Ontario-Montclair 5
School District K-6 Model
by Lucile T. Robinson
Although the fccus here is on the total career education program rather than
only on career guidance, this paper provides an excellent example of the
systems approach described by Miller.

The Role of Assessment in Career 15
Guidance: A Reappraisal
by Dale J. Prediger
As a former counselor educator and as director of the Development Re-
search Department of the American College Testing Program. Dr Prediger
nas had an opportunity to view testing instruments, research. and practices
from many angles. He evaluates testing in light of current theories of career
development and decision-making and offers ideas as to how assessment
can be integrated into career guidance in a more meaningful way.

Occupational Choices of Girls 22
by Esther E. Matthews
A speech by the president of the National Vocational Guidance Association
suggesting ways that counselors can educate themselves to women's
needs and encourage vocatioal predispositions in girls-offering them not
only moral support but a strong factual basis for making career decisions
and preparation.

Career Guidance and Special Populations 26
by Thelma Jones Vrlend
The unique life-situations of minority students and students from working-
class backgrounds have special implications for guidance programs and
counselors. In this paper, first presented at the 1973 APGAllmpact
Workshop in Ann Arbor, the author explores these implications and pro-
poses relevant strategies and directions for career guidance

Designing Career Guidance Programs for 30
Secondary Schools
by Juliet V. Miller
In this paper, presented at the Impact /APGNERIC-CAPS Pre-Convention
Workshop in New Orleans last April, the author outlines the systems ap-
proach to developing a career guidance program This model offers a
systematic means of matching program goals, objectives, and strategies to
local student needs and provides an on-going basis for program design,
implementation, and evaluation.
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Career Center Implementation and Evaluation 32
by Thomas J. Jacobson

The career guidance center is a recent addition to school counseling pro-
grams that provides students with a variety of career oriented services.
including counseling, placement, and career information. This article offers
a comprehensive profile of student users of one "career center" in a Califor-
nia secondary school.

New Vistas for Career Development: 40
National, State, and Professional Developments
by Carl McDaniels
In this paper, presented at the 1974 APGAlimpact Pre-Coridention Work-
shop in New Orleans, the author outlines the support given to career educa-
tion from the national and state governments and from professional organi-
zations Specific programs. legislative acts, and organization positions are
discussed.

Perspectives for Staff Development in 54
Career Guidance Programs
by Earl J. Moore

In this presentation Dr Moore examines some of the major issues and
perspectives that need consideration prior to the planning and implementa-
tion of a staff develoment program Among these are trust development.
basic program orientation, and a rethinking of the purposes of career gui-
dance in a contemporary educational context.

PlacementAn Outreach for Students 59
by Lillian Buckingham

In this speech. Lillian Ekfclungham, Coordinator of Placement for the Balti-
more. Maryland city schools, expresses the view that placement is an
e <tention of guidance, it must prepare youth to accept the realities of
adulthood by making several options available She supports this view with
case study examples of how the Baltimore schools have helped students
make the transition to the world of work in a supportive and useful way.

Conference Roundtable 64
Many of the speakers at the National Conference on Career Guidance.
Counseling and Placement took part in this lively panel discussion which
summarizes and refines many of the questiors and issues raised throughout
the conference
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Out-of-School Resources 71
Development, Utilization and Coordination
by Harlan Powell

From the vantage point of a public welfare professional, trained in social
work and experienced in juvenile group work. Harlan Powell offers some
especially useful community resource utilization strategies and vivid illust-
rations of how such a program was implemented in the state of Oklahoma
The key to a successful project of this sort is a Service Coordinator whose
responsibilities run the gamut from "leg man" to system-wide policymaker

Selecting Resources and Materials: Like Fine 77
Wine
by Garry R. Walz

Selecting the best possible resouces is somewhat analagous to wine test
ing As part of the selection process. the counselor needs to look continually
at the substnace. clarity and sultaoility of available resources In this pre-
sentation Dr Weir identifies his vintage choices of program ideas, re-
sources and materials

Career Guidance: New Wine in New Skins 81
Developing and Using State Level Career Guidance Program Guides
by Norman C. Gysbers

Are state career guidance program guides a viaole resouce or do they
straitjacket local school creativity? This is just one of the issues Dr. Gysbers
takes to task in Clis presentation on successful coping with and implementa-
tion of local programs developed by state planning bodies He discusses
not only problems but hoped-for future outcomes.

The Logics of Planning Career Guidance, 83
Counseling, Placement and Follow-up Programs
by G. Brian Jones, et al.
This speech is based upon a report issued by the American Institutes for
Research of Palo Alto, California It outlines alternative approaches to
career development programming and details the activities and resources
needed if the planner chooses to follow a course of comprehensive program
development.

Futuristic Images of Career Development 96
by Garry R. Walz

In this closing presehtation Or Walz examines such problems as choice
proliferation. informational overkill. diminishing values and other "future
shock" phenomena that are causing social and emotional disequilibrium,
and thus, create a mandate for guidance to reorient its approach to the total
life career developmental process.
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About This Issue
Once again Impact is pleased to offer its

readers a double issue Impact Vol 3
Nos 3 and 4

The interest, concern and activity in the
area of caree development is no secret In
fact since its inception impact has offered
its readers an issue with its major focus on
career development in every volume year
This year however with ERIC ,CAPS and
Impact's greater involvement with meet-
ings conferences and workshops we
found it desirable to focus two issues on
this high priority area

The major articles comprising this dou-
ble issue evolved from several sources
a Michigan Vocational Guidance Associa-
tion Meeting. the National Conference on
Programs in Career Guidance. Counsel-
ing and Placement. and the APGA -
Impact-ERICCAPS Career Development
Workshops

St Louis, Missouri was the site for the
National Conference on Program in Career
Guidance. Counseling and Placement.
February 25-27, 1974 Sponsored by the
Missouri State Department of Education.
its purpose was to bring together a local
school guidance director and a guidance
supervisor from each of the 50 states to
develop individual state models for pro-
grams in career guidance. counseling and
placement

Interspersed with presentations by ex-
perts in career development, participants
worked on developing model programs to
be used as a foundation for workshops.
conferences andor in-service training for
counselors in their own states

We discussed the possibility of includ-
ing this conference in an issue of Impact
with Charles Foster. Director of Guidance
Services for the Missouri State Department
of Education and co-director of the confer-
ence He agreed that people who were not
In attendance might gain considerable
benefit from the ideas and discussions
that occurred there,

One of the requiren sults for participa-
tion in the program was that participants
from local schools agree to report on the
implementation of their model programs
by June 30. 1974, these reports to include
their strategies for working with school and
community personnel. State guidance
supervisors attending the conference ag-
reed to follow up the development and im-
plementation of the state models, dis-
seminate information to other state
schools about the program, and offer train-
ing to other local school guidance staffs
They also agreed to submit evaluations of

the local model and of the in service train
ing of other local schools staffs by July 15.
1975 ERIC CAPS intends to follow up the
prog rams developed oy the participants to
discover how they used the resources and
ideas in their proposals, and to present at
a later time a summary of the various ap-
plications of the workshop 'earnings
through program implementations

In addition to the major presentations
given at this conference we have also in-
cluded the proceedings of a panel discus-
sion which although not part of the official
conference took place in a separate loca-
tion while the participants were involved in
their task groups

The pre-convention workshop and its
western counterpart held in Anaheim.
California were designed to enliven and
expand the ideas, resources, and skills of
those involved in career planning and de-
velopment. The papers by Juliet Miller and
Carl McDaniels were presented in New
Orleans, those by Lucille Robinson and
Thomas Jacobson in Anaheim

A speech given by Esther Matthews at
the 1973 Michigan Vocational Guidance
Association along with Thelma Visend's
presentation from the 1973 APGA-Impact
Workshop held in Ann Arbor are also in-
cluded to "round out what we feel to be a
strong and careful look at some of the im-
portant ideas, concerns and issues facing
career development today

IMPACT VOL 3 NO 1-4
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Quote
dufl t du housework Life is toe short.

mitt I Otto) much of a puritan If you want to
take d year to write a book you have to take
that year or the year will take you by the
hair and pull you toward the grave Let the
grass die There are all kinds of ways to
Iive You can take your choice You can
keep a tidy house and when St Peter asks
you what you did with your life you can
say I kept a tidy house I made my own
cheese balls

Annie Dillard
1,1,0 ; ^ 1,,,o,o

The .ailor tells of storms. the farmer of
felds, the soldier coun's his wounds. the
hind his sheep. I sing the lesser song of
bedroom strife Let each devote his day to
his own art

Propertius
25 B C

A schizophrenic perceives a chair, and the
appeal of the chair is so powerful and the
patient is so weak in his being that he is
compelled to sit down The healthy man
would have the freedom to respond to the
challenge of the chair in whatever manner
he thinks best

Medard Boss
,011.+0,

it is also imprudent to fall sick or die
between 6 00 p m on a Friday evening
and 9 00 a in on a Monday inoining If you
fall sick between those hours you may get
no medical attention and if, in consequ-

ence. you die, you will certainly not be
able to get youself buried till Monday
comes Translate this meticulous two
days' blackout into a five days' one. and
you have the world of the future.

Arnold J. Toynbee
Cooge aN!

I'm glad you weren't a singer or a dancer
Pop was wise in that The image held of the
blacks in this part of the world is that we
are proficient in but one or two areas only.
the service trades or the physical enter-
tainment fields (singers, dancers, boxers.
baseball players) Would you like to sup-
port the theory that we are good for nothing
out to serve or entertain our captors/

George Jackson
lever fo

Lere,s a GeffgeJacFsoo

Most people's work has no connection with
any kind of meaning, with life There's no
longer the idea of a callingwork is just
something you do eight hours a day, and
then you go and do something else

Studs Terkel
`, T ;NY, fro All Day andrf.. tog Abo A Mar They Do

1974

To the extent that the super-specialist of
today's world carries this way of doing
things over into his personal life, he re.
mains a specialist in the art of living as
well as a specialist in making a living,

Inseph R. Royce
fre L,caysobred Man

1964

The woman today who banks on taking her
identity from her husband can wind up with
no iden'ity at alland in some cases. no
husband

P.N. Schwartz, M H. Schiller & S.S.Gillotti
or , wt. n Y.t s Afia,,,st 4 rOW

1.7 : 0 f A. 1 7Nw.
rokho,

1972

Perhaps long hours are the result of a
fondness for work. rattler than for the in
come in which work results Compulsive
work may be substituted for compulsory
work A still greater number of people.
perhaps. are work maniacs. who try to
keep haunting. disturbing thoughts at a
distance

Stefan B. Linder
,1 . CidS,

1970

If .. . asked, ten years ago, whom to read to
find out what America was like, or was
going to be like. I would unhesitatingly
have said, "Read Mark Twain," I don't
think I would say read Mark Twain today. I
think I would advise a young person to
read Balzac Find out what it's like to live in
a society where, if you want to be a profes-
sor, you wait until the man who is professor
dies. Then the 15 of you who want the job
compete in various ways.

Daniel P. Moynihan
Soc.otogist

Speech at Andover ACacr.hn,

My work is the only ground I've ever had to
stand on I seem to have a whole super-
structure with no foundationbut I'm work-
ing on the foundation

tilltrilyn Monroe

Editorial Note
Impact frequently reprints statements that
represent provocative. if not extreme,
views as a means of sensitizing readers to
important issues or developments that are
relevant to the work of those with helping
responsibilities. Occasionally, these
statements may seem to contain- political
references or to have political connota-
tions. We wish to emphasize that neither
by design nor intent does Impact take
stands on political issues or questions or
evaluate political figures. The basis for in-
clusion of items is determined solely upon
the utility of the information for the perfor-
mance of professional responsibilities
and activities and any attempt to draw in-
ferences regarding political views is in-
appropriate and unwarranted.

React! 1

If you have an alternative view, a
comment, a criticism, or a com-
pliment, let us hear from you. Your
feedback on our articles and ideas,
your direct experience and in-
sights, can lend an added impact
to what we present. To react, write:
Impact, P.O. Box 635, Ann Arbor,
MI 48107.
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Career education became a reality in the Ontario -
Montclair School District (California) when the Title ill
project entitled "Matching Attitudes and Tale:its to
Career Horizons" (MATCH) was approved by the State
Department of Education. The project, still in the plan-
ning stage, will be implemented in grades kindergarten
through eighth in two K-6 schools and one intermediate
school in September, 1974.

The MATCH project is an innovative, interdisciplinary
approach to the teaching of career education, K-8, that fits
relevant curriculum and appropriate teaching strategies
to the student's needs, abilities, and skills. The project, in
general, will infuse career education concepts found in
the various curriculum areas and weave these concepts
into the social science-language arts (English) cur-
riculum in particular.

In order to assure a coordinated program through the
grades, sub-committees composed of writing teams will
recommend curriculum that has scope and sequence. In
addition. the writing teams will develop activities for
reinforcing concepts, recommend teaching strategies,
provide inservice units on counseling and guidance and
develop criterion measures to assure individualization
and continuous growth.

Needs Assessment
Comprehensive program planning is basic to the im-

plementation of any new program and begins with the
needs assessment. A needs assessmeent is exactly what it
says it is, an assessment of needsall needs. The com-
prehensiveness of the assessment is the springboard to
program planning. A list of needs might include the fol-
lowing:

School Records
-survey of school population showing student
population by grade level, number of families
represented, and family economic level
-jobs held by adult members of family
-ethnic profile
-language of parents
-mobility rate

Educational Profile
-previous school performance of students ac-
cording to standardized and/or criterion refer-
enced tests
-teacher opinion

Instructional Program
-curriculum offerings and schedules
-class size
-degree to which present program offers an
individualized, diagnostic approach
-record keeping for continuous progress

Health
-type and amount of health services provided
students
-available school personnel
-community/county/state resources

Parent Education
-existence or availability of parent education
-parent need
-available facilities

Parent/Community Involvement

6

-existing parent/community involvement
-parent/community interest
-community advisory committee
-human resources
-particular talents
-community business/industry resources

Staff Development
-existing staff development program
-inservice needs
-availability of library materials
-university or college offerings

District Cupport
-survey and analysis of district resources
-availability and types of consultant, guidance,
health, etc. services
-district goals and objectives

Data from the needs assessment provides the discrep-
ancy information, which in turn leads to the writing of
performance objectives. In the case of the Ontario-
Montclair School District project, Title III guidelines
were followed. Examples of the paper work are given to
illustrate the thinking that occurred between the discrep-
ancy and objective statements.

Three steps will be discussed: (1) the rationale for the
needs assessment which results in discrepancy data sup-
ported by documentation; (2) the solution statement
which results from the discrepancy between the problem
and the desired condition; and (3) the objective statement
together with evaluation specifications including major
activities for each objective and the evaluation specifica-
tions for each activity.

The three examples cited are representative of objec-
tives in the instructional component for primary, middle,
and upper elementary grades. This component has a total
of eleven objectives. These eleven objectives, however,
do not comprise the total number of objectives written.
They are the objectives written for the instructional com-
ponent only. The Ontario-Montclair School District iden-
tified seven components in addition to that of instruction
in order to round out the proposed project. They include:
(1) curriculum development, (2) learning materials de-
velopment, (3) staff development, (4) counseling and
guidance skills development, (5) community involve-
ment, (6) measurement instrument(s) development, and
(7); media center development.

These additional components also have identified ob-
jectives together with evaluation specifications. Major
activities together with evaluation specifications are in-
cluded for each objective. A brief run-down of the com-
ponents will establish the rationale for the Ontario-
Montclair career education program.

Instructional
The instructional component is intended to identify

the instructional curriculum that the needs assessment
has uncovered. In particular, it pinpoints the "whets,"
the concepts to be taught, and spells out the "hows," the
spots at which career education concepts will be inserted
into the K-8 curriculum. This component established the
direction the curriculum will take.

At the early elementary level this curriculum will em-
phasize self awareness as well as career or occupational
awareness. The focus upon self allows each student to

IMPACT VOL 3 -NO 3 4



explore and discover his own abilities, characteristics,
needs. wants, and values. A little later the student will
also explore the abilities, characteristics, needs, wants.
and values of others in their own as well as other cultures
to see similarities and differences in changing sets of
circumstances.

Placing the awareness of self in a realistic work-a-day
world. whiLh includes contrasts, will acquaint students
with the valves of work-oriented society while exposing
students to a variety of jobs and the reason for the exis-
tence of jobs. The imposition of a set of work values is not
an objective of the curriculum. but the development of
individual work values is. The acquisition of a value
system is dependent upon the student's familiarity with a
variety of work values and understanding the consequ-
ences of such values upon himself and others.

Hoyti.et. al.. summarizes the purpose of career educa-
tion in the elementary school to be that of seeking a more
balanced view of work and its relationships to life:

At the elementary school level. the prime purpose of career edu-
cation is to help students become aware of the occupat'onal
world. helping them to become familiar with the values of a
work-oriented society and to incorporate such values into their
personal values structure. Vocational skill training, at this level.
exists primarily for motivational purposes ...

'Hoyt. Kenneth IL. et al.. Career Education (Salt Lake City. Utah: Olympus
Publishing Company. 1972). 84.

Hoyt2 further states that career education at the junior
high level emphasizes occupational exploration, but that
such exploration

has as its prime purpose. the teaching of students the basic
vocational skills which have applicability to broad families of
occupation and helping students decide. from among such broad
families, those that they may want to study further during the
senior high school year.

In 1968, the United States Office of Education iden-
tified fifteen occupational clusters for consideration of
junior high school students. The USOE cluster model
recommends that a student select an occupational cluster
for indepth study in order to acquire an entry-level voca-
tional skill prior to reaching the 10th grade. This recom-
mendation supports Hoyt's3 argument that, at whatever
level a student chooses to leave the formal education
system. he should be equipped with a saleable skill.
Competency in basic reading and math skills has a high
priority in this context.
2bul.. 85.
'Ibid.. 86.

Curriculum Development
The curriculum development component is the right

arm of the instructional component. Activities within the
component must identify a scope and sequence for the
teaching of career education concepts from kindergarten
through grade eight. In addition, those activities must
identify career education concepts wherever appropriate
for every curriculum area.

The first task of the curriculum development commit-
tee will be to review career education literature, guides.
state guidelines, and other related written materials as
well as films, film strips, cassette programs, and other
audio visual materials. In addition, the committee will
familiarize itself with various state and national career
education models, Implementing Career Education4, and
the Drier Scope and Sequence Models in order to develop

'MPACr XL 3 NO 3 4

the district's career education model.
Teter:, Paul N . t.h.onnast. Career EtieLation I ask I art e, hoplenienling Cower

Education IILerlils from dthminsindors ActIv11) Pat Liget. California
pd.tment of Education. August. 1972.

'Urea. lr Ilarn N.. 1.-11 Guide for integrating Garver Dot elopment Mill 1,01111
CUM( ohon (Motto, It.Ohto.Charles A Jones Publishing Comp,m), 1972).13

Because the long range goal of the program is to pro-
vide every student with basic reading and mathematics
skills by the time he leaves eight grade, the curriculum
must provide for relevant content and successful experi-
ences in order that all students will acquire the basic
skills. This means a redirection in the teaching of reading
and computational skills so that the student can recog-
nize relationships between the acquisition of basic skills
in reading and mathematics and their application to the
world of work.

Failure to gain such skill is subtle and individual. The
proposed program will infuse into the curriculum here-
and-now concepts, ideas, and problems that will lend
relevance to content. These concepts will be re-cycled
through the graieJs in numerous offerings to increase the
opportunities students have for acquiring information
and skill mastery.

Learning Materials Development
The learning materials component is closely allied to

the instructional curriculum development components.
Indeed, one committee may develop these three compo-
nents in the organizational stage and later be divided into
sub-committees. At this point the instructional compo-
nent has set the direction so the curriculum development
committee can develop the model and the learning mater-
ials committee can develop specific units of work to be
introduced into the continuum at approlsiate levels.
These units of work will be pilot tested in the classroom
before final preparation and publication for district use.

An example of a unit of work that might be developed
could start with the question, "What kind of jobs are there
and what kinds of jobs might I be interested in?" The
study could begin in the early grades with listing or
cutting out pictures of jobs mothers and fathers have.
exploring a variety of places of work, and role-playing
appropriate problem centered experiences.

A part of the study should include a consideration of
the abilities and talents of workers, job responsibilities.

7



necessary education and training, length of working
hours. wages, and opportunities for advancement.
Further exploration might include job alikes or unlikes in
ether countries and how climate, geographic location, or
culture affects jobs in other parts of the world.

Differences in salaries and wages and what the
paycheck can buy takes students into a study of consumer
arithmetic and economics. Understanding of work hours
is r4ited to a study of the use of leisure time. Knowledge
of the skills and education needed for particular jobs
emphasizes mastery of both skills and academic subjects.
Such considerations give prime importance to the realis-
tic applications of content.

There are no grade levels to teaching this kind of a
curriculum. The concepts are all included in Drier's De-
velopment Scope and Sequence Model. In this context a
concept introduced at the kindergarten level receives in-
creasingly sophisticated treatment as the student ma-
tures.

Implicit in the instructional component is teacher un-
derstanding that curriculum offerings, especially in read-
ing, mathematics, and social studies, must be realistic
and that applications must be that of the here and now.
Instruction must also "open windows" so the student
becomes aware of his self, worth. and dignity in relation-
ship to a wide range of options. Furthermore, instruction
must lend itself to individual development of a value
system that includes task commitment and appreciation
for the working world.

Additional responsibilities of the component are pilot
testing units of work in the classroom before final prep--
aration for publication and recommending commercial
materials for purchase and classroom use. A committee
will develop criteria for final selection of materials in
order to establish district standards.

Staff Development
The Cooperative Career Education Project6 says there is

"a symbiotic relationship" between the development of
curriculum materials and staff development. It is for this
reason that the proposed project will use teachers on the
writing teams to develop both curriculum and learning
materials. The same teachers will conduct inservice in
the three target schools using the curriculum and learn-
ing materials they have developed.

However, there are fundamental understandings this
component must accomplish. Among the first to be con-
sidered is a working definition of career and of vocational
education, including similarities and differences that
contribute to existing relationships.

A definition of career education involves a philosophy
that incorporates the appreciation of a work-oriented soc-
iety into a personal value system a personal value sys-
tem that promotes the development of every person to his
highest productive potential. Central to the definition are
seve:al additional understandings which Hoyt7 sum-
marizes as follows:

'Department of Education. San Diego County. The Cooperotive Career Educa-tion firmed. 1973.

Career Education

-is preparation for all meaningful and productive
activity, at work or at leisure.
-provides educational experiences, curriculum, in-

a

struction, and counseling for preparation for
economic independence, personal fulfillmer t and
appreciation for the dignity of work.
-neither denies intellectual achievement nor denig-
rates manual skills.
-recognizes that success in the working world in-
volves good mental and physical health, and human
relations skills.
-develops a commitment to honest work and a will-
ingness to accept the discipline of the "work place."
-requires all the basic skills of communication, read-
ing, computation and basic familiarity with con-
cepts of science and technology.
-includes life-long education and re-education.

'Hoyt, et al.. Career Education.

Keller8 points out the primary need for staff develop-
ment in the following statement:

The acceptance of career education as a viable goal having top
priority is fundamentally dependent upon change in people's
attitudes, understanding, and curriculum development skills.
Career education requires a reordering of priorities, changes in
the educational programs, new role relationships, community
in' Avement. If the educational enterprise is to change, so must
personnel in that system. And this change cannot be accom-
plished without a comprehensive and coordinated in-service
training program for everyone, from the board to the school
volunteers.

On the other hand, a definition of vocational education
is inclusive of all curriculum that pertains to an area of
occupational choice and the ;elated skills.
'Keller. Louise L.Career Education InService Training Guide. General Learning
Corporation (Palo Alto. CA: 1972). 28.

The three major motivations for engaging in vocational skill
training are: (a) to explore the meaningfulness that various voca-
tional skills hold for individuals; (b) to discover relative ap-
titudes and abilities for various vocational skills: and (c) to ac-
quire specific vocational skills that will enable the individual to
enter and work successfully in a particular occupational field?

This component will also identify a writing committee
to prepare packages of inservice materials and activities
for teacher use. The inservice packages will include sug-
gested teaching strategies. In addition, the committee
will identify key concepts to be enlarged upon and en-
riched through staff discussion or other means of in-
volvement such as listening to resource people, visiting a
model program, taking a field trip to an industrial or
business site, researching a subject, etc.

Inservice units prepared by the writing team will be
pilot tested before final preparation and publication.

C gunseling and Guidance
The counseling and guidance component is not the

strong component if is in secondary career education
programs. This is due to the fact That Title III guidelines
did not encourage a large expenditure of money for coun-
seling and guidance. In the case of an elementary prog-
ram this was not viewed as a disadvantage inasmuch as
district K-6 schools do not have counselors and, there-
fore, the burden of counseling rests with the classroom
teacher. For that reason, the staff development compo-
nent must provide the necessary inservice for counseling
and guidance.

Career Development: A California Model for Career
Guidance Curriculum K-Adulti° builds a strong case for a
counseling and guidance component with the career
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education curriculum:
t. et al .CareetEdut ation, 8 i

Students often find that there is HU relationship between the
courses they are taking and the "real world They are increas-
ingly voicing discontent This discontent is manifested in drug
abuse. student uprisings. truancy and other forms of escape
Contemporary society demands that our educational institutions
respond to an increasing need For relet ancy in ethic, tom.

califorina Personnel and Guidance Association. Career Dei elopment A
California WHIM for Career Ca«lon«. Curriculum k-Atiiiit tFollerton.(A. 1974
1-3

The traditional view of work is changing. The work ethic, which
emphasized pride in workmanship and individual accomplish-
ment and was so influential in earlier years. is now challenged
by a highly developed technology

One of the problems that face people today is the reduced oppor-
tunity to find an identity in occupation They do not have an
opportunity in many cases, to see the finished products that
result from their work Guidance personnel need to recognize
that today. unlike in the past, a sense of worth and self esteem
may not be derived solely from work in our indust:ialized
society .

Other problems are reflected in rapidly changing technology, a
highly mobile population and externally imposed environmental
conditions for which individuals must be prepared ...
We have not identified all of the problems that students will face,
but we have illustrated that a new set of problems. unknown
previously. will make the task of guidance personnel more com-
plex and certainly more essential ... It is imperative that guid-
ance personnel help youth from an early age to develop the
cepa( ity to make and execute decisions which have long lasting
effects upon their lives.

A sub-committee will be identified to review literature
pertaining to career education counseling and guidance
skills, and to develop an appropriate inservice program
for teachers. These inservice materials will be pilot tested
by teachers before publishing for district distribution.

Community Involvement
The community involvement component can be the

component that spells the difference between success or
failure of a district's career education program. It is also a
component that requires a minimum expenditure of
money but a maximum expenditure of effort and plan-
ning.

A community advisory sub-committee of the larger dis-
trict advisory group will be identified in the Ontario-
Montclair School District. The sub-committee will be
composed of community people. not necessarily parents.
who are interested in furthering career education.

14,

This committee will provide advice, support, and leader-
ship for the school program.

The committ, will be used to recruit resource people
within the community to make career presentations to
students or faculty upon the request of individual
schools. The committee will also identify business and
industrial sites available for visitation by students and
school personnel.

The career education advisory committee will serve as
a barometer of community needs and resources. Com-
munication between school and community will be en-
hanced through regularly scheduled meetings that are
task oriented. Such tasks might include reviewing units
of work, visiting classrooms, interviewing students, pro-
viding career information, sponsoring career days, pub-
licizing school opportunities and programs, identifying
trends, etc.

Measurement Instruments Development
This component will identify a sub-committee to act as

a writing team to develop criterion referenced tests for
career education units of work. The sub-committee will
work closely with the curriculum development team to
develop appropriate pre-, interim-, and post-tests for
specific content. Much of this work will be original work
because of the different emphasis and use of content.

These materials will also be pilot tested in the class-
room before being recommended for district use and must
be appropriately developed for data processing so that
print-outs of test results can be made available to
teachers.

This component also will be responsible for reviewing
commercially prepared tests and recommending for
purchase those which are appropriate for either resource
material or classroom use.

Media Center Development
The last component identifies the development of a

district career education media center. The media center
is viewed as the showcase of the program and is planned
to be a model for spin-off to individual schools that are
developing resource rooms.

All materials developed by the various writing teams
will be on display in the media center. Displaying such
materials will: (1) give visibility to the developing career
education program; (2) acknowledge accomplishment of
teachers developing curriculum units and materials; and
(3) motivate other staffs toward implementing a career
education program.

Operational Problems
There are additional details of planning and imple-

menting a career education program that merit considera-
tion. Although they should be discussed in depth, they
will be treated only as a check lista reminder of their
importance. They include the following.

-staffing patterns
-learning materials
-instructional methodology
-scheduling
-profile of pupil popuhiti.in
-evaluation design
-management time frame

9



-personnel requirements
-budgets

Summary and Conclusions
Steps in planning a career education program include

treatment of the needs assessment, program objectives,
activities for objectives, evaluation of objectives and ac-
tivities, component identification, evaluation design,
time frame, personnel requirements, and budgets.

The Ontario-Montclair School District sees its pro-
gram, if further funding is granted, as a three year pro-
gram: Program orientation and development of cur-
riculum, learning materials, inservice, and measurement
instruments in 1974-75; staff training and program im-
plementation through a pilot project in 1975-76; and im-
plementation using field testing with experimental and
control groups in 1976-77.

Program aspirations include an innovative curriculum
that does not necessarily rely upon a traditional textbook
program. If curriculum is to become relevant for all stu-
dents, something new has to happen. That something
new may be as old as studying the community in which
the student lives.

In using the local community as the curriculum, the
student of any age can view his place in the world, both

1.0 71% of eighth grade students at the
target intermediate school placed in
the second quarter or below in read-
ing. and 61% placed in the second
quarter or below in mathematics.
This figure represents an accumu-
lated deficitmost of which occurs
at the seventh grade. (See 1.0 under
Problem Conditions for Source and
Documentation.)

1.0 The rate of learning. as reflected by
California Test of Basic Skills scores
in reading and mathematics at the
end of eight grade, is low. A review of
test scores will show the deficit be-
ginning to accumulate at seventh
grade.

CTBS Scores at Grades 6,7,8 Show-
ing Divergence from Norm

Expressed in Months
Reading Mathematics
Grades Grades

10

1.0

for now and the future, in a realistic setting. He and his
world become a part of the same system. The
community's problems and challenges are his problems
and challenges. The constraints for both are the same
constraints of climate, rainfall. population. employment
opportunities, resources, both human and natural, or
whatever. Decisions to be made are decisions that have to
bb made for common problems. The value system is one
that must serve all.

Therefore, the curriculum for career education is basi-
cally the study of TM- in a technological society. The
content should i ant academic and skill areas
but it also shou: ..:de tile humanizing forces in man.
Activities should include practical experiences but they
should also include practice in decision making. Results
should be measured not only in terms of competencies
but also in terms of the student's individual value system
and his ability to deal with political, social, and economic
problems.

All this adds up to providing a career education cur-
riculum that equips every student for that day when he
takes his place in the adult worlda world that consists
of both work and leisure. The Ontario-Montclair model is
premised on this statement.

Instrument: Comprehensive Test of
Basic Skills, administered May, 1973
(N=827).

Reading and Mathematics Eighth
Grade CTBS Scores, Imperial. Inter-
mediate School

9/ % % %
below Qt- Q2- above

Q1 Q2 Q1 Q1
Reading 41 30 16 1:3

Mathematics 33 28 23 16

1.0 The acquisition of basic skills is es-
sential to all jobs in the educated
work force. Therefore, it is necessary
for all K-8 students to acquire basic
skills in reading and mathematics.
In order to increase options for chil-
dren, Career Education should pro-
vide a variety of offerings in content,
learning materials, teaching
strategies, here-and-now observation
and experiences, and classroom or-
ganization. Increasing options
should afford interests for K-8 stu-
dents that will become self motivat-

1.(1 By t e completion of the implemen-
tation phase at eighth grade, a trend
will be established toward a more
equal distribution of reading and
mathematics scores in each of the
quarters of the Comprehensive Test
of Basic Skills by all students averag-
ing 85°k attendance. It is expected
that this will be accomplished by a
reduction in size of the two groups
below Q2 by at least seven percent-
age points in reading and by at least
four percentage points in mathema-
tics, It is expected that the improve-
ment will he equal in each of the
three years, beginning June, 1977.
The implementation phase ends
June, 1977.

1.0 The Measurement Instruments Com-
ponent will identify and recommend
diagnostic prescriptive measures for
reviewing the present low rate of
learning in reading and mathema-
tics.

At the same time the Curriculum De-
velopment Component will identify
basic concepts and skills on a con-
tinuum of learning, K-8.
The Materials Development Compo-
nent will correlate the skills con-
tinuum in reading and mathematics
to Career Education units of work,
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6 7 8 6 7 8 ing toward the acquisition of basic
Arroyo F 5 +9
Del Norte -3 -4
imperial - t4 14 -13 -9

The problem is further complicated
by the fact that 16 months elapses
between sixth grade (October) and
seventh grade (May) testing. The de-
ficit, therefore, could result from one
or more factors: Transition to the in-
termediate school, poor teaching
and/or inadequate curriculum.
The deficit is fundamental to the
problem and needs indepth study.

1.0 By the completion of the implemen-
tation phase, June 1977, at eighth
grade, a trend will be established to-
ward a more equal distribution of
reading and mathematics scores in
each of the quarters of the Com-
prehensive Test of Basic Skills by all
students averaging 85% attendance.
It is expected that this will be accom-
plished by a reduction in size of the
two groups below Q2 by at least seven
percentage points in reading and by
at least four percentage points in
mathematics. It is expected that the
improvement will be equal in each of
the three years, beginning June,
1977.

V,PAC ; `,,e) :

1.0 Design
Pre/Post with Experimental/
trols

Target
1864 students K-8

Controls
1722 students K-8

Factor Measured
Reading (experimental)

Grade:

Date:

Arroyo

DelNorte

3rd

5/73

3.8

3.2

6th
10/72 5/73

6.7

5.9

mini-units, and learning packages.
Games and activities for here-and-
now experiences will provide en-
richment. The focus will be upon
real-life conditions and problems.
Text book presentations will be used
to guide scope and sequence for con-
tent areas.

1.0 In order to improve reading and
Con- mathematics scores, activities will re-

late to providing relevant content,
materials, and activities. The em-
phasis will be upon thinking skills.
The focus, in particular, will be upon
reading in the content areas and com-
putational skills in arithmetic by:

1.1 following content scope and sequ-
ence for appropriate levels;

8th 1.2 using a continuum of reading and
mathematics skills;

1.3 using appropriate materials and ac-
tivities for content scope and sequ-
ence;

1.4 pretesting at ever; grade level;
1.5 applying counseling and guidance

techniques;
1.6 interim testing at all grade levels

each February, beginning February,
7.9 1977.

Imperial 7.4

Mathematics (experimental)
Arroyo 3.7 7.1

DelNorte 3.3 5.8

Imperial

Reading (control)
Lehigh 3.5 5.9

Monte

Vista 3.7 6.3

Serrano

Lehigh

Monte

Vista 4.1 6.4

Serrano

Instrument
CTBS - California Test Bureau

Critical Dates
Pre- -September
Interim- -February
Post- -May

Nature of Data
- means for both groups
- medians for both groups
- quartile distributions
- T-tests if appropriate

Mathematics (control)

3.7 5.6

7.7

7.1

1.7 post-testing at every grade level;
June, 1977, June, 1978, and June, 1979.
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2.0 80% of the scope and sequence for an
interdisciplinary approach to the
teaching of Career Education. Grades
K-8. will be developed by a team of
administrators, teachers, parents, and
students (where appropriate) by June,
1975. The remaining 20% of the cur-
riculum will be developed and added
to the program's scope and sequence
during the second and third years as
needs develop.

12

1.1 Design
Pre/Post with Experimental! Con-
trols

Target
1880 students K-8

Controls
1722 students K-8

Factor Measured
Reading
Mathematics
Language

Instrument

Selected criterion items from objec-
tive based test collection, Instruc-
tional Objectives Exchange, Forms
A & B.

Critical Dates
Pre- -October
Interim- -February
Post- -May

2.0 Instrument: Santa Barbara Career In-
formation Survey, administered Oc-
tober, 1973 to all K-2 (N=325) children
at the target elementary schools.
Santa Barbara Career Information

Survey - Urades K-2
School Kindergarten 1st 2nd
Number of Jobs Identified by Mode

5-6 10-11 10-11
Arroyo

N=78 N=85 N=52

8-9 9-10 15
Del Norte

N=58 N=55 N=50

2.0 All students in grades K-2 are aware
of jobs at which people work. The
range in number of jobs orally iden-
tified is from 1 to 17 in first grade. 4 to
17 in second grade, and 4 to 35 in third
grade. Jobs were identified by a survey
individually administered.

2.0 A sequential program for the teach-
ing of Career Education should be de-
veloped by a team of teachers, ad-
ministration, parents, and students
and incorporated into the present so-
cial science. language arts (English),
K-8, curriculum.
The curriculum should build upon
concepts already identified at grade
h -2. These concepts should be en-
riched by related concepts found in
other subject matter areas.

2.0 District offerings in Career Education
are limited and fragmented at all grade
levels. In general, Career Education. if
taught, is incidental to the social sci-
ence and/or language arts (English)
curriculum and does not necessarily
build upon concepts students already
know and/or have an interest in. (See
Need Assessment I, column 1 and 2
under 2.0 for range of concepts iden-
tified by individual student, K-2.)

2.0 The Curriculum Development Com-
ponent, in addition to identifying
concepts and skills to be taught. will
identify content for Career Education
and place that content in a spiralled
scope and sequence for grades K-8.
Concepts will be spiralled through
the grades so that they become more
sophisticated with re-teaching.

The proposed curriculum will follow
the goals and objective statements
developed by the California State
Department of Education. Career
Education Task Force and will
specifically include at grades K-2
such content as:

knowledge of jobs.
relationship of home and school

jobs to community functioning.
-importance of self and others.
-decision making.
-knowledge of home and commun-
ity rules.



2.0 80% oft e scope an sequence or an
interdisciplinary approach to the
teaching of Career Education grades
K-8 will be developed by a team of
administrators, teachers, parents and
students (where appropriate) by
June. 1975. The remaining 20% of the
curriculum will be developed and
added to the program scope and se-
quence during the second and third
years as needs develop.

5.0 77% of sixth grade students at two
target elementary schools indicate a
need for career and job information.

'M AC vOt. 3 NO 3 4

-relationship of skills development
to life roles.
- awareness exchange of goods and
services.

Curriculum scope and sequence will
be adapted to the Marin County Edu-
cation Model and to the Drier Career
Development Scope amd Sequence
Model. The prescribed curriculum
will be published after field testing
for use by all involved in teaching
Career education.

2.0 The scope and sequence will follow
the Administrators Activity Package
for Career Education Implementa-
tion, California State Department of
Education. The scope and sequence
will identify concepts to be taught
and show how those concepts are
spiralled from grades K-8 in order to
sophisticate and reinforce under-
standing as they grow in complexity.

5.0 Instrument: Priority Counseling Sur-
vey, Form A, sixth grade (N=139),
administered April 22, 1973 at the
two target elementary schools.
Priority Counseling Survey

Form A
Question 32: I could reach my future

goals best if my school:
Student response

by percentage
Arroyo Del Norte

A. Had more courses or
units about careers. 13 18

B. Helped me learn how
make decisions. 6 8

C. Offered me a chance
to observe people
at work. 15 13

D. Offered different
activities each year
to help me choose
classes I need and
find out about
careers. 18 14

E. Supplied more
materials about
careers for me to
look at. 2 7

/

2.0 Scope and sequence for teaching
Career Education will be infused into
an .interdisciplinary approach in
grades K-8 by:

2.1 reviewing State Department of Edu-
cation Task Force recommendations;

2.2 incorporating Career Education con-
cepts into all disciplines where ap-
propriate;

2.3 spiralling concepts from grades K-8
to allow for reintroduction or rein-
forcement of concepts according to
individual need and to insure con-
tinuous progress.

Evaluation Specifications
for Major Activities

2.0 80% of activities 2.1 through 2.3 will
be developed by June, 1975.

5.0 90% of sixth grade students surveyed
June, 1977 will indicate that the
school curriculum provided career
and job information useful in con-
sidering job and career choices.
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5.0 An additional item on the survey
mentioned in 4.0 indicated that sixth
grade students hai,e a need to obtain
job and career information.

14

F. Helped me to find
out the kind of work
I might be interested
in and good at. 27 21

G. No response. 1 6

5.0 The Career Education curriculum
should include, by sixth grade, in-
formation on careers and jobs cur-
rently available.
Curriculum offering from grades K-5
should provide sufficient back-
ground for sixth graders to identify
job clusters and required skills and
abilities needed in the world of work.

5.0 The Curriculum Development and
Counseling and Guidance Compo-
nent will identify relevant job and
career information for incorporation
into the sixth grade curriculum.
Writing teams will also incorporate
additional experiences into the sixth
grade curriculum for students to ob-
serve and talk with adult workers.
A speaker's bureau of resource peo-
ple and a list of field and/or walking
trips for on-the-job visitation will be
identified. (See Need Assessment I,
column 3, under 3.0, for proposed
grades 3-6 curriculum.)
Curriculum scope and sequence will
be adapted to the Marin County Edu-
cation Model and to the Drier Career
Development Scope and Sequence
Model. The prescribed curriculum
will be published after field testing
for use by all involved in teaching
Career Education.
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The Role of Assessment in Career Guidance
A Reappraisal

by Dale J. Prediger
The American College Testing Program

The use of tests in guidance has been under fire for a
number of years. Recently, however, bigger guns have
become involved, and their aim has gotten sharper. For
example, Leo Goldman, author of a 1971 landmark vol-
ume on the use of tests in counseling, recently suggested
that the marriage between tests and counseling has failed
(Goldman, 1972). Various leaders in the field of career
guidance, among them Norm Gysbers and Dave Pritch-
ard, have pointed out the inadequacies of test 'ern, tell 'em
guidance and the trait and factor research on which it is
presumably based. Guidance leaders, in general, have
become impatient with the one-shot, two-step, problem-
oriented approach to the use of tests in counseling and its
underlying foundation of prediction/selection-oriented
measurement concepts.

As a counselor educator who taught a testing practicum
for several years, I became painfully aware of the inade-
quacies of current testing instruments, research, and
practices. I heard the same criticisms you have heard
that test use is largely based on an outmoded square
peg, square hole model of career guidance; that this
model is static rather than developmental, that it is direc-
tive and limiting rather than facilitative, and that test
validity data does not justify the use of this model (even if
it were desirable). I heard these criticisms and agreed
with them. Test 'em and tell 'em is not defensible. But,
what are the implications? Does this mean we should not
test? Certainly, that is the message many counselors are
receiving.

As I pondered the problem, it appeared that. more and
VPACI .(3; 34 15



more. tests ale getting a bum rapthey are being used as
scapegoats and excuses for questionable guidance prac-
tici.s. Recall that Frank Parsons formulated the square peg
model of carecr guidance several )ears before ability tests
and inteiest in% entories existed. (Indeed, the square peg
model is described in the writings of Plato.) Although this
model has become almost synonymous with the guidance
use of tests, counselors have readily substituted personal
Judgments of counselee characteristics into the square
peg formula.

.\re tests real IN the cause of poor career guidance prac-
tices, or have they mere(( hien available? Did we get to
our current state because, for many years, no one gave
more than lip service to career guidance? Did counselors,
operating in a professional vacuum, become too eager to
use tests as a wad to discharge their ill-defined career
guidance responsibilities? Were they overawed by the
success of testing in the personnel selection context
which. incidently, is quite different from the guidance
context? In short, did counselors embrace the square peg
model because it was the only thing available?

1 believe the answer to each of these questions is, essen-
tial . ")es." If so. it is no wonder that counselors became
disillusioned with testing as we began to better under-
stand the career development and decision-making pro-
cess. Athaill.CS in career development theory and the new
emphasis being placed on career guidance are causing a
re. ()Intim] in career guidance practices. Certainly, a re-
volution is in order. But isn't blaming tests for the square
peg model of career guidance akin to blaming skin color
for racial discrimination? Should tests be banished
forever to the Isle of Psychometrika? Or can the role of
tests in career guidance be reformulated in terms of career
development and decision-making concepts?

Fortunately, for my peace of mind, I hacl the opportun-
ity to do some thinking about these questions in the pro-
cess of writing a chapter for the recent NVGA decennial
v ohmic on career guidance. This presentation draws
Ilea% iIN from that paper.' My goal is to re-examine the role
of testing in educational and vocational guidance in light
of career dev elopment ,henry and career decision-making
theory. 13N career guidai , e I mean, briefly, educational
and mat lona I guidance. But since a career encompasses
a person's life. so does the career guidance to which I
refer. Later I will take a look at the role of career develop-
ment measures in needs assessment and I will give a brief
report on ACT's recent "Nationwide Study of Student
Career Dev (dolma:lit" (Prediger. Roth and Noeth, 1973).
I lows in concern now is with the traditional areas of
guidance assessment, i.e., abi I it nd interests.( hope to
show that measures of these human attributes can play a
vital role in developmental career guidance.

First. howexor..ve need to take a look at a common,
misconception or feeling about the use of tests in counsel-
ing, a feeling th :1 persists regardless of the use proposed.
We are told that sometmw tests. with their associated
statistics. miss the whole. point of counselingthe wark.n.
human relationship between the counseloraicd the

Test sun are cold and impersonal, and.their use
will make counseling cold and impersoiN.Pro test is to
treat the counsel et, as a number, to dye; the importance of
the counsel ee as a person. and to friile out any possibility
of relating to him on a personal level.

Maybe soit can be that way. But it all depends on the

training, attitude, and humanity of the counselor. Test
scores, by themselves, are no more cold and impersonal
than a raised eyebrow. If properly derived, they com-
municate informationnothing more, nothing less. This
information can be used in a cold, impersonal way or it
can be used in a personal, helpful way. It is the counselor,
however, who determines how it will be usedjust as he
determines how information about Johnny's home back-
ground, values, and goals will be used. Tests do not man-
ipulate, pigeonhole, provide all the answers, or tell
Johnny what to do. They do provide information
information a counselor can use in conjunction with
other types of information in the career guidance process.

Foundations for Career Guidance Testing
Now, anyone who maintains that information is ir-

relevant to the career guidance process can take a nap at
this point, because the rest of this presentation is based on
the following postulate, namely:Information on personal
characteristics as they relate to various career choice
options is o necessary but not sufficient condition for
optimizing career development (Clarke, Gelatt and
Levine, 1965). That is, information is necessary for career
development. But it is not sufficient by itself. The manner
in which the information is used is crucial.

A second postulate bears on the use of test information
in career guidance. I would like to suggest that the role of
tests in career guidance is threefold: first, to stimulate,
broaden, and provide focus to career exploration; second,
to stimulate exploration of self in relation to career; and
third, to provide "what if" information with respect to
various career choice options. I firmly believe that tha
guidance role of tests can best be accomplished in the
context of an experientially based, developmental career
guidance program.

The Importance of Career Exploration
Certainly, there is nothing particularly original in all

this. The term "exploration," for example," .. .has fig-
ured in the vocabularies of counselors and vocational
psychologists since 1908 when Parson (sic) wrote the first
book on occupational choice [Jordaan, 1963, p. 48]."
However, the role of tests in facilitating career explora-
tion and planning has received relatively little discussion
in the guidance and testing literature. By and large, the
use of tests in description, prediction, and problem solv-
ing has been emphasized. For this reason, I am focusing
attention mainly on exploratory applications of testing.

Today we see a renewed interest.in career exploration,
both in career development theory and in guidance prac-
tice. An exploratory period, stage, or substage is central to
the career development theories of Ginzberg, Ginsburg,
Axelrad and Herma (1951); Super (1969); and Tiedeman
and O'Hara (1963). Exploratory activities are central to
developmental career guidance programs currently being
'implemented. Pritchard (1962) directs attention to the
relationship between career exploration and self-
exploration. Tennyson (1970) calls for "directed occupa-
tional experiences" as preparatory for decision making.
Gysbers, and Moore (1971) make progressively focused,
"hands-On" exploratory activities the central 'home of a
K-12 clevel.opinental career guidance program. Career ex-
ploration has come of age as a concept and as a guidance
function.
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The current emphasis on career exploration is not sur-
prising if one subscribes to Super's principle that "In
choosing an occupation one is. in effect, choosing a
means of implementing a self- concept 11957, p. 1961." An
occupation. Super is saying, gives a person the cnance to
be the kind of person he wants to be. Thus, the importance
of knowing oneself and the characteristics of occupations
is readily apparent. More is involved here than the infor-
mation, however. One's values, goals, and needs (both
conscious and unconscious) are as relevant as are the
psychosocial reinforcers of occupations. Hence, rational
vocational choice alone may not lead to personally
satisfying decisions. Experience, that master teacher,
plays a major role in career choice as in everything else.
Exploratory activities are designed to provide the experi-
ence (direct or vicarious) that leads to the reality testing,
clarification, and implementation of the vocational self-
concept.

The desirability and value of career exploration is
widely recognized. The question is, "What can we do to
facilitate career exploration?" Perhaps the answer is,
"Provide every student with ample opportunities for in-
tensive, first-hand exploration of every occupation in the
world of work." However, sampling of first-hand and
vicarious experiences is more likely to be practical. But
which experience? After all, the world of work is large
and complex. And what about a student's personal
characteristicshis interests, abilities, worKing condi-
tion preferences, values, and goals? Are they irrelevant to
the exploration, planning, and decision-making proces-
ses? They're not? Then what are some ways of knowing
and understanding one's personal characteristics and
their career relevance? Through one's experiences? The
reactions of others? Tests? But what do tests have to offer?
Aren't they rather far removed from hands-on experi-
ence?

Before taking a more detailed look at the potential con-
tributions of tests to career exploration, it is useful to
review some of the major concepts in career decision-
making for the illumination they may provide on the role
of tests in guidance.

Major Factors in Career Decision-Making
Decision making is an integral part of career develop-

ment. As Katz pointed out, vocational development may
be a continuous process, but " . . .the process is enacted
through a sequence of choices 11966, p. 81." Only re-
cently, however, have the components of career
decision-making become the subject of concerted in-
quiry. (For xample, see Clarke, Gelatt and Levine, 1965;
Gelatt and Clarke, 1967; Herr, 1970; Katz, 19(16; Thoresen
and Mehrens, 1967.) Chief among these components are
the outcomes associated with different choice options,
the desirability or utility of these outcomes from the
standpoint of the individual, and the probability of
achieving the outcomes. Clarke, Gelatt and Levine (1965)
point out that career decisions are made under a combina-
tion of risk and uncertainty and that, one way or another,
they involve probabilitiesestimates of what will hap-
pen if . ..In theory, the probabilities affecting a decision
can be of two kinds: objective (e.g., based on statistical
likelihoods) or subjective (e.g., based on personal fore-
casts). In the realm of career choice, however, the prob-
abilities are alway subjective because it is the individual
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who decides (Gelatt and Clarke, 190; Thoresen and
Mehrens, 1967). Gelatt and Clarke cite evidence that

subjective mobability estimates play a crucial role tit
the decision process. 1 'utt !immure. the role appears to be
mdficientl pert as it e to suggest that sttfiteLttke KOW-
it estimates ina be an intergral part of the educational-
vorationa I decision process even when the student lacks
sufficient objective informolion upon tvhich to base the
estimutes. Thus. if a student is going to make such esti-
mates and use them regardless. it would seem essential
that through effective Lounsel i lig the estiniates be based as
much as possible on fact rather than on wishful thinking,

myth, or "hearsay." 1pp. :338-339, italics added I

Gelatt and Clarke also cite studies indicating that indi-
viduals can incorporate objective data into their personal
probability estimates with the result being an increase in
realism. They suggest that "a primary function of an effec-
tive guidance program would be the gathering and or-
ganizing of a broad base of relevant factual data to be used
by students in formulating realistic probability estimates
1p. 3401."

Another concept useful in describing the decision-
making process is that of disjointed incrementalism
(Braybrooke and Lindblom, 1963). As interpreted by
Gross (1967), this concept means that

.. decisions are always mr de on the basis of very limited
knowledge, and typically involve a relatively small
change from an existing state of affairs. Further, the choice
process is a jagged operation consisting of a series of steps,
reversible in many places, and ;wicked often by an adjust-
ment of ends to means , .. often persons do not first look at
the ends that they seek to attain, and then go aho tit looking
for the means ... nosh:ad. a person] looks for ends that

can be attained by the means that he has II). 4231.

Finally, Ginzberg, Super and Tiedeman have each de-
scribed a sequence of stages or tasks in the career decision
process. While society more or less calls the time and sets
the pace for these decision-making sequences, the pro-
cess is not an orderly series of unrepeated and unrelated
steps.

Implications for Career Guidance
What are the implications of these views of the career

decision-making process? We have seen that decision-
making is an integral part of career development and that
information, whether in the form of facts or probabilities,
is a necessary component of decisions. According to cur-
rent formulations, career development involves an over-
lapping sequence of tasks and choiceseach, in turn,
involving a sequence of preparatory stages occuring over
time. Exploration, whether active or passive, is an ines-
capable decision-making stage. Career exploration and
self-exploration are part of the same process. Many career
decisions, it appears, may be shaped and framed in small
increments, and while society does provide one-way
gates, the steps leading to these gates are typically small
and leisurely. At the same time, individuals often travel
along career paths largely determined by available means
rather than desired ends. Their ability to choose from
among the available paths may be seriously hindered by
the lack of information enabling them to forecast what lies
around the bend.

In summary, it would appear that at least six specific
implications for career guidance can be drawn from this
view of career decision-making.

1. Because of both the relative invisibility of occupa-
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tions in our complex society and the natural tendency for
means to determine ends in career planning, a major
function of guidance is to widen the field of exploration
during early stages of the career decision-making process.

2. Career exploration is crucial to career decision-
making because it can: provide the student with informa-
tion about possible choice options, including probable
outcomes of these choices; facilitate the experiencing of
career options; and focus attention on self in relation to
these options.

3. The sequential, incremental and time-extensive na-
ture of decision-making suggests that there is ample op-
portunity in developmental guidance programs for the
provision and clarification of the information needed in
career decision-making.

4. Because of the sequential, incremental and time-
extensive nature of decision-making, information availa-
ble during the early stages of this process is subject to
repeated reality testing and can undergo a self-corrective
process by means of successive approximation.

5. Since an individual may be simultaneously involved
in several decision-making problems and stages, his
needs for information at a given point in time will vary
both in type and content.

6. The need for information of the "What if" variety in
career decision-making is incontestable. Information on
the probable outcomes of different courses of action con-
stitutes a necessary but not sufficient condition for mak-
ing decisions wisely.

v.\ ildrAl

'I Lie Role of Testing in Career Guidance
What, then, do tests have to offer career guidance? The

major contribution is informationinformation that
facilitates selfIcareer exploration and focuses on the
"what ifs" of career decision-making.

Information for Career Exploration
and Decision-Making

Information for career exploration does not foreclose
the decision-making process by telling Johnny the occu-
pation he ought to enter or the choice he ought to make.
Rather, this information suggests careers and things
about Johnny's self that he might want to explore. The
information is not crucial by itself, but rather, in terms of
the exploration it stimulates. Exploration, of course, takes
time. Hence, testing for the purpose of stimulating explo-
ration must be introduced early in the decision-making
II

process, and the individual must be provided with en-
couragement and opportunities for exploration.

This is not to suggest that tests should or can be the sole
means of stimulating career exploration. Instead, I am
proposing that tests can best be used in the context of a
developmental guidance program, a program that seeks
to stimulate and facilitate student exploration through a
wide range of articulated activities.

The second major contribution of tests to career gui-
dance is that they provide information that bears on the
"what ifs" of decision-making. Decision theory tells us
that an essential component of every decision is consid-
eration of the outcomes of various decisions. For certain
categories of outcomes, chiefly performance in educa-
tional and job training programs, tests can provide some
of the necessary "what if" types of information. Again,
however, prior participation by the student in a develop-
mental career guidance program is crucial. While coun-
selors may subscribe to the belief that test scores should
be seen in the context of all other available information,
this may be psychologically impossible for a counselee
who is provided with a test profile today and feels com-
pelled (internally or externally) to make a choice tomor-
row. Under these circumstances, test results will often
loom large in the decision-making process, and a
square-peg interpretation (on the part of the counselee, at
least) may be unavoidable. However, in the context of a
developmental career guidance program, the "what if"
information tests provide becomes a part of a much larger
whole. It is placed in proper perspective.

Focused Exploration
So far, I've directed attention to the broadening of ex-

ploratory uses of tests. However, there comes a stage in
the decision-making process when it is necessary to nar-
row the range of choice options. Ginzberg, Super, and
Tiedeman each speak of crystallizing preferences and
specifying or implementing choices. Youth cannot go on
forever keeping all possible gates open, for to do so wofid
greatly impair their ability to pass through any but the
largest of gateways. The career development tasks society
sets for youth, sooner or later, force a commitment; a
narrowing process eventually has to occurusually dur-
ing the late teens. A major task of guidance is to insure
that this narrowing does not occur by defaultto help
youth survey the career world before choosing to take up
residence in this or that region.

During the elementary school years, to continue the
analogy, the survey is like a plane trip around the world.
The major continents of employment become apparent,
and the counselor helps the student identify different
climates and features of the workscape. Career awareness
is the primary goal. Once the student is past the age of
puberty, however, the increased consciousness of self, the
impending status of adulthood, and the move toward
independence and self-direction combine to make more
intensive, personalized experience in the world of work
desirable. The student now needs to spend some time in
different work locales to find out if they are merely nice
places or if he would really like to live there.
Career exploration, at this stage, takes on a new dimen-
sion. Whereas during the prepuberty years it could be
broad and general, a "once-over-lightly" partly based on
transitory fantasies and interests, career exploration dur-
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ing the postpuberty years requires focus and intensity.
Exploration of the whole world of work must give way to
exploration of the possibles and tbe probables.

The major task of career guidance at this stage appears
to be broadening the scope of the possibles and probables
while helping youth find their way among them. Perhaps
the most appropriate term to describe this task is "focused
exploration." One of the major guidance roles of testing is
to help provide focus to career explorationnot a focus
that singles out the "right" occupation for Johnny or
Sally, but a focus that points to the regions of the work
world they may want to visit. We at The American College
Testing Program (ACT) have tried to implement this exp-
loratory role of tests by actually developing a "map" of
the world of work. The map, which uses basic interest and
work task dimensions (i.e., Data/Ideas and People/Things)
for its poles, appears in a booklet called, Exploring: You
and Your Career (ACT, 1973). In it, various exercises
focus the student's attention on different "regions" of the
map and the job families located in those regions. While
our "World of Work Map for Job Families" is currently
only a first effort, somewhat like the maps developed by
the early explorers, we do feel that it helps provide per-
spective and focus to career exploration.

Implications for Testing Procedures
As I've noted, there is nothing new in the current em-

phasis on career exploration. Neither is it new to suggest
that tests might be used to facilitate exploration. Interest
inventories have been used for this purpose for a number
of years. In the past, however, testing texts have concen-
trated attention on the use of tests in description and
prediction and in resolving choice conflicts. The nature
of assessment and reporting procedures appropriate to
these purposes differs considerably from what is needed
to facilitate career exploration.

Bandwidth of Testing Instruments
Some years ago, Cronbach and Glaser (1957) disting-

uished between what they called wideband and narrow-
band approaches to measurement. Narrowband instru-
ments focus intensive assessment on a specific, limited
area of concern with the objective being highly accurate
measures of those personal characteristics most relevant
to that concern. Usually, only a few measures are in-
volved (e.g., a college placement test covering English,
mathematics and natural science). Wideband instru-
ments, on the other hand, assess a wide variety of per-
sonal characteristicscharacteristics that are relevant to
a number of concerns. Ideally, many different measures
will be involved in one articulated testing programfor
example: interests, abilities, competencies, job values,
working condition preferences and education aspira-
tions.

Cronbach and Gleser's delineation of the bandwidth
dimension in measurement has implications for the types
of measures that are used in career guidance. Wideband
measurement seems especially appropriate to facilitating
self and career exploration. Because of the wide variety of
personal characteristics that can be covered, the student
is presented with several perspectives from which he can
view his "self" in relation to careers. New ways of ab-
stracting experience and focusing it on career plans are
added to the information he already has. Ideally, two

basic types of information are added: information on per-
sonal characteristics (i.e., information presented in self
terms); and information relating personal characteristics
to career options (i.e., information about self presented in
career terms). Among the major limitations of many tests
currently used in guidance are their failure to integrate
different kinds of information (e.g., interests and abilities
are covered in separate, unarticulated tests) and their
failure to provide information both in self and career
terms.

Use of tests in the context of a developmental career
guidance program makes wideband measures desirable
from another standpoint. Since developmental guidance
is for everyone, and since there are wide differences in the
information needs of different individuals or of an indi-
vidual simultaneously engaged in several decision-
making cycles, only wideband measures can provide the
variety of information that is needed.

Models for Data-Information Conversion
Another implication that follows from the previous

discussion is the need to change our expectations of what
tests should give us. Test data, after all, must undergo a
series of transformations if it is to have an impact on
career development. First, the data (scores, percentile
ranks, stanines, etc.) must be transformed into
information relevant to counseling and guidance. Next,
this information must be transformed into experience;
and finally, the experience must be transformed into
career plans and decisions. Test publishers have the
primary responsibility for data-information transforma-
tion, although this responsibility is shared with coun-
selors. Counselors and test publishers together are re-
sponsible for helping students transform information into
experience, although this responsibility is shared with
the students themselves. Finally, students alone have the
responsibility of transforming experience into career de-
cisions, although counselors, parents, and other in-
terested individuals can provide help.

The first of these transformations is the conversion of
test data into guidance information. In career guidance
this means information useful in the exploration and
specification stages of decision-making. As Goldman
(1971) pointed out, data-information conversion involves
"bridging the gap" between the test score and its implica-
tions for the counselee. Test scores, by themselves, have
no meaning. It is only after determination of their rela-
tionship to real-world events that they become more than
digits on a page derived from marks on a page. This
relationship, of course, is relevant to a central characteris-
tic of all testsvalidity. But validity data, alone, seldom
provides the counselors with much help in transforming
test scores into counseling information. A correlation
coefficient of .53 between a test and grades in nursing
says very little to the counselor about Mary's prospects in
that field. What the counselor really needs for purposes of
career guidance is a way to bridge the gap between the test
score and its meaning, not its meaning in general, but
rather, its meaning for Mary.

Too often, test publishers have settled for providing a
score profile, some general validity data, and a few sug-
gestions, and expect the counselor to muddle through.
We called it "clinical interpretation," certainly an indis-
pensable part of any use of tests in guidance; but perhaps
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it %%as largely d "(.01) Ol It." tovering fur our inability to
provide' tounselors %vitt' the information they needed.

kVhdt, then. dre some procedures for bridging the gap
between the test store and its implicdtions? Two major
kinds of models have been implicit in this discussion thus
hiid model suggesting (Amite options for exploration
and d 110(10 inditating probable level of success should a
particular option be pursued.

'ts.tt
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l'he most familiar model is undoubtedly the one used to
provide predictions of performance or success, i.e., the
correlation and regression model. Less well-known, al-
though by no means new, is the discriminant-centour
model (Tiedeman. Rulon, and Bryan,1951),The function
of this latter model is to provide an indication of a
student's similarity to the characteristics of persons al-
ready pursuing various choice options. Degree of similar-
ity can be expressed statistically via centour scores,
which are two-digit numbers with some of the same prop-
erties as percentile ranks. However, there are several non-
statistical versions of the discriminant-centour model just
as there are nonstatistical versions of the regression
model.

The goal of the discriminant-centour model, as used in
career guidance, is not to find a perfect match that leads to
choice, to predict membership in some group, or to esti-
mate degree of success in some endeavor, but to say,
"Look, here are some occupations (vocational education
programs, college majors, etc.) that attract people who are
similar to you in several ways. You may want to check
into them."

An additional application of the discriminant-centour
model, one that is facilitated by means of two-
dimensional "exploration maps" (Prediger, 1971), is to
help the student project certain aspects of his "self' into a
Choice and to "try on" various options for size. This form
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of vicarious exploration is no substitute for real-world
exploration, of course, but it does provide a unique oppor-
tun ity for the student to survey his location in the world of
work with respect to interests, abilities, and other meas-
ured characteristics.

Those interested in guidance applications of these
models might consult the paper on which this presenta-
tion is based (Prediger, 1974).2 Suffice it to say here that
these two models for data-information transformation
complement each other--the discriminant model pro-
vides information to stimulate exploration while the re-
gression model provides success estimates to be used
during' the exploration process.

Test publishers have powerful procedures at their dis-
posal for transforming test data into counseling informa-
tion. We should encourage them to use these procedures.

Some Implications for Counselors
I have already discussed the role of the counselor in

transforming information from tests into the student ex-
perience and career plans. I believe this is the counselor's
most important role in testing. For unless information is
experienced and integrated into the self-concept, it can
have very little impact on career development. Experi-
ence, as used here, refers to both external experience as
obtained in career exploration and internal experience as
obtained in self-exploration. The former contributes to
the latter because of the likelihood of experiencing new
aspects of self during the active exploration of careers.

We at ACT believe that test publishers can and must do
much more than they have in the past to help counselors
help students transform test results into experience. As
I've already noted, score profiles, percentile ranks and
correlation coefficients are no longer enough. To provide
no more and expect counselors to do the rest of the job is, I
believe, one of the main reasons the usefulness of tests in
career guidance is being questioned today. We hope that
our publication, Exploring: You and Your Career, points
the way to a more fruitful marriage between tests and
career guidance.

The main vehicle for the counselor in meeting his (her)
career guidance responsibilities, however, is a develop-
mental career guidance program coupled with the
periodic opportunity for counseling. The role of coiinsel-
ing in the context of career guidance is to help the student
assimilate the information and experience he has at-
tained, to assess its meaning for him, and to plan his next
steps in the decision-making process.

Another major role of the counselor in testing, one with
special relevance for the disadvantaged, is to help coun-
selees find ways of transforming possibilities into prob-
abilities. Traditional, prediction-oriented use of tests in
guidance have emphasized the status quothe prob-
abilities given existing circumstances. On the other hand,
exploratory uses of tests focus on possibilitieswithout
ruling out alternatives because of current deficiencies in
ability, education, or personal resources. The individual,
with the help of exploratory experiences and in the con-
text of his value system, determines his goals. When these
goals center on the possible rather than on the probable,
the counselor's challenge is to help make the possible a
reality. This is a task that cannot be performed by assess-
ment alone, although tests have been faulted for this
reason. Tests can point out some of the possibilities and
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probabilities and they can provide clues as to how to
bring about change. But they cannot talk with the
individual's parents; integrate health, socioeconomic and
classroom performance data into an effective plan of ac-
tion; help the student weigh the personal costs and direc-
tions of change; develop a new school program; obtain
financial aid; or arrange for remedial help. The im-
plementation of change requires counseling and gui-
dance of the highest order.

A developmental career guiance program provides an
effective context for facilitating change in the student
for intervening in the normal course of events. Strong
guidance programs can also be effective in bringing about
change in student environments. Both types of change,
personal and environmental, can help transform the re-
motely possible into the highly probable for a given indi-
vidual.

Summary
In summary, I would like to restate five points which I

believe provide evidence for the vital role of testing in
career guidance.

1. The potential contribution of tests to career guidance
is based on the supposition that information about human
attributes is a necessary, although not a sufficient, condi-
tion for optimizing career development.

2. Theory, research and common sense tell us that we
have passed the era in which square-peg, square-hole
uses of tests can be viewed as the epitome of vocational
guidance. However, blaming tests for the square-peg ap-

proach to career guidance is somewhat like blaming skin
color for racial discrimination. It is essential to difi ;ren-
tiate between assessments of human attributes and
square-peg uses of these assessments.

3. Both career development theory and career
decision-making theory suggest that the role of tests in
career guidance is threefold: first, to stimulate, broaden,
and provide focus to career exploration; second, to stimu-
late exploration of self in relation to career; and third, to
provide "what if" information with respect to various
career choice options.

4. Test data must go through a chain of transformations
if it is to be useful in career guidance. First, test data must
be transformed into information relevant to counseling
and guidance. Next, this information must be trans-
formed into exploratory activities and self-evaluated ex-
periences. And, finally, these experiences must be trans-
formed into career plans and decisions. Responsibilities
for these transformations (in order of presentation) rest
primarily with test publishers, counselors, and coun-
selees.

5. Because of the important and active roles of the
counselor and counselee in these transformations, tests
can best be used in the context of a developmental career
guidance program.

For reference listing see the Bibliography
section at the back of this issue.
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A Cat with Nine Lives Is Nothing Compared to This
Career? Which career?The average person in the 1980's

will have seven different careers. Specialists predict that
the "lifetime commitment" picture will dissolve; that the
future of work must be considered in terms of years, not
lives. Lloyd Prentice, professor at Boston University's
School of Public Communications, says work is "any-
thing you can get somebody else to pay you for." But with
computers taking over production and calculation, there
is a trend toward service-related jobs and specialists. Un-
deremployment and over-education loom on the horizon
now, and promise to present even more problems for
1980. Diplomas seem to be destined only for shelves.
Furthermore, nine out of ten people who get out of college
have no idea of what they want to do.

US Department of Labor statistics estimate that in 1985,
20 percent of jobs will require four years of college, but
about 25 percent of the work force will have this level of
education. With a possible crisis in mind, the US gov-
ernment launched a massive "career education" effort in
1971. But what does this really mean?To school children,
it means hearing about employment at an incredibly early

age. And these "career-oriented curricula" continue
through college. Advisors warn students to be future-
oriented, flexible, determined. On the other hand, coun-
selors maintain that it's not worth putting aside natural
talents in order to fit into the work force.

Will professions expand to absorb the work force? In
teaching alone, a surplus of 750,000 trained people is
expected by 1980. Perhaps reduced class sizes and chang-
ing subject matter may relieve this situation, but socio-
economists are not optimistic about it. Bureau of Labor
statstics show that already, 28 percent of today's college
graduates make less than the median income of those
with only high school diplomas.

The United States foreshadows the future for develop-
ing nations, so our own resolution of employment prob-
lems could be either a useful or negative exataple for the
rest of the world. Humphrey Tyler, Christian SCif:11Cf!
Monitor correspondent, speculates, "to control and dissi-
pate the social and political tensions this new industrial
revolution is likely to provoke will take political and
managerial skills that make the mind boggle."
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OMRITIONAL 001(ES OF QIRLI
by Esther E. Matthews
Professor of Education
University of Oregon
and President, NVGA

How do girls make occupational choices? What factors
influence their choices? How can counselors help girls
understand themselves vocationally? These are only a
few of the kinds of questions we need to keep asking
ourselves as we try to help young girls understand them-
selves vocationally. Of course each girl's an individual in
her own right, so some ideas or concepts may not apply to
some girls. There is, however, some general practical
applicability to many of the ideas to be discussed here.

Girls particularly need your help right now because
they are involved in trying to understand a major shift in
social attitudes toward women and work in the United
States. Yet the girls now in high school were influenced
in early life to shape their identity toward early marriage
and family responsibilities with only minimal attention
to occupational selection. Now they are being influenced
to carry out dual life goals simultaneouslymarriage and
family and satisfying work, not just emergency employ-
ment.

22

Disscussion still centers, for some people, around what
they think ought to beevery girl settled down early in
life in a home with her childrenleaving the business of
facing the work world to the husband. That satisfying
ideal, even in the past, was true only fot some economic
and social levels of the society. Since marriage and family
life do not occupy women for the 75 years of their life
expectancy, counselors, teachers and parents have a re-
sponsibility to do more than a "something-to-fall-back-
on" variety of vocational guidance.

Long before high school counselors begin to help girls
understand their vocational potentiality, many factors
have been at work in the family, neighborhood and
school. Each girl you talk with learned to see herself
basically in one of two ways: 1) as a competent, curious,
active, responsible human being, or 2) as a dependent,
passive person to be guided by others (parents, husband,
employer). These two basic colorations of life encouraged
or ignored vital vocational predispositions in each little
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girl's life. There are skills and aptitudes that need early
encouragement or they simply do not develop to a high
enough level to be vocationally visible, so they can hardly
be useful as indicators for occupational field exploration.
This means that no matter how many field trips or occu-
pational units some girls are subjected to, their inner
attention is absent. Their outer attention is highly satis-
factory because many have learned well how to please
peopleespecially those in authority. One easy way to
check out the level of internal commitment to an occupa-
tion requiring time and energy is to ask for occupational
aspirations and then have students sort their choices ac-
cording to wishes and expectations. You may be sur-
prised at how many girls have occupational wishes they
never expect will become actualities. The more challeng-
ing the occupation, the greater the disparity between
wishes and expectations.

When you work with small groups of girls in an un-
structured way you will hear them discuss, at length, how
they expect to be deflected from their wishes by
societyparticularly if they are culturally different from
the majority. They will share in a small, trusting group
their fear of ridicule and exclusion by their peersboth
girls and boysif they express strong occupational
commitment. Mild job interest is another matterthat is
expected in certain classes of society. The most overpow-
ering fear still expressed by many girls, directly or indi-
rectly, is the fear that developing a strong occupational
commitment will reduce the possibility of marriage. This
still seems to be prevalent, even though the mothers of
these girls are eagerly returning to school and work in
large proportions.

What are some of the dispositions that need under-
standing, acceptance and psychological nourishment in
early life so that they will become firmly established
patterns of existence, resisting eradication in adoles-
cence? The dispositions I consider important could be
summarized as early patterns of perceptions of the mean-
ing of the intellect and the relationship between the child
and other persons, the material world of objects, the phys-
ical world of nature and the realm of the spirit. A predo-
minant emphasis or permission in any one of these areas
influences the direction of a person's development. Ide-
ally, a balance of all facets would be hoped for, but that is
a rarity.

The occupational selections of girls and women in the
helping professions are understandable within this con-
text. It seems that women had a great variety of prefer-
ences for many kinds of occupations. In the past, these
wishes were permitted legitimacy only in pioneer or
war-time. Now the situation is changing due to the legal
protection of the right of people to select and enter any
occupation they are capable of. You may want to share
with the girls and women that you work with some of the
occupational breakthroughs made by women in the
1970's:

Bureau of Apprenticeship Training reports new first for
women as apprentice painters, apprentice carpenters, etc.
(Source: Women Today, 2:24, November 27, 1972).
Navy opens sea duty to women as ship's officers and crew
from tending boilers to flying planes. (Source: Women
Today, 2:18, September 14, 1972).
First woman rabbi ordained in the United States. (Source:
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Women Today, 2:12, June 26, 1972).
First woman installed as commander of a major Air Force
unit. (Source: Women Today, 2:19, September 18, 1972).
First female FBI agents appointed. (Source: Women
Today, 2:16, August 7, 1972).
Women construction workers to receive equal job oppor-
tunities from federal contractors. (Source: Women Today,
2:17, August 21, 1972).

Right now, if you find yourself inwardly groaning over
the sad state Of the world that could permit lady rabbis,
women pilots, and female apprentice carpenters, stop
yourself short and muse over your ingrained biases and
how they could affect your vocational counseling. If, on
the other hand, you accept any person's right to select an
occupation, you will feel a sense of relief at the establish-
ment of occupational justice for all. Legal justice is only
the first step. Society's wholehearted support and ap-
proval still lie in the future. It is of great importance that
you, as a counselor, convey to your students that the right
to select an occupation is not a mandate to do so. The
energy and power to succesfully build a dual family and
career existence is not too evident in men or women. As
the role of the father becomes far more involving we will
see a new balance of career/family energies for both par-
ents.

In the final portion of this paper I would like to share a
few ideas and suggestions for counselors who are in-
terested in becoming increasingly sensitive to the voca-
tional counseling needs of girls.

First, study and share with others the basic background
readings suggested at the end of this paper.

Second, encourage the faculty or employment staff to
discuss Elizabeth Janeway's book, Man's World,
Woman's Place: A Study in Social Mythology..

Third, make and keep the good resolution of really
studying the journal of our association, The Vocational
Guidance Quarterly.

Fourth, encourage your librarian to buy multiple sub-
scription- to the US Department of Labor journal,
Manpower. (I wish they would retitle it Humanpower!)
Place issues of special interest in appropriate depart-
ments in your school. For example, the March, 1973 issue
of Manpower, on paramedical jobs, should go to the
nurse's office, science classes and to the advisor for the
health careers club. Students interested in health service
occupations might be excited and motivated over learn-
ing that every year between now and 1980 we have open-
ings for 20,000 medical assistants, 13,500 medical
laboratory workers, 22,000 physicians and 69,000 regis-
tered nurses.

Fifth, have your counseling staff read and discuss the
February, 1972 issue of Manpower. The theme of that
issue is "A Critical Look at Career Guidance." Better still,
meet for a discussion with administrators, career cluster
teachers and students.

Sixth, set up a student vocational exploration advisory
council. Have this group recruit vocational speakers stu-
dents want to hear. Encourage them to set up sequential
vocational role, model panels for students to interview
and interact with. Sixteen year old students find it hard to
conceive of themselves as successful 50 year olds. A
panel for students to interview might consist of a junior
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student who works in a gas station and dreams of owning
a business, a young adult in the first few years of owner-
ship, and a mature adult who runs a flourishing business.

Seventh, expand your knowledge and insight regard-
ing the effect of class and culture upon occupational
choices of girls. Kuvlesky and Lever (1967) found that
rural and urban Negro girls had similar occupational
goals but that both groups expected to be deflected from
these goals by society. What can you do about this injus-
tice? Many black girls from early life on have powerful
occupational motivation because they realize that occu-
pational mobility is still a passport in this society.

Eighth, read Astin's (1968) research that shows that the
size of the high school relates significantly to the type of
occupational selection made. Girls from large high
schools are more likely to select professions than girls
from s.nall high schools. Astin also found that twelfth
grade girls recalling college counseling or "job" counsel-
ing in grade nine chose accordingly.

Ninth, encourage girls to organize small, develop-
mental type groups for exploration of their life experi-
ences and goals. Participate as a member of these groups
and watch the leadership rotate; communication and in-
terpersonal skills develop and flourish; and life-style un-
derstandings grow into actions.

And finally, influence yourself and others toward the
acceptance of life-long learning and the power of the
individual to reduce the cost of random choices, to plan
ahead and to utilize each opportunity eiat life may offer.

Suggested Background Reading for
Counselors of Girls and Women
1. Basic General Reference
laneway, E. Man's World, Woman's Place: A Study in

Social Mythology. New York: William Morrow and
Co., Inc. 1971.

II. Comprehensive Newsletter
Women Today (Newsletter). Washington, D.C.: Today

Publications and News Service, National Press Bldg.
($15.00 per year).
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III. Counselors and Counseling Girls and Women
"Women and Counselors," special issue, Personnel and

Guidance Journal, October, 1972, 51:2.
Matthews, E., et al. Counseling Girls and Women Over the

Life Span. NVGA monograph. Washington, D.C.:
American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1972.

IV. References Regarding Occupations
Occupational Outlook Handbook, loth Edition, 1972,

Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents.
Careers for Women, U.S. Women's Bureau. (Leaflets on
new or unusual careers for women).

Evers, Dora (Ed.) New Careers for Women 1970-1980.
Washington, D.C.: American Association of University
Women, Educational Foundation, 1966.

Lyons, Harriet, "Found Women," Ms magazine, 1973,
1:7, pp. 45-67. (Brief sketches of women in many occu-
pations from sculptor to professor of surgery.)

V. Bibliographies Regarding Girls and Women
Astin, H., Suniewick, N., and Dweck, S. Women: A Bib-

liography on Their Education and Careers.
Washington, D.C.: Human Service Press, 1971.

Business and Professional Women's Foundation, Career
Counseling: New Perspectives for Women and Girls.
Washington, D.C.: B and P.W.F. 2012 Massachusetts
Ave., N.W., 20036 (Price: 50 cents).

Westervelt, E. and Fixter, Deborah A. Women's Higher
and Continuing Education: An Annotated Biblio-
graphy with Selected References on Related Aspects of
Women's Lives. New York: College Entrance Examina-
tion Board, 1971. (Price: $1.50)

Are You an Information Generator?
Do you have an unpublished speech, report, model, in-
strument, dissertation, program description? ERIC was
created to assure access to the educational knowledge
base. Our basic function is to aid the process of
knowledge -sharing and feedback. Perhaps you have de-
signed an innovative program. Perhaps your insight ant
experience have led you to do some creative thinking.
Perhaps you've carried out some research. Is it in written
form? If not, have you considered organizing it and writ-
ing it up to make it available for others to build on? ERIC is
always looking for new documents. We continually re-
view materials for Central ERIC's monthly collection in
Research in Education. If you would like to submit a
paper. send two (2) cleansuitable for Xerox
reproductioncopies, accompanied by an abstract of ap-
proximately 150 words. to: RIE Selections, ERIC/CAPS,
2108 School of Education 131dg., The University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104.
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Flashes
British psychologist Paul Kline thinks

that the use of personality tests for voca-
tional or occupational selection could in-
trude upon personal liberty Kline attacks
mainly the "objective" personality tests,
which, he notes, are resistant to faking.
Also, such tests are of unproven validity
and are backed by little evidence that
shows their effectiveness More important,
Kline thinks, is the issue of deception With
the older psychometric tests, even with the
projective Rorschach. a job applicant
could choose not to reveal himself But no
such freedom exists with objective tests,
says Kline. misused, they could become
"another dangerous instrument of social
manipulation ."

.. Consumption of "coffee, tea or milk" is
a good predictor of ulcers, according to
Ralph Paffenbarger of the University of
California School of Public Health in
Berkeley A study of 25,000 men who at-
tended Harvard or the University of Penn-
sylvania from 1916 to 1950 revealed that:
students who drank two or more cups of
coffee a day were 72% more likely to get
an ulcer than abstainers; cola drinkers
were 48% more susceptible; milk drinkers
developed ulcers at a 42% lower rate, but
drinking more milk didn't increase this
percentage; smokers increased their
chances of ulcers 33%, with the risk
greatest among those who smoked the
most, students with five or more siblings
had an ulcer rate 38% higher than those
from smaller families .

A worldwide shortage of secretaries
now exists The demand for Girls Friday is
larger than the supply As a result, poten-
tial employers are offering free apart-
ments, cars and other fringe benefits. This
is particularly true in London where the
average secretary stays no longer than 25
months on one job before moving on to the
next Asa matter of fact, the secretary shor-
tage is so acute in London that one em-
ployer distributed 2,000 leaflets to pros-
pective employees offering a four-week
vacation and a six-hour workday and re-
ceived two replies Maybe unemployed
teachers and counselors should take up
shorthand and typing .

... The Neighborhood Youth Corps' "In-
School Program" is failing to keep low-
income families in school. Several studies
of groups of enrollees and controls over a
three year period indicate that the prog-
ram "has had no appreciable effect on
enrollees' decisions to remain in or drop
out of school" The primary benefit to
youths in the program appeared to be the
paid work experiences not otherwise av-
ailable, although these jobs were routine
and not likely to develop either skills or
diversified work experiences for those in-
volved .

... School board members in Franklin
County, Florida voted to reduce their sal-
ary from $300 per month to $3 per meet-
ing A citizens' committee had recom-
mended school budget cuts. but left it to
the board to decide where it/ make them

React!
If you have an alternative view, a
comment, a criticism, or a compli-
ment, let us hear from you. Your feed-
back on our articles and ideas, your
direct experience and insights, can
lend an added impact to what we pre-
sent. To react, write; Impact, P.O. Box
635, Ann Arbor, MI 48107.
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Comics Are Serious Stuff
Science returns to the comic strip Close

to 900 newspaper and magazine articles
have been written between 1970 and 1973
on the sociological, psychological, edu-
cational and structural aspects of this
form. The nearly 900 new entries listed in
the revised, updated 2nd edition of
International Bibliography of Comics Lit-
er=' (Bibliographie der international
Literatur uber Comics) include a New York
Times Magazine survey of underground
cartoons in the late 1960's and a German
study on the connection between reading
readiness and comics reading in junior
high school students Published by Verlag
Dokumentation (Munich), this unique bib-
liography is now being distributed by the
R R Bowker Company, a Xerox education
company.

The 4,700 titles are listed under eight
sections the history of comics, structure,
commercial aspects, readers' opinions,
the question of their culture-altering and
crime-producing effect on youth, educa-
tional usefulness, use in related forms of
expression, and judicial and other limiting
measures. Within each section articles
appear according to the country of publi-
cation and provide following details au-
thor, titles of article, publication in which it
appears, date of issue and page number

Special features include 17 full-page
reproductions of foreign-language ver-
sions of such world-farnous comic strips
as Li/ Abner, Batman and Peanuts, an au-
thor index and a list of illustrations. The
table of contents and foreword are written

'h and Germanboctho

of International Bibliography of
Comics Literature, 2nd edition, are availa-
ble for $18 50 plus shipping and handling
from the R R Bowker Order Department,
P 0 Box 1807, Ann Arbor, Michigan
48106
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Career Guidance
And

Special Populations

by Thelma Jones Vriend
Vice President for Student Services
Wayne County Community College
Detroit, Michigan

Society has always fashioned its educational institu-
tions to suit its needs. During the 1960's social forces
caused some changes in education, resulting in some
question about what an educated person can and should
know about society and self. In the United States today
education is moving toward something other than an
elitist. meritocractic privilege. More privileged students
are attributing higher status to free education, self-
determined and informally derived, while less privileged
students are demanding access to college. The explosion
of new knowledge and the obsolescence of old know-
ledge has created a more dynamic occupatitnal structure.
There is a need for broader based* educational back-
grounds, training, and re-training. We are faced with new
societal perspectives and problems. An increasingly ur-
banized society demands solutions to the accelerated in-
tensity of problems like pollution, tfansporation, health
care, human. reletiolis, housing, and school quality.
Among the educational problems produced by this era
are the dilemmas of carter guidance.

One of the current dilemmas of career guidance is the
fact that students advance through education, but we
have college graduates unable to find jobs. Furthermore,
there are high unemployment rates among youth,
women, and minorities. Students complete general edu-
cation programs with no skills, and people labor unhap-
pily and unproductively at low level jobs. Many workers

need to upgrade their skills for job mobility and ad-
vancement.

There are increased pressures to recognize those
Americans who are a part of the subcultures of rural and
urban poverty, and to alter our previous actions that
treated everyone as White, Anglo-Saxon, Middle-Class,
Protestants. There is continuing concern for the career
guidance of those we view as different or special; those
who constitute a large percentage of the groups cited as
part of the career guidance dilemma Who are these peo-
ple, these "special populations" who refuse to fall into
the predetermined slots of our cui rent societal and educa-
tional network? They are different primarily because they
do not possess the education, goods, services, and experi-
ences that have traditionally been available to the major
culture. (Moore, 1971)

Special Populations Defined
This paper will focus on the mature student from a

working-class background and the minority student. We
are particularly interested in the student who is seeking
another chance, and who usually needs special assistance
to negotiate the current opportunity structure. We find
these students in high concentrations in our urban in-
stitutions from kindergarten through secondary school.
They abound in large numbers in our community col-
leges, and have infiltrated even the more traditional col-
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leges and universities. The author has chosen to focus on
the mature student because that student presents all of the
problems and concerns faced by career guidance experts
and these problems and concerns are compounded over a
longer period of time.

Special Population Described
The mature student population is highly diverse in

ability, achievement, ethnic and political orientation,
age. and academic and occupational interests. They come
from rural areas, small sub-cultural enclaves, and the
ghettos of big cities. They are using education as a vehicle
to achieve social, academic, vocational, financial, and
personal satisfaction.

This group includes the poor, senior citizens, veterans,
the person who has been out of school for a long period of
time, and the worker seeking career upgrading. Large
numbers of women, Blacks, Browns, and Reds are in the
group. In the 1960's higher education enrollments more
than doubled from over three million to over six million
full time students. Between 1964 and 1968 college en-
rolI;nent of Black students increased by 85%. (Carnegie
Commission Report, 1972).

Many mature students are from working class homes,
and many are the first in their family to attempt post-
secondary education. They are usually employed and
have continuing family or home responsibilities. Conse-
quently, they must arrange class schedules to fit work
schedules. They have practical commitments to learning,
seeking tangible and pragmatic learning experiences. In
terms of academic and occupational interests, the mature
student tends to be more career-oriented and task-
oriented. They tend to value the vocational model of
education.

Career Guidance Needs of Special Populations
The career guidance needs of special populations

parallel those of all students. The major difference is one
of degree: the student usually needs more assistance in
identifying. exploring. and attaining career and educa-
tional goals and developmental tasks. They can be helped
in three basic areas: assessment, counseling, and support.

Students need to know their strengths and needs in all
areas: who am I at this point in time? Assessment is
needed to determine where the student is in basic
academic achievement, educational and career planning,
financial need, physical health, and other human re-
sources.

Students need to clarify and focus on goals: what do I
want? where am I going? Counseling and advising assists
the student to develop educational and career plans, ex-
plore personal concerns, examine learning styles, select
foundation courses. and explore related experiences.

Students need assistance in accomplishing goals set
and periodically re-evaluating goals: How does one get
where one is headed or what one wants? Academic sup-
port provides (1) basic foundation courses that are or-
ganised to consider alternative learning and teaching
styles: (2) expanded learning alternatives through ex-
tended experiences: (3) learning laboratories; (4) alter-
nate credit systems; (5) and other non-traditional learning
approaches. Human resources support can provide
further exploration of psychological development and
learning disabilities.

In providing this assistance to special populations,
guidance specialists should be aware of some of the
unique values and strengths that they possess as well as
some of the special problems they face. Minority students
no longer feel beyond redemption, and stress the impor-
tance of their own culture and values. They often demand
that these values be reflected in the educational process.
Minority students are direct, candid, and often cyncial;
they take disappointment better than the average student.
While they tend to be less academically sophisticated,
they are more worldly and independent. (Moore, 1971).
The life support needs of special populations tend to be
peer-oriented rather than self-oriented, and learning is
best facilitated in "primary" or supportive group settings.
(Foss and Whipple, 1973). These strengths can be power-
ful, positive forces in the process of career guidance for
student development.

Implications for Career Guidance Specialists
To effectively implement career guidance practices set

forth by theorists and practitioners, career guidance
specialists must first examine their basic philosophic and
theoretical positions. A re-evaluation of basic beliefs
about the nature of genkind is in order. A theory of help-
ing people must include a theory of what is good for
people-in-the-world, and a theory of what may construc-
tively influence people-in-the world. (Geis, 1969) We
must be ready to reaffirm our belief in the inherent worth
and uniqueness of every individual, and our concern for
the individual in the social setting.

Our actions are to be based on the fact that each indi-
vidual acts to enhance his perceived self, and that each
individual has the innate ability to learn and can be
helped to make choices that lead to self direction consis-
tent with social improvement. (Hill, 1965). Students, act-
ing on the basis of their own attitudes and perceptions,
need continuing guidance from competent specialists.

That difference does not constitute inferiority is a prin-
ciple applicable to women, minorities, different age
groups, veterans, and others. The developmental ap-
proach is valid for all only if we remove the age limita-
tions from the stage expectations. Because development
has not reached an expected level at a certain point in
time does not mean that this development cannot occur.
Studies are currently being conducted at Wayne County
Community College relative to the stages of the socializ-
ing process and the effects of its systematic development
on cognitive learning in adults.

Educational determinism ("What an individual should
know") is often an impediment to career guidance.
Specialists might well replace this attitude with an objec-
tive view of the student as being at a specific point,
needing to progress to another point to attain his goal,
and finding methods of assisting him to get there. A
redefinition of a drop-out may question whether the set
goal of the student has been reached rather than the com-
pletion of a predetermined time period.

Career guidance specialists are also human relations
experts and human rights activists. They must be willing
to battle the forces that deny opportunity and dignity to
any group. In addition the professional can help students
to effectively cope with these forces, and influence col-
leages to be active forces for change.

The tools and techniques of career guidance have been
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extensively reported in the literature. Various programs
and projects have utilized special combinations for
specific target groups, and reports of longitudinal studies
are available. Hanson and Borow discuss ten career gui-
dance programs in Career Guidance For A New Age.
(Borow, 1973)

A very effective career guidance program has been in
operation in Detroit since 1965. It is an excellent model of
a combination of theories and practices to produce a
successful program for a special population in a large
metropolitan school system. The writer was personally
involved in its development and will present basic ele-
ments of the Developmental Career Guidance Project as
models. The Developmental Career Guidance Project was
conceived, developed, and geared to minority students

throughout the developmental range of kindergarten
through 12th grade. Many similarities have been found in
the needs of the parents of these students and mature
students at Wayne County Community College.

The results of five years of demonstration and research
in DCGP has emphasized the importance of the totality of
the career guidance experience. Each school needs to
develop a total program which integrates career guidance
experiences with all learning experiences, including
classroom activities for all school subjects. Activities
need to be related to the world of work with business,
industry, and the community intricately involved. Spe-
cial populations need a series of broadening experiences
that increase their knowledge of alternatives. Miller's
tenets of career education closely parallel DCG activities
over the years. (Miller, 1973) Career guidance should (1)
be a fusion of all areas for all students; (2) involve all
students regardless of post-secondary plans beginning
with school entry into the adult years; (3) involve the
entire school program and unite schools. communities
and employers in a cooperative education venture; (4)
provide the student with information and experiences
representing the entire world of work; and (5) support the
student from initial career awareness to career explora-
tion, career direction-setting, career preparation, career
placement, and finally career re-education if desired.

Effective guidance practices are also geared to assist the
student in developing a healthy self-concept. Success
experiences are provided that build a concomitant sense

of control of self and environment. Significant others are
important in the form of role models, community models,
parents, and peers. Workbooks that promote decision
making and value skills in elementary school children
have been effective tools. Sally Spedding, formerly of
DCGP, has developed such a workbook for Southfield
Schools. Ira Bank's Career Word Games for elementary
school children were developed in DCGP Schools and
recently published by Chronicle Career Guidance. Arthur
Carter developed a career game for elementary school
students in a Project school. The same principles are
currently being utilized to develop tapes of career success
models in the community for community college stu-
dents.

Career guidance activities for a specific school program
can be based on several interrelated areas. Information is
disseminated to students through films, filmstrips, other
media, and assemblies, to name a few. Student percep-
tions of the world of work and community resources can
be broadened through field trips, speakers, or events such
as career weeks, career days, and career fairs. Orientation
events can be planned to acquaint students with the next
level of school work. Parents are important resource peo-
ple who can often benefit from career information and
experiences. Discussion groups, trips, special events and
newsletters promote this aspect of a career guidance
program. Community involvement through community
groups and consultations is encouraged. Faculty work-
shops, newsletters, manuals, presentations, orientations
and research facilitate their active participation on an
ongoing basis in the career guidance process.
Summary

The process of career choice, once considered a one
time event of youth, is now regarded as a continuing
process of accommodating to changing circumstances.
Young people face bewildering career choices. Persons in
their 40's and 50's often face job changes for various
reasons, and special populations of all ages need assis-
tance with training programs, entrance into the labor
market, and the development of human resources.

The people who live in super-industrial societies will
need new skills in three crucial areas: learning, relating,
and choosing. (Toffler, 1970) A powerful new dimension
can be added to education by teaching students how to
learn, unlearn, and relearn. The accelerated pace of life
increases the difficulty of making and maintaining re-
warding human ties. Choice-making is important in a
world of complex decisions and unlimited choices.

The career guidance specialist is challenged to ex-
amine the needs, strengths, and values of his or her clien-
tele. The professional is further asked to examine his own
attitudes and values, and to become actively committed
advocate for equal opportunnities for all students.
Theories, practices, techniques, tools, and information
can then be organized into a total school career guidance
program utilizing all the necessary human resources and
expertise available. The career guidance specialist must
move frcm the seeking of excellence in a few to the de-
velopment of potential of all students.

For reference list see the Bibliography
section at the back of this issue.
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by Juliet V. Miller
Assistant Director of

Measurements and Guidance
Oakland County Schools
Pontiac, Michigan

Introduction
There has been increasing interest on the part of many

guidance staffs in secondary schools in finding effective
ways of developing career guidance programs. Because of
the recent thrust in career education, there has been con-
siderable activity in the area of career guidance. There-
fore, guidance staffs are faced with the rather formidable
task of sifting through the mass of available information
to identify those guidance strategies which are most ap-
propriate for their students. Several career guidance
programs have been designed using the systems ap-
proach and illustrate its use in designing career guidance
programs.

Systems Approach
The systems approach provides a comprehensive

model which a guidance department staff can use on an
on-going basis for program design, implementation, and
review. The approach involves a number of steps which
ultimately result in a career guidance program which is
tailored for the students whom the program serves. Some
programs that have successfully used the systems ap-
proach are the Comprehensive Career Guidance Program
(Mesa, Arizona). the Systems Approach to the Develop-
ment of Pupil Personnel Services Project (David Cook),
and Operation Guidance (Ohio State University). Basi-
cally, use of the systems approach includes the following
steps: (1) needs assessment; (2) development of goals and
objectives; (3) identification and selection of guidance
strategies: and (4) program evaluation.

30

Needs Assessment
It is literally impossible for any career guidance pro-

gram to be all things to all people. If guidance resources
and staff were unlimited, this might be a worthy goal;
however, most of us live in a real world with many real
constraints on the type of program which we can design.
A needs assessment study is intended to help the guid-
ance staff identify and prioritize the most relevant needs
of students so that the career guidance program can be
responsive to them.

The first step in needs assessment is to develop a
number of statements that reflect possible students'
needs. Some examples from the Comprehensive Career
Guidance Project are:

I need to understand how I am progressing in each
class and how I can improve my work.
I need to know what I can do now to prepare for work
that I want to do in the future.
I need to get in touch with my feelings and understand
how feelings affect my behavor.
I need to be a more sharing and trusting person.

Once a comprehensive list of such items has been de-
veloped, a number of groups can be surveyed. These
might include students, teachers, counselors, adminis-
trators, and/or parents. These groups are asked to rate the
importance of the stated needs and to indicate which
should have highest priority. The results of the needs
assessment provide the basis for developing the career
guidance program because it helps identify relevant
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needs, prioritizes those needs, and leads directly to the
second step in the systems approach, developing goals
and objectives.

Goals and Objectives
Once the needs assessment has been completed, guid-

ance staff is ready to develop career guidance program
goals and objectives. Goals and objectives are important
because they define the career gu: 'ance program. The
last two steps in the systems approach, selecting guid-
ance strategies and program evaluation, are dependent on
the program goals and objectives. Once the needs have
been identified, they can be translated directly into goals.
For example the need statement, "I need to get in touch
with my feelings and understand how feelings affect my
behavior," would translate into the goals, "Students will
identify their feelings and will understand how feelings
affect their behavior." A goals statement is a general
statement about how students will change as a result of
the program. Objectives are statements of the actual be-
haviors, knowledge, and/or attitudes which students will
develop as a result of the program including the accepted
level of perfonnance on evaluation measures. The follow-
ing example from the Comprehensive Career Guidance
Program illustrates a goal statement with objectives:

Goal- To understand ways in which the availability
and/or desirability of vocational opportunities are
being influenced by trends resulting from social,
economic, and technological factors.
Objective - Given examples of factors which are affect-
ing job opportunities, to identify correctly in at least
three of five cases whether they are social, economic,
or technological factors.
Objectives - To list three ways in which current infor-
mation on job trends can be obtained.
When developing goals and objectives for career guid-

ance programs, it is helpful to use broad categories to
group them Again, borrowing from the Comprehensive
Career Guidance Program, the following are possible
categories: vocational educational, personal-social,
learning-to-learn (academic), social responsibility (citi-
zenship), and leisure. Using such categories can help
insure program comprehensiveness as well as help the
guidance staff see the relationship between program
goals and objectives.

Guidance Strategy Identification and Selection
Once goals and objectives have been developed on the

basis of the needs assessment, the guidance staff is faced
with the task of identifying appropriate strategies for the
career guidance program. It is at this point that it is
important to expand traditional thinking about guidance
services. Traditionally, we have talked primarly about
interventions which are done by counselors. Increas-
ingly, however, there is support for the idea that guidance
services should involve many others such as teachers,
students, paraprofessionals and parents. Gyshers (1973)
has suggested three broad categories of guidance pro-
gram responsibilities. These include indirect functions
where counselors input information and interact with
others who then have direct contact with students, shared
functions where counselors team with other potential
staff, and direct functions which counselors provide di-
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rectly to students. These categories may be helpful to
remember as I explore the wide range of methods avail-
able for incorporation into a career guidance program.

For a three year period, as a staff member at the
ERIC/CAPS Center, I was involved in a number of projects
which focused on reviewing the total range of career
guidance methods currently available. The results have
been pAlished in the new Handbook of Career Guidance
Methods (Campbell, Walz, Miller and Kriger, 1973).
Through our work the following method groups were
identified:

Achievement Motivation Training
Assessment Techniques
Behavior Modification
Black or Ethnic Studies
Career Days
Creative Experiences
Decision Making Training
Economic and Consumer Education
Field Trips
Group Procedures
Individualized Education
Intergroup Education
Media
Mobile Services
Occupational Information Systems
Placement
Prevocational Programs
Role Playing
Simulation
Social Modeling
Value Clarification
Work Experience Programs
Many of the methods listed above are currently being

used in the programs referred to in the bibliography. At
this point, however, I should stress the basic premise of
the systems approach: methods are selected because the
promise to achieve the objectives which evolved from the
needs assessment. Whether or not any particular method
is approapriate for your program will depend on the ob-
jectives which you have developed.

Evaluation
The final step in the systems approach is evaluation.

This is a difficult area which we in guidance have strug-
gled with for some time. The systems approach recog-
nizes four basic types of evaluation: context evaluation,
input evaluation, process evaluation, and product evalu-
ation. Context evaluation is really needs assessment,
which was previously discussed. Input evaluation is
evaluation of guidance methods which has also been
discussed. Process evaluation provides for on-going
monitoring of the career guidance program by gathering
information regarding the efficiency of the program oper-
ation.

Product evaluation focuses on the extent to which the
program successfully meets the stated objectives. It fo-
cuses on changes within the student that have resulted
from the program. This type of evaluation is difficult and,
therefore, has been lacking in many career guidance
programs. However, using the systems approach when
designing career guidance programs can facilitate pro-
duct evaluation. In several guidance programs,
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criterion-referenced measurement is being used for pro-
duct evaluation. This procedure provides information
about the level of performance of individual students on
specified objectives. Thus, unlike standardized non-
referenced tests which compare a student to other groups
of students, criterion-referenced testing provides feed-
back on an individual student's mastery of specific pro-
gram objectives. Use of this type of measurement pro-
vides on-going monitoring of the progress of each student
in the program.

Summary
I have attempted to describe a number of new develop-

ments in career guidance using a systems approach
framework. Designing a comprehensive career guidance
program is a major effort which can easily fail if there is
not some systematic approach to the task. The systems

Career Center
ionrinigrertitua ion

by Thomas J. Jacobson
Director of Pupil Personnel Services
Grossmont Union High School District
La Mesa, California

Introduction
The career guidance center is a recent innovation in

school counseling programs that has been documented
by Jacobson (1971, 1972a, 1972b, 1972c,) and Jacobson
and Journey (1973). Career guidance centers or "career
centers," as they are usually called, are operational deliv-
ery systems developed to provide students in junior and
senior high schools with a continuous exposure and
orientation to career information, counseling, individual
appraisal. placement, and awareness of existing training
and educational programs during the important years
that the student is in junior and senior high school.

The development of career centers was based on known
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approach can provide the following benefits to would-be
program developers:

Helps you identify needs that your students feel are
important, thus insuring program relevancy.
Helps.you set priorities, thus resulting in efficient use
of limited guidance resources.
Helps you set appropriate goals and objectives that
provide on-going direction for the program and a basis
for evaluation.
Helps you deal with the vast array of guidance
strategies available to you by specifying the types of
outcomes that those strategies must facilitate.
.Helps you in continous management of your program
by providing feedback about the perfomance of indi-
vidual students on measures designed to test mastery
of program objectives.

vocational development theory research. Different voca-
tional development theorists (Ginsberg, et. al., 1951,
Super, 1957, and Miller and Form, 1951) have indicated
that vocational or career development is a continuous
process with specific periods and stages that occur over
time, and that to assist students there must be com-
plimentary services provided on a continuous basis to
facilitate student career development.

The career center has been very popular with career
counselors and school administrators because it is a con-
cept and operating system that can be implemented
quickly without a large increase in budget, existing staff,
or facilities. The centers, too, have been very popular with
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students as shown by a large daily traffic flow of students
throughout an entire school year.

Several questions that have occurred to career coun-
selors and directors of pupil personnel is the impact that
these centers have on students within a school in the area
of career guidance, career development, etc. What mater-
ials are most useful to students? Why do students visit the
career centers? What services or assistance are students
most interested in obtaining? What materials are most
helpful or least helpful in working with students? Are
students in different grade levels interested in different
areas of career development, and do they visit the career
center in search of different information and different
services?

This pilot study is an initial attempt to examine the
operation of one career center and to profile student re-
sponses to the center operation and materials used during
the initial year and one half the center has been in opera-
tion.

Method
During the academic year 1971-72, a career center was

established at Orange Glen High School in Escondido,
California. At the time the center was established, the
career counselor and the guidance coordinator at the De-
partment of Education determined that it would be in-
teresting and helpful to obtain some baseline data on the
operation of a career center in its initial program during
the 1972-73 school year. Some questions that occurred
were: What students will use this career center? What
ability levels will they represent? What are their future
plans and their motivation for using the center? What
type of activity will visits to the center and the materials
in the center motivate in these students? What materials
that are in the center will be most useful or least useful in
working with students at different grade levels? Lastly,
what effect will the addition of a career center to the
existing school guidance and counseling program have
on the total provision of services to students when com-
pared with the existing program before the addition of the
career center?

The career center was in operation for approximately
six months at the time the original data was collected and
recorded in 1972. One year after the original data was
collected, the same questionnaire was again adminis-
tered to a random sample of the same students in the
Orange Glen High School. A random sample of 100 stu-
dents from each grade level (9 through 12) was again
selected and administered the Career Guidance Center
Student Questionnaire. The questionnaire was adminis-
tered to all the students present on a given day in general
subject classes at each grade level. Each grade level sam-
ple included a slow class, and average class, and a fast
class with an approximate student sample of 100 from all
three classes. The data cards were then sorted to separate
students who visited the career center from students who
had not. The data presented concerns students who vis-
ited the center during the first sample in 1972 and the
second sample in 1973. Four grade levels from 9th grade
through 12th grade are compared.

Discussion
A review of Table #1 indicates that in the 9th grade the

sample was more heavily weighted with females in 1972.
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Sex

Male
Female
Sex
Male
Female

Table #1
9th Grade
1972 1973
43 29
57 71

11th Grade
74 68
26 32

lath Grade
1972 1973
54 53
46 48

12th Grade
40 43
60 57

This trend increased in 1973 when three 9th grade
females were visiting the center (which is a voluntary
program) for every male who visited the center. At the
10th grade level, the percentage of males and females
visiting is even. In the 11th grade, the pattern switched
again to where two males had visited the center for every
female in both the first and second sample. Among 12th
grade visitors to the career center, there is a predomi-
nance of females, with six females visiting for every four
males. A generalized statement would indicate that in-
terest in visiting career centers is divided between males
and females with slightly more interest by females. This
tends to fluctuate by grade level.

Table #2

WHAT IS YOUR PRESENT COURSE OF STUDY?

9th Grade
1972 1973

10th Grade
1972 1973

General 46 40 40 45
Vocational or 11 13 11 21
Industrial Arts %
Business 4 7 9 5
College
Preparatory % 39 40 40 29

11th Grade 12th Grade
General 21 42 40 26
Vocational or
Industrial Arts % 8 20 9 13
Business 16 9 11 13
College
Preparatory 55 29 40 48

A general overview of Table #2 indicates that there is a
shift across all four grade levels with some increase in
students interested in vocational or industrial arts pro-
grams at each grade level, although when compared
across grade levels, the percentages are not consistant.
In the college preparatory group, there is no significant
increase from year to year. The general curriculum
shows a decrease at the 9th grade but an increase at
10th and 11th grades and then a decrease again in the
12th grade. There is a noticeable shift in students'
identification of their curriculum program in school.
This is understandable because many students in high
school are unclear about the specific program they are
enrolled in and also uncertain about their plans.
Perhaps the most accurate indication of student ex-
pression of the program they enrolled in is at the 12th
grade because it is at the end of the high school prog-
ram. Data here shows an increase in vocational and
industrial arts, business as a major, a decrease in the
general program, and an increase in college prepara-
tory.
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I am undecided about
whether to go to work
or continue in school.
To graduate from high
school and go right
to work.
To graduate from high
school and become a
housewife.
To graduate, then
enter military service
and to do school there.
Attend a private,
technical, trade, business
or beautician school.
To take some junior
college or adult
adult education courses.
To complete a junior
college program (degree
or certificate).
Go to a junior college
and then transfer to a
four-year college.
Go right to a four-year
college or university.

Table #3
AT THE PRESENT TIME MY PLANS FOR THE FUTURE ARE:

9th Grade
1972 1973

10th Grade
1972 1973

11th Grade
1972 1973

12th Grade
1972 1973

% 18 19 13 13 11 17 6 13

% 7 19 17 26 13 22 23 17

% 4 4 3

% 14 13 9 15 11 7

% 14 6 11 3 3 4 6 8

% 4 6 6 5 3 4 9 4

% 4 13 21 8 13 17 17

% 25 25 19 13 29 17 26 28

% 14 21 5 24 11 11 13

A majority of students at all grade levels in both sam-Student plans for after graduation from high school pies indicates that they have given a lot of thought to theirseem mixed from responses of both sample groups and plans for after high school. There is an increase in theacross grade levels. Expressed student plans do not ap- amount of student interest in career planning starting atpreciably change across grade levels or from sample to the 9th grade where 63% of the students have given verysample. Services of the career center are perceived as a much thought to this process. In the 12th grade there istotal service to students with different occupational even more of an increase in career planning where 74%plans. No one group of students has seen the career center have given very much thought to their plans. Careeras specifically related to their particular occupational choice and planning is a developmental concern that is
plans after high school, as noted by the diversity of vis- Table #5.itors. A summary of student plans would indicate more

HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU VISITEDrealistic choices developing from the 9th grade to the
THE CAREER GUIDANCE CENTER?12th grade, with some shift from the 1972 to 1973 sample

and a noticeable increase in the number of students who 9th Grade 10th Grade
want to attend a private, technical, trade, business, or 1972 1973 1972 1973
beautician school. None % 8 3

Table #4 One time % 46 36 47 29

HOW MUCH HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT Two-three % 38 43 36 29

YOUR PLANS FOR AFTER HIGH SCHOOL? Four-five % 4 21 9 26
9th Grade
1972 1972

10th Grade
1972 1973

Very much % 50 63 36 45
Somewhat % 50 31 51 40
Seldom % 6 13 13
Never % 3

11th Grade 12th Grade
Very much % 66 65 60 74
Somewhat % 26 30 34 26
Seldom % 3 4 6
Never % 3 ---

times
Six or % 4 7 13
more times

11th Grade 12th Grade
None % 3
One time % 9 26 20 16
Two-three % 57 37 43 24
times
Four-five % 11 19 13 24
times
Six or
more times % 23 19 20 32
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expressed by students of both sexes in different grade
levels. A comparison of the percentages obtained on the
two samples indicates that student interest in this area
has increased.

Most 9th grade students in both samples visited the
career center from one to three times with only one stu-
dent out of five visiting four or five times. In the 10th
grade, most students visited the career center one to three
times in the original sample, with a trend toward an
increase in student visitations in the second sample. The
trend toward more student visitation to the career center
is continued in the 11th and 12th grade with one half of
the students visiting the career center four or more times.

Table #6
HOW LONG WAS YOUR VISIT(S) TO
THE CAREER GUIDANCE CENTER?

5 minutes
or less
6 to 10
minutes
11 to 15
minutes
16 to 20
minutes
30 minutes
or more

5 minutes
or less
6 to 10
minutes
11 to 15
minutes
16 to 20
minutes
30 minutes
or more

%

9th Grade
1972 1973

15 29

10th Grade
1972 1973

4 24

°A) 33 14 7 32

30 7 24 16

°A) 4 7 27 14

°A) 15 43 38 14

11th Grade 12th Grade
% 14 11 21 26

°A) 32 14 29 28

% 14 25 15 18

% 16 9 15 14

% 24 41 21 14

In the original sample, student visits to the career
center were longer. As the career center became estab-
lished and students became more familiar with its ser-
vices, they spent less time on individual visits, however,
by going back to Table #5 we can see that student visita-
tions were more frequent. One could expect a greater
number of student visitations, but for shorter periods of
time, as the career center becomes established and stu-
dents become more familiar with its resources, materials
and services.

The data also seems to indicate that a career center
director would be wise to start building his center with
job information files, books on occupations, and
brochures on available training. Personal referrals such as
interviews, fieldtrips, etc. should also be provided. The
more expensive components for a career center including
movies, filmstrips with tapes, VIEW materials, and test-
ing can follow as demand and budget increase.

Different students have an interest in different types of
presentation modes. Books, information files, and
brochures on training available are perhaps the most
common form of materials that students are accustomed
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to and hence the most popular. Perhaps it takes an even
greater period of time than a year and a half to make
students aware of and comfortable with the use of media
and materials in the form of movies, aperture card mi-
crofilm readers, and tape playing equipment.

Table #7
WHY DID YOU VISIT THE CAREER GUIDANCE CENTER?

9th Grade
1972 1973

10th Grade
1972 1973

For specific
job information

% 38 33 22 39

For general
job information

% 17 7 20 16

Because of
work experience
education

% 8 -- 7 16

To do a
research paper

% 8 2 5

For testing % 7 22 3
Other % 29 53 47 21

11th Grade 12th Grade
For specific
job information

% 28 44 33 39

For general
job information

% 42 16 37 27

Because of
work experience
education

% 11 21 30 20

To do a
research paper

% 5 - -
For testing % 3 2
Other % 17 14 12

Students at all grade levels had an interest in specific
job information as a primary purpose for visiting the
career center. Second only to specific job information was
a desire to obtain general information. Work experience
education had a minimal effect on 9th and 10th graders
but increased in the 11th and 12th grade where students
were old enough and in a position in their high school
program where they could participate in this program. A
majority of 9th grade students report "other" as a reason
for visiting the center which probably indicates simple
curiosity. Among 10th, 11th, and 12th graders, specific or
general job information was the reason for visiting the
career center.

Books on occupations and brouchures on training
available seem to be the most preferred form of materials
for use by students across both grade levels and separate
samples. Personal referrals were also preferred at all
grade levels by both samples.

In both groups and across grade levels students rated
movies, which are among the most expensive materials in
the Center, as the least helpful type of materals in the
career center. Books on occupations and outlook informa-
tion were rated as the least helpful more frequently by 9th
and 10th graders than by 11th and 12th graders. Job in-
formation files were rated less helpful by 11th and 12th
graders than by 9th and 10th graders, Brochures on train-
ing available were seen as least helpful across all grade
levels by approximately sixteen percent of the students.
Filmstrips with tapes were seen as least helpful by a
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Table #8
WHAT TYPE OF MATERIALS AVAILABLE IN THE CAREER GUIDANCE CENTER

WAS MOST HELPFUL TO YOU? (CHOOSE ONE ONLY)

9th Grade 10th Grade 11th Grade 12th Grade
1972 1973 1972 1973 1972 1973 1972 1973

Books on
occupations
and Outlook

% 32 14 20 30 12 20 12 21

Information
Job information
files

% 8 21 16 22 15 12 24 13

Brochures on
training available

% 44 14 23 22 24 39 9 31

Movies % 8 7 9 3 9 7 2
Filmstrips with
tapes

% 7 9 3 15 2 9 2

Tapes % 4 7 2
VIEW
materials

% 7 9 3 2 9 2

Testing % 2 3
Personal
referrals
(interviews,
fieldtrips, etc.)

% 4 21 11 22 21 17 33 27

greater number of 9th graders than any other grade level
with a decrease among the 10th, 11th, and 12th grade
students. Personal referrals were seen as least helpful at
the 9th grade level and decreasing to the 12th grade level
where only two percent saw the personal referrals as least
helpful. Student evaluations of the helpfulness or
nonhelpfulness of materials would argue for a multiplic-
ity of different forms of materials to be used n career
centers.

Friends and parents, rather than teachers and coun-
selors, are those who students consult after visiting a
career center. This information is not unique or new.
Friends and parents are the two most "significant others"
who students relate to in terms of discussing future plans,
or for that matter any of their activities. It is interesting to
note that at the 9th grade level, with the exception of
"friends," "parents" received the greatest amount of in-
teraction with students after they visit a career center.

Table #9
WHAT MATERIALS IN THE CAREER GUIDANCE CENTER

WERE THE LEAST HELPFUL TO YOU? (CHOOSE ONLY ONE)

9th Grade 10th Grade 11th Grade 12th Grade
1972 1973 1972 1973 1972 1973 1972 1973

Books on
occupations
and Outlook

% 12 23 24 22 6 13 4 12

Information
Job Information
files

% 20 8 5 5 9 13 7 12

Brochures on
training
available

% 16 8 5 11 18 15 18 16

Movies % 32 8 15 35 30 25 39 37
Filmstrip with
tapes

% 4 8 7 3 3 4 2

Tapes % 7 8 3 13 7 7
VIEW
materials

To 15 10 5 12 4 5

Testing % 8 15 17 8 18 13 14 7
Personal
referrals
(interviews,
fieldtrips)

% 8 15 10 5 8 4 2
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Table #10
HAS EXPOSURE TO MATERIALS IN THE CAREER GUI-
DANCE CENTER MOTIVATED YOU TO DISCUSS YOUR
PLANS FOR AFTER HIGH SCHOOL WITH ANY OF THE FOL-
LOWING PEOPLE? (CHOOSE ONLY ONE. SELECT THE PER-
SON YOU DISCUSSED YOUR PLANS WITH THE MOST.)

9th Grade 10th Grade
1972 1973 1972 1973

Friends % 23 50 20 30
Parents % 31 43 40 43
Teachers % 12 4
Counselor % 7 5
Others % 8 7 5
No Discussion % 27 7 22 16

11th Grade 12th Grade
Friends % 26 28 21 20
Parents % 43 44 50 43
Teachers % 2
Counselor % 9 5 6 6
Others % 3 7 6
No Discussion % 20 14 24 25

The value of a career center as a catalyst that stimulates
student interaction and interest in careers can be seen
from the follow-through by students to discuss materials
in the career center with both friends and parents. It can
also be noted that very few students at the 9th, 10th, and
11th grade failed to discuss the information with anyone,
but that one student out of four at the senior level did not
discuss this information. Teachers and counselors were
rarely contacted by students following a visit to the career
center.

Table #11
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT YOUR VISIT(S) TO THE CAREER

GUIDANCE CENTER?

9th Grade
1972 1973

10th Grade
1972 1973

Very good
extremely helpful

0/0 12 14 24 13

Goodhelpful % 42 36 27 45
O.K.provided
some information

% 27 50 38 32

Poorof little
help

% 4 7 3

Very poorno
help

% 15 4 8

11th Grade 12th Grade
Very good
extremely helpful

% 14 19 12 16

Goodhelpful % 42 37 36 25
O.K. provided
some information

% 31 42 42 49

Pooror little
help

% 14 2 9 2

V ery poorno
help

% 8

Students in both samples at all grade levels were over-
whelmingly positive in evaluating their feelings about
their visits to the career center. Very good. extremely

helpful, goodhelpful, or okayprovided some infor-
mation, received a bulk of student responses. Negative
responses of poorof little help, or very poorof no
help, received minimum responses by both samples at all
grade levels.

Table #12
HOW MUCH DO YOU THINK OTHER STUDENTS WOULD
BENEFIT FROM THE USE OF THE MATERIALS IN THE
CAREER GUIDANCE CENTER?

9th Grade
1972 1973

10th Grade
1972 1973

A lot % 42 43 57 35
Some % 50 43 39 57
Very little % 14 2 5
Not at all % 8 2

11th Grade 12th Grade
A lot % 51 49 39 33
Some % 43 49 55 53
Very little % 6 2 3 10
Not at all % 4

Positive opinion was held by students of both samples
at all grade levels concerning the benefit that other stu-
dent would receive from the use of the materials in the
career center. On the negative side, however, very little or
not at all, received limited response from all grade levels
with the exception of the 12th grade where fourteen per-
cent indicated that there would be very little or no benefit
to students who would use the materials. Generally, how-
ever, students have a positive feeling about the benefits
that students received from career centers.

Table #13
9th Grade 10th Grade
1972 1973 1972 1973

40 22More services
received

% 19 57

Same amount
of services
received

% 69 43

Less services
received

% 12

11th Grade
More services
received

% 60 41

Same amount
of services
received

% 34 51

Less services
received

% 6 7

53 59

4 19

12th Grade
68 31

26 51

6 16

The addition of a career center to a pupil personnel
program seems to have a positive effect on student opin-
ions concerning their receipt of guidance services. Stu-
dents at the 9th grade level were more positive in indicat-
ing that they had received more services with fifty-seven
percent responding this way. These students recently
entered the high school and were involved with a career
center for the first time. 10th grade students that were 9th
graders the preceding year were not so positive in their
evaluation of the services received and tended to balance
less rarvices and more services received with the same
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amount of services received. The 11th grade students are
more indicated by the 12th grade sample.

Table #14
WOULD YOU RECOMMEND THAT OTHER STUDENTS IN
YOUR SCIIOOL VISIT THE CAREER GUIDANCE CENTER?

9th Grade
1972 1973

Yes % 69 86
No % 23 7

11th Grade
Yes % 97 83
No 3 12

10th Grade
1972 1973

87 84
13 11

12th Grade
97 82

3 18

Students are very positive of their evaluation of the
career guidance centur. Ninth grade students tend to be
more positive than senior students, but the overwhelm-
ing percentage of positive evaluations of the center as a
service a student would recommend to others holds true
sample to sample and across grade levels.
Summary

A summary of the comments and information gathered
from separate tables would seem to indicate that:
One. The career center is a delivery system that is popular
with both males and females.
Two. The career center is a delivery system that is used by
students in different high school programs with an al-
most equal distribution between pre-college and non-
college-bound students.
Three. Students of differing levels of ability visit the
career center With almost equal frequency.
Four. Students at all grade levels, nine through twelve,
are very much concealed about their plans for after high
school and express an interest in using services for the
career center to provide them with information and skills
to assist them in career planning.
Five. In general. students at all grade levels are beginning
to utilize the career center more often with more visits,
but the visits are of shorter duration.
Six. The primary student motivation for visiting the
career center was to obtain specific or general job infor-

mation.
Seven. Evaluation of materials by different students at
different grade levels was varied with books on occupa-
tions, including outlook and information, job informa-
tion files, and brochures on training available, and per-
sonal referrals such as interviews and fieldtrips con-
sidered the most helpful.
Eight. The least helpful materials, as rated by students,
were movies, and this, was true at the 10th, 11th, and 12th
grade levels.
Nine. The more expensive components in career centers
are movies, filmstrips with tapes, tapes, and other sophis-
ticated materials but these were not rated as highly by
students as migh, be expected.
Ten. There is a wide range of opinions concerning the
helpfulness of different materials by different students.
For this reason, a well equipped career guidance center
should contain a variety of materials in order to please
different groups of students.
Eleven. As usual, friends and parents are the "significant
others" who students consult after a visit to career cen-
ters. In this respect, career centers seem to act as a catalyst
to stimulate student discussion of career planning with
parents and friends.
Twelve. Students were very positive in their ratinr of the
services received in career center and were also very
positive about relating and recommending these services
to other students in their own school.

Note: The results of this survey.were obtained in only one
high school. Mr. Lowell Callawa, the Career Counselor at
Orange Glen High School has indicated that the time
constraints in his high school program (forstudent career
center use) and the effect that this inight have on student
visitation, use of materials and general perception of the
career center should- be completely considered before
generalizing the results of this pilot study to other popu-
lations.

For reference list see the Bibliography section at the back
of this issue.
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Or

Are You an Information Generator?

Do you have an unpublished speech? Report? Model?
Instrument? Dissertation? Program Description? ERIC
was created to assure access to the educational know-
ledge base. Our basic function is to aid the process of
knowledge-sharing and feedback. Perhaps you have
created an innovative program. Perhaps your insight
and experience have led you to some creative thinking.
Perhaps you've carried out some research. Is it in writ-
ten form? If not, have you considered organizing it and
writing it tip to make it available for others to build on?
ERIC is always looking for new documents. We con-
tinually review materials for Central ERIC's monthly
collection in Research in Education. If you would like
to submit a paper, send two clean (suitable for Xerox
reproduction) copies, preferably accompanied by an
abstract of 150 words, to RIE Selections, ERICJCAPS,
School of Education, The University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48104.
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The Ford Foundation engaged in a number of funding
activities during fiscal 1973 including a number of grants
to education and research.

The Foundation supported several retraining programs
for elementary and secondary school teachers and ad-
ministrators in an effort to promote more effective leader-
ship for more effective instruction. Grants were made for
centers in Boston, New York and Washington where par-
ticipants include teachers, school administrators, para-
professionals, and parents.

A retraining program for principals in eastern Mas-
sachusetts received assistance through a grant to the Edu-
cation Development Center. Also, the last in a six-year

learning process.
The Foundation supported efforts for improved ad-

ministrative and financial management of public educa-
tion in Boston, New York City and Florida and assisted
both reform activities and efforts to provide information
to experts, legislators, and citizens on equitable school
financing, alternatives.

In higher education, the Foundation continued support
for a six-year, $50 million effort begun in 1972 to bolster
the financial and educational strength of traditionally
black private colleges. A companion program to help

"vidual students and faculty members from selected
ority groups in advanced education and scholarship

Ford Foundation Issues
Grant Data for Fiscal 1973

series of grants was made to a consortium of seven univer-
sities that are reformulating their graduate training for
principals and other administrators.

The Foundation's six-year-old Leadership Develop-
ment Program, which provides fellowships for educators
and community workers in rural and small-town areas,
received funds for an additional 60 fellows. The program
has assisted 414 men and women from 31 states and
Canada.

Support for alternative approaches to schooling was
continued with grants to Harlem Preparatory School in
New York, which gives high school dropouts another
chant,e, and the Federation of Boston Community
Schoolstwo commuity schools for low-income
families. A grant also was made to evaluate the first three
years of a new high school in New York City being run
jointly by community residents and public education au-
thorities.

Final support was given Project Opportunity, which
assists poor Southern students, who otherwise might not
finish high school, to go on to college.

Since 1972. an internal Foundation task force has been
considering ways of producing better understanding of
human learning processes and a more comprehensive
educational theory. This year it recommended interdisci-
plinary research on %arious aspects of the learning pro-
cess. Two such subjects receiving :.,creasing Foundation
attention are the study of adole t,ents and the different
ways in which male and female. !dents are treated in the

received $6 million.
Several external-degree programs, in which a person is

granted credit for what he or she learns regardless of
where or how it is learned, received continued support.
These include the 30 colleges and universities that com-
prise the University Without Walls, plus Britain's Open
University.

The movement for equal rights and opportunities for
women in higher education received Foundation support
through faculty research, dissertation fellowships, and
grants to women's studies centers.

The Foundation continued assistance to universities
and colleges working to improve their financial manage-
ment practices. For example, continued support was
given the Common Fund for Non-Profit Organizations,
which provides professional management for more than
$200 million in endowment funds of 275 colleges, uni-
versities, and independent schools.

Finally, a new Office of Public Policy and Social Or-
ganizations was established to concentrate on research
and training activities aimed at more effective public
policies and programs dealing with societal issues. Its
agenda includes studies of important legal, government,
and social institutions.

For further information on Ford Foundation grants and
activities in education and in other areas as well, contact.
Richard Magat, Office of Reports. 320 East 43rd Street,
New York. NY 10017 or call (212) 573-4830 or (914)
664-7(178.
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NEW VISTAS FOR
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
NATIONAL , STATE, AND
PROFESSIONAL

DEVELOPMENTS

by Carl McDaniels
Director of Graduate Studies and Research
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
and Past President, NVGA

Over recent years the sup:,ort provided for career edu-
cation, hence for career development, has been minimal.
Today the current interest in career development is the
direct result of significant concerns throughout the na-
tion for career education. However, career development
is not a new concern. For over sixty years the National
Vocational Guidance Associatior ,..as been in support of
career development through vocational guidance in an-
nual meetings, in policy statements and in NVGA period-
icals.

The point is that the thrust toward career education
may result in the most extensive public support for career
development in the sixty year history of the movement.
As one studies the past half century or so it can be seen
that there have been peaks and valleys of support. The
most recent peak for vocational guidance was the strong
veterans interest in the last 1940's and early 1950's.

The current public support-for career development is
derived from other areas as well. The new Comprehen-
sive Employment and Training Act (CETA) may lead-
toward some important new vistas. Although it is too
early to determine how significant this new legislation
will be for career development, it could, in the short term,
have more financial backing and impact than career edu-
cation.

There are many indications that a wide range of the
general population is also interested in career develop-
ment. This is indicated by the data corning out of state
studies (Virginia, 1973) and a major national survey
(ACT, 1973). College students are calling for more assis-
tance with their career plans, while adults are demanding
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mid-career and pre-retirement assistance. A growing
number of older Americans are likewise clamoring for
career help. Thus, support for the career development
movement seems to be coming from many directions and
from many different age groups.

Support for Career Education
At the national level the US Office of Education,

through former commissioner Sidney Marland, has taken
the lead in support of career education. Marland carried
the message in a whirlwind series of speeches around the
country in 1971 and 1972. He made one of his last major
presentations on the subject at the APGA convention in
San Diego in early 1973. Since Marland's departure, na-
tional leadership in this area has been provided by Ken-
neth Hoyt, former president of APGA, and now Associate
Commissioner of Education for Career Education. An of-
ficial position paper from the Office of Education is now
in the discussion stage. Various national groups are
studying this paper for possible support.

There has also been national support from a number of
different sources.

Council of Chief State School Officers. In a 1971 resolu-
tion, the Council of Chief State School Officers stated its
belief that "preparation for careers as well good citi-
zenship should be a basic policy of education," and
pledged to "develop educational programs for all youth
to help assure equal opportunity for preparation for
careers." The resolution also supported "a continuing
program of training, retraining, advancement and promo-
tion . , . for out-of-school youth and adults." This council
is currently carrying out a career education study for
USOE.

Education Commission of the Statcs. A major force
report for the Education Commission of the States begins
with the observation that "if the ideal of education com-
mensurate with the interests, needs and abilities of
American citizens is to be approximaled, and if that edu-
cation is to have relevance to the skills, awareness and
concerns essential to a hie, progressive and technically
competent society in this last quarter of the 20th century,
it is essential that priorities be realigned and that we
return to the concept of education as career preparation,
of vocation in the classical sense of what a person does
with his life, his 'calling'."

The report goes on to say that "each state has a clear
responsibility it cannot deny to develop a comprehensive
plan of education, serving all its citizens the profes-
sional, the college bound arts and science major, the
adult, the business and teaching major, but equally the
technical, vocational and career-oriented student in

--pro.g.taras fitted to his special interests and needs."
"To this end.,4 tile MS-report says "44 is obviously the

obligation of each state to determine what precentage of
the educational budget should be directed toward occu-
pational ly focused programs in a career education system
and what should be allocated for all types of institutions
serving the state's total career education needs."

White House Conference. At the 1971 -White House
Conference on Youth, the task force on economy and
employment observed that the present educational sys-
tem "has failed .. . in relation to preparing students to
move into work." Remedial recommendations included
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elimination of tracking systems and the general cur-
riculum, expanded counseling with greater e.nphasis on
career options and planning, more work-study and
cooperative programs, year round operation of schools
and free adult basic education.

1972 Democratic Convention. The Democratic Party
national plank, under the subhead "Career Education,"
observed that "academic accomplishment is not the only
way to financial success, job satisfaction or rewarding life
in America." It called for equal funding priority for
vocational-technical education as that "previously given
academic education," strengthened career counseling
programs, and "a lifetime system of continuing education
to enhance career mobility, both vertically and laterally,
so that the career choice made at 18 or 20 ;ears of age does
not have to be the only or the final choice."

Associations have also supported career education,
though the voices here have been fewer and more reluc-
tant.

National Association of State Directors of Vocational
Education. The National Association of State Directors of
Vocational Education adopted a position paper on career
education in September 1971 which said, in part, that the
organization believes "Career Education, constituting a
central theme in the total universe of public education,
should be assigned high priority throughout the nation
in every state and in every public educational agency.
It should become a major objective of public education,
with its achievement measured by employability in oc-
cupations, both gainful and useful, that are a reasonable
match of both the talents and the ambitions of every
citizen."

For its part, NASDVE pledged "vigorous support of
Career Education as an emerging, essential concept that
will provide a viable system of learning experiences
which will assist all youth to acquire useful information
about the occupational structure of the economy, the al-
ternatives of career choice, the obligations of involve-
ment in the total work forces, the intelligent determina-
tion of personal capabilities and aspirations, the requi-
sites for all occupations, and opportunities to prepare for
gainful and useful employment."

American Vocational Association. The powerful
American Vocational Association pledged support at its
annual convention in December, 1971, in a resolution
based on the recommendations of a 100-member task
force. Among its recommendations were: "AVA should
take the leadership role as a catalyst by sponsoring a
national forum with broad representation . . . to develop
guidelines, establish legislative goals and define the role
of various programs in relationship to career education."

"AVA shout take the leadership in identifying and
promoting legislation which will authorize categorical
funding for all segments of career education including
vocational education." It also recommended that the as-
sociation assume responsibility for communication about
the concept.

NVGA and AVA have recently issued a joint position
paper on career development that may well rank as the
most significant of the various positions on the subject. It
should have a major impact on new directions for people
around the country.

More Emphasis to Career Education
National public support is best reflected in the Gallup

Poll Report of Fall 1973. This poll shows overwhelming
approval of the suggestion that schools give more em-
phasis to a study of trades, professions, and businesses to
help students decide on their careers. Nine in 10 persons
in all major groups sampled in this survey say they would
like to have the schools give more emphasis to this part of
the educational program. Most of those who vote for this
greater emphasis say this program should start with
junior and senior high school. However, many profes-
sional educators think it should start in the elementary
grades.
State Activity
Support for career education on the state level has been
mixed. Some states were already moving on programs in
the mid-1960's. Maryland, New Jersey, and North
Carolina provide examples of early activity that has
blended into the national support given career education
in the early 1970's. Other states, newer at the game, show
great promise. A few are not doing much at all.

The question:
Should public schools give more emphasis to a study of trades, professions, and businesses to help students decide on

their careers?

Public Private
National No Children School School Professional
Totals in School Parents Parents Educators

N=1,627
ok

928 620
ok

124 306
ok

Yes,
more
emphasis 90 90 90 89 90

No 7 7 7 9 9

No
opinion a a a .2. 1

100 100 100 100 100

The Gallup Polls of Attitudes Toward Education 1969.1973." Phi Delta Kappa. Inc Elam, Stanley Editor P 163.
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The pattern of activity follows this general sequence:
STAGE ONE: State Board of Education Policy state-
ment.
STAGE TWO: Policy Implementation (with limited
funds).
STAGE THREE: Legislative authority for clear positive
action.
STAGE FOUR: Appropriation of funding for career
education.

Nearly all of the states are through Stage One, some are
struggling with Stage Two, and a few are now operating
on clear legislative authority. Only a relatively small
group is out ahead on the cutting edge at Stage Four. Let
me summarize some of the work being done in several of
the stage four stages.

Arizona. Under the slogan "Career Education: The 3
R's Plus," this Southwestern state has been turning its
educational system around since 1971. Not only in the
urban centers of Phoenix and Tucson, but also in tiny
communities like Salome and Apache Junction,
educators and citizens are working together to implement
the total career education approach as rapidly as possible.

Aided by a state legislature that wrote a career educa-
tion law and appropriated nearly $10 million for K-12
development, and by one of the most complete informa-
tion dissemination efforts on the subject, Arizona is fast
approaching implementation of the concept throughout
the entire state.

The 1971 Arizona law specifies financial aid for estab-
lishing career exploration and career preparation pro-
grams in grades 7-12; expansion of career testing, coun-
seling and guidance programs; purchase of career educa-
tion materials, equipment and media dissemination;
teacher and counselor retraining; curriculum develop-
ment via total "treatment units" consisting of instruc-
tional materials and teacher guides in all subject areas;
expansion of supervised work experiences in grades 6-12;
innovations in the total concept, especially in rural areas;
and public information efforts directed at parents and
other citizens. In addition, the Mesa district in suburban
Phoenix was one of the six LEA's in the federal School-
Based Model project.

With an initial $1.9 million appropriation in 1971, the
Arizona Department of Education established pilot pro-
jects at 13 locations encompassing 139 local school dis-
tricts. In fiscal 1973, with another $3.8 million in state
funds, the number of pilot projects was expanded to 20
covering each of the state's 14 counties. More than 5,000
teachers and administrators were actively involved. The
state legislature appropriated nearly $4.6 million for
fiscal 1974, which continued funding for 18 of the 20
projects, several with expanded goals and objectives.

The projects are using a K-12 career education matrix
(i.e., "roadmap") containing 33 element themes and 271
goal statements, boiled down after input from 300
educators and nearly 500 lay citizens from across the
state.

The seriousness and extent of Arizona's career educa-
tion movement are indicated by the following items:

More than 2,500 counselors and administrators, and
some 4,700 teachers, have received inservice train-
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ing in career education. The state's colleges and
universities have participated extensively in this
effort.

A Career Education Clearinghouse prepares and dis-
tributes materials statewide. By mid-1973, the
clearinghouse had compiled and distributed a mas-
sive career education bibliography to every school,
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and had microfilmed and distributed more than
15,000 pages of Arizona-produced career education
materials.
The state's labor laws have been amended, with
specific reference to Career Education, to allow
young people at the junior high level to engage in
work experiences as a part of their educational prog-
ram.
The state staff includes an apprenticeship coor-
dinator who works with labor and management to
integrate apprenticeship program efforts with the
overall program.
Cooperative education programs expanded in
number from 55 in 1968 to more than 300 in 1972, in
both rural and urban settings.
The public :nformation program has produced a
spectacular array of brochures about Career Educa-
tion (in Spanish and English) for various target
groups parents, working people, business and
industry, educators; thousands of column inches of
newspaper copy on the subject; and some television
and radio materials of professional quality. Arizona
State University's Bureau of Broadcasting produced
a 20 part series of half hour programs on career
education for telecasting on the state's educational
TV stations, and the University of Arizona's Radio-
TV Bureau developed 80 Career Education
featurettes-40 each for radio and television
which have been widely disseminated through
commercial radio and TV stations.

A Project PACE (Plan for Arizona's Career Education)
task force has completed work on the matrix, making it
"flexible, concise, locally owned and understandable."
Work has also been completed on: (1) a comprehensive
10-year plan to include outcomes through 1980; (2) an
instrument designed to categorize Arizona-developed
materials for the clearinghouse effort; (3) development of
"instructional training materials for community leaders
throughout the state;" and (4) general coordination of the
continued career education project efforts.

Maryland. The Maryland State Department of Educa-
tion built its career education program on pilot actix4ties
that began in 1968. In 1971, the State Board of Education
mandated that the state education department "develop a
comprehensive plan to serve all youth and adults involv-
ing career orientation, exploration, preparation for job
entry and/or further education, including intensive gui-
dance and counseling services." A detailed five-year plan
was drawn up for implementing the concept in all 24
local school districts by 1977.

Eight strategies are listed for reaching the goals of the
"Career Education Five-Year Action Plan":

(1) a K-adult plan which identified and utilizes the
resources of business-industry-labor community for
career education programs will be implemented and
evaluated in each of the 24 local educational agen-
cies.
(2) Publicly supported teacher training institutions
will make available to all its counselors and
teachers-in-training at least one course of study in
career education and development.

(3) Teachers in grades K-adult will acquire the skills
and understanding necessary to effectively relate
their content areas to a broad spectrum of career
clusters.
(4) Programs enabling young people and other
adults to participate in a sequential program of voca-
tional and skill development will be inaugurated at
all grade levels in every local district.
(5) Students will have access to career guidance
programs appropriate to their needs.
(6) Each local school system will develop a plan that
identifies sequential career development skills and
those personnel who can provide them.
(7) The State Department of Education and local
boards "will function to express the needs, goals
and contributions of the family unit to the process of
Career Education."
(8) All public schools will activate a "parent advis-
ory committee" to relate the family unit to Career
Education in the schools.
The State Department's managerial activities are

spelled out in the plan, and time guidelines and cost
factors for each are included. Strong emphasis is placed
on staff development and dissemination of resources in-
formation (e.g., Career Education Resource Handbook); a
quarterly newsletter to keep business-industry-labor-
education communities informed about current de-
velopments; and a $50,000 audiovisual media presenta-
tion. This plan also calls for providing a career education
coordinator in each of the 24 local districts and 16 com-
munity colleges, and support for a variety of pilot projects
(a model in two senior high schools to operate 18 hours
daily, six days a week, 12 months a year; regional career
study centers with experimental programs in all career
clusters, K through adult; teacher-industry exchange
programs wherein workers enter the school setting and
teachers enter an industrial work setting; training career
education instructional aides; and instructional TV ma-
terials development).

Actual funding for the full resolution of these activities
has not been achieved, according to Nancy M. Pinson,
prevocational and career development specialist for the
State Department of Education. She said some money was
allocated through general education funds and combined
with "appropriate" allocations from vocational-technical
moneys. The funds were scheduled to be focused in
1973-74 on the regional career centers an important
part of the Maryland approach and on the upgrading
and retraining of counselors in the competencies needed
to provide career guidance service to all students.

During 1973-74, the State Department Task Force on
Career Education was continuing to explore alternative
routes to full implementaton of the state plan.

The Maryland Career Development Project (K-adult),
federally funded under the VEA Amendments of 1968,
and underway since 1970, completed its formal funding
in June, 1973. Its components were incorporated into the
five-year plan or into the local units where they were
located. The components include:

(1) Elementary School Awareness with a consultant
assisting the faculties of eight Baltimore elementary
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sr hools in the development of programs designed to
improve career awareness.
(2) Junior High interdisciplinary Career Education
team development, via the workshop approach,
with each school team initially consisting of
teachers from industrial arts and home economics
and the counselor. In the second year teams were
expanded to include the mathematics teacher and a
fifth member elected by the school faculty. By year
three, the school administrator and a backup team of
office level personnel in curriculum, guidance and
career education were added to the teams. (During
the summer of 1973, inservice training was pro-
vided with state funds to 14 additional school dis-
tricts.)
(3) Development of a computerized placement in-
formation system for high school students with ac-
cess from the high school to a central data bank
containing information about post-secondary pro-
grams and Baltimore area employment oppor-
tunities. (This model will be examined for its porta-
bility to all school systems.)
(4) A "work advocate" program for dropout-prode
junior high students in which such students, aged
14-16, are provided three hours a day of cooperative
work experience in school-neighborhood small
businesses.
(5) Production of a TV series, aimed at fourth
through eight graders, about career opportunities
available in Maryland in a variety of cluster areas.
(6) Development and dissemination of a career de-
velopment notebook for teachers at all levels con-
taining information about the career education con-
cept, models already in use at various places in
Maryland, and available resources and techniques
for implementing career education in schools.

Ohio. A long-time leader in vocational education, Ohio
began to move in 1970 to provide a comprehensive ap-
proach via its Career Continuum Plan for kindergarten
through adult education. Early that year, under a state law
that provided $75 million in matching funds for construc-
tion and materials purchases, each local district was re-
quired to offer comprehensive vocational education
programs to its students. Seventy per cent of Ohio's high
school students already have access to 12 or more voca-
tional education programs.

Components in the Ohio Career Continuum Plan are:
(1) A "Family Life Program" with special emphasis
for the disadvantaged "to help improve the care and
motivation of preschool children and assure a more
positive impact of the home on the needs of school-
age youth."
(2) A "Career Motivation Program" in grades K-6 to
encourage all youth to respect all work and to want
to participate in some part of the work of the world.
(3) A "Career Orientation Program" for all students
in grades 7-8 to expand their understanding of the
professional, technical, skilled and other occupa-
tions in the world of work.
(4) A "Career Exploration Program" for all youth in

grades 9-10 or ages 14-15, to gain firsthand experi-
ences with several career fields in order to better
make a career choice.
(5) An "Occupational Work Adjustment Program"
for drop-out-prone students, aged 14 to 15, which
uses work as an adjustment process" to prove to
such students "they are worth something and to
encourage them to stay in school and make better
choices of a vocational program at age 16."

(6) A "Career Preparation Program" for 16-year olds
and up which includes options for a "comprehen-
sive vocational education program" leading to em-
ployment, a "comprehensive preprofessional edu-
cation program" leading to post-secondary educa-
tion at the professional level, or "occupational work
experience" for dropout-prone youth via coopera-
tive education programs leading to employment.

(7) A "career training, retraining and upgrading
program" for out-of-school youth and adults that
provides continuous opportunities for skill training
and upgrading throughout the work life of the indi-
vidual.

Ohio is presently implementing the K-10 components
as widely as possible. During fiscal year 1974 the state
added $2.5 million to $796,000 in federal funds to assist
24 local districts, which includes rural, suburban and
urban settings, and involves 246 schools and 4,900
teachers serving 148,374 students. The state's goal is the
implementation of a program for career choice for all 2
million of its public school students by 1980.

Participating districts are eligible for supplemental
funds at a rate up to $20 per student for the Career Motiva-
tion Program, $25 per student for Career Orientation, and
$30 per student for Career Exploration. The supplemental
funds may be used for, but are not limited to, expendi-
tares for program coordination, salaries, inservice train-
ing programs and materials, transportation costs, pro-
gram supplies and instructional equipment.

In addition, Ohio is experimenting with an
experience-centered pre-post secondary program which
provides for integration of related disciplines. This pro-
gram is geared toward students who have identified pro-
fessional goals in business administration, engineering,
health, or social science. The block-time program is being
conducted in four schools, three of which are joint voca-
tional schools for 11th and 12th-grade students, and one
in a major city high school.

Effort at the secondary and postsecondary level are also
continuing with $46.5 million of Ohio's federal revenue
sharing funds and an additional $20 million in state
funds allocated for the 1974 school year for further con-
struction of vocational education classrooms.

Louisiana. Louisiana outlined a massive redirection for
education within the state with its adoption of"State Plan
for Career Education," backed up by an $8 million special
appropriation in 1973 to implement the plan. By August
1973, all of the state's 66 parish school superintendents
had endorsed the plan and applied for their career educa-
tion allocations.

The major effort in the first year of the program concen-
trated on the4nfusion of career concepts in all elementary
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and secondary schools, according to Assistant Superin-
tendent Thomas G. Clausen, program officer for career
education. Other components of the state plan call for
inservice and preservice training of teachers and ad-
ministrators, increased vocational-technical education at
the secondary and postsecondary levels, and emphasis on
curriculum development and revision, communication
skills. needs assessment, and human relations and inter-
personal skills.

An 11-member steering committee appointed by State
Superintendent Louis J. Michot selected 47 elementary
and secondary teachers to develop 24 curriculum guides
in academic and vocational subjects. The guides were
introduced at inservice workshops during the summer
and regular school term and were ready for distribution to
all schools in October 1973. Final revision of the guides is
scheduled for 1974, based on input throughout the school
year from classroom teachers, professional organizations,
curriculum specialists, and state and local adminis-
trators.

To help with implementation of the concept, the state's
Handboob for School Administrators, which sets the cur-
riculum requirements for high school graduation, was
revised and offered as an option to parish superinten-
dents. Forty-four of the public school systems chose to
implement it immediately, although acceptance of the
requirements was not mandatory during the 1973-74
school year.

Inservice training in career education concepts is a
major effort extending from State Department of Educa-
tion personnel to parish superintendents, an 80-member
task force from eight planning districts, parish teams, and
all teachers.

The 1973 budget contained an item of $50,000 for the
inservice training of college and university faculties in
recognition of the need for providing preservice orienta-
tion of career concepts to students in the state's teacher-
training institutions. Another aspect of the state plan
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the development of competency-based teacher education
programs is underway in six universities.

Louisiana also hopes to expand the occupational op-
portunities of its children with a communication skills
program, which concentrates on language skills in both
English and French. The short-range goal of this program
is to pilot the concepts of the newly written curriculum
guides in French in 11 target parishes, covering 66
schools.

More than half of the $8 million state appropriation for
career education went to local school systems "to imple-
ment programs of greatest need." The money could be
used to employ a counselor in an elementary school, to
employ vocational education instructors, or to provide
adequate facilities, materials and equipment. Each local
system was required to establish a career education ad-
visory council "representative of all segments of the
population."

The state plan proposed activities in vocational -
technical education at both the secondary and post-
secondary levels. In addition, $1.9 million was spent on
increasing the number of programs at vocational -
technical institutions and at Delgado Junior College.

In a November 15, 1973, report to the State Legislature's
Subcommittee on Career Friucation the State Department
of Education pinpointed the rationale for this massive
attack on the state's education problems: "For too many
years, Louisiana has failed to coordinate her educational
efforts to provide the same high quality of instruction
in all localities of the state; to show the correlation be-
tween what is learned in school and what is needed in the
world of work; to provide our students with basic skills
needed for effective functioning in the adult world. For
the first time, this program has brought about a coordina-
tion of effort in education, an effort designed to make all
of education more responsive to the needs of students."

The listing could be expanded to cover a few other
states or to recite some of the exciting work going on in
local school districts with or without state support. Need-
less to say there is a ground swell of activity around the
country creating new vistas for career education-career
development.

Future
The following questions can best help to measure the

future:

Will the Congress pass enabling career education
legislation?
Will the US Office of Education provide full support
for Ken Hoyt in his new position?
Will the states now under way with programs in career
education be able to keep their early momentum?
Will the next group of states get programs moving with
or without federal support?
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Nine Digits in Time
As a result of revisions in procedures for
the issuance of social security numbers.
counselors are urged to encourage stu-
dents to apply for theirs as early as possi-
ble Social security numbers are used as
identifying information Delays can be en-
countered after application that endanger
student opportunities for job placement as
well as for obtaining licenses Consult
local Social Security Administration per-
sonnel to clarify procedures

pradions

Pill). vs. IRS
When is Income earned and when is it

not" Only the IRS knows for sure For years
the laws governing educational grants
nave been sufficiently ambiguous to
cause problems for grant recipients as
well as the government A recent IRS ruling
has clarified the issue regarding the two-
year doctoral grant,, at least Since can-
didates spend most of their first year s time
in ;earning the first year stipend amounts
to salary pad for services rendered and
is such is taxable The second year grant
is primarily of supportive nature rather
Man for services performed hence it is not
taxable

Now that .^at Is perfectly clear
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High Schools Go Human
(Services, That Is)

In an effort to make ninth and tenth grad-
ers more aware of opportunities in the
human and public services the Public
Service Institute of Chicago s Loop Col-
lege has developed a model curriculum
which provides opportunities for student
involvement m a variety of occupationally
related tasks and experiences Vocational
groupings are Municipal Services, Social
Development Services and Personal Ser-
vices Each grouping is broken down
further into a total of 22 occupational clus-
ters. such as Law Enforcement. Health,
Consumer Protection, and Environmental
Design The developers of the curriculum
have intentionally provided a very broad
scope, feeling that such a design offers
students the widest possible occupational
orientation They further feel that teachers
can eventually narrow the focus into ap-
propriate skill development courses For
further informaton contact Dr Salvatore G
Rotella. Dean. Public Service Institute.
Loop College 64 E Lake Street Chicago.
Illinois 60601

NEXUS, The Answerman
Do you want to start a new program with-

out dupliating someone else s efforts'? Do
you need data on nontraditional ap-
proaches to post-secondary education
where its happening, who s doing it, how
t s working'? Pick up the phone and call
NEXUS (202-785-8480) an American As-
sociation for Higher Education project

rant from the Fund for the

r

Improvement of Post-secondary Educa-
tion NEXUS operates like a switchboard
clearinghouse, connecting those who
have a need to know with those who know
Referrals are provided within 48 hours
where at all feasible

'31 cm

Goodbye Foot-long Dot
Dog

Maryland s State Board of Education is
already taking measures to introduce the
metric system into its public schools An-
ticipating the eventual congressional pas-
sage of the metrication bill. programs will
be set up in the fall instructing students in
the metric system The change, however,
will not be confined to the classroom
learner since administrators will be re-
quired to plan bus routes in kilometers,
order new metrically-calibrated tools and*gm,
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equipment for vocational education
courses and design new schoolsto metric
specifications Teachers and foot pound
or,ented parents will also be offered in-
struct un on metric conversion

The simple, straight-forward toot will
,00n Lonstitute 13 2 centimeter s worth of
hot dog

4$

They Love to Go
A-Wandering

High school students at Barlow School
in Amenia New York get out of school for
seven weeks during the winter term for an
experience known as the "winterim De-
signed as a work experience, the winterim
provides students with exposure to social
conditions and processes which they can
later relate to their classroom studies As
examples of winterim opportunities, one
sophomore interested in drama spent her
tune at a Providence, R I theater where
she helped backstage, worked on ticket
sales, and took part m acting classes at the
theater Another student spent his winterim
in his own ne 7`'Iborhood working as a Big
Brother to local disadvantaged young-
sters 0/interim work is generally volun-
tary, but occasionally students are asked
to return during the summer for pay Some
students traveled across country to work
on an archelogical dig at the La Brea Tar-
pits in Los Angeles'

For more information contact George
Vosburgh Headmaster, Barlow School,
Amenia, New York

Burglers, Beware!
Counselors Dons Miller and Ralph Kes-

sons are recruiting a CI detective force
This CI (Career Information) Force works
out of the Clarksville, Indiana Middle
School Their mission is interviewing work
and business personnel who have any oc-
casion to be in the school Ms Miller and
Mr Kessors try to find out who might be
corning into the school building and then
alert the teachers who in turn invite the
workers to come into their classrooms and
talk with the students Such discussions
give the students an opportunity to see the

many facets of the world of work So if you
are a plumber, a baker or a candlestick
maker in Hoosierland, beware i The Middle
School CI Force may "grill you on what
you do Oh yes, tread lightly, for the CI
Force knows when you come and got For
further information contact Ms Doris Mil-
ler or Mr Ralph Kessons, Clarksville Mid-
dle School, 101 Ettels Lane, Clarksville,
Indiana 47130

Students Reconsider
Employability

The tremors of career education are
shaking the college ranks Courses of
study in theoretical, abstract or esoteric
fields are being abandoned for majors re-
lated directly to jobs Sample data on this
shifting shows a tremendous increase in
biochemistry and biology majors with a
decrease in social studies majors of more
than 33% Such decreases have affected
changes in how the subject materials is
being presented to students in the
humanities Now "applied courses" are
being taught in liberal arts colleges to
convince students thEi can still find jobs
with majors in the humanities The Univer-
sity of Texas, for example, now catalogs an
English course as "Editorial Procedures
The course content includes proofreading,
copy-editing and indexing

Whether such changes will gain support
among academic humanists remains to be
seen Many still believe their primary job is
to transfer culture "There is," says W Ross
Winterowd, Professor of English at the
University of Southern California, "a tacit
assumption by most teachers of English
that within the scope of English depart-
ment concerns. one can find delineated
the ideal culture That is to say, the study of
literature almost exclusively and certainly
more than any other student activity brings
the cultured man into being

Alas, poor Yonck, a job by any other
name might not pay as much'

And I Did It Myself !
"Look here, Teach' And I did it myself!"

These are the triumphant boastings of
Barbara Bennett's fifth graders at Aurora 7
Elementary School in Boulder, Colorado
Actually, what Ms Bennett has done is
bring Career Development to the clas-
sroom The students themselves select a
focus of study, determine objectives and
describe projects Using six major head-
ings (Food, Clothing, Shelter, Power,
Transportation and Communication), stu-
dents choose the topic which most in-
terests them and set up a plan to learn all
they can about the subjectpast and pre-
sent Then they teach what they have
learned to the rest of the class Such an
undertaking demands a group effort, so
Ms Bennett s first task in coordinating
such a curriculum is to teach her students

how to work in groups Games and other
activities are used to strengthen group
identity Other exercises help students to
explore their feelings and to develop a
realistic sense of who they are in relation to
the world about them "It takes a lot of
patience, admits Ms Bennett "First, a
teacher needs to decide what kind of per-
son he or she is Not all teachers, and
probably not all students, could function
well in an unstructured classroom How-
ever, when one can pull off a project like
Barbara Bennett's, the "I did it myself"
slogan is equivalent to an "A" evaluation
on how well a teacher is succeeding in the
classroom

Academics for Parents
Not Number One

Parents' number one priority for what is
taught in school is not in the area of
academic skills Instead, Paul Hill, a polit-
ical scientist and chief researcher for a
National Institute of Education study.
found that parentsregardless of income
or educational statuswanted their chil-
dren to obtain some type of job skill prior to
leaving high school Further studies are
now underway to find out what, specifi-
cally. study respondents mean by job
skills and to what job skills they refer This
surprising emphasis on job skills has im-
plications for researchers beyond the fact
that NIE will stress job-relatedness of edu-
cation in its next round of grants Au-
thorities speculate that the question of
what variable links school achievement
and financial success will once more be of
prime concern For further information on
these studies. contact Paul Hill. 833
Brown Building, 1200 19th Street, N W .
Washington, D C 20036
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On, to find an honest college student
The moral fiber of American youth on cam
pus is becoming extinct A study sought to
compare the relative effects of moral per-
suasion vs threats of punishment as a de-
terrent to cheating. Two experimental sec-
tions and a control group were each given
eight weekly quizzes. which were secretly
graded but unmarked and returned to the
students for self-grading Cheating was re-
flected by the difference between actual
and self-reported grades The experimen-
tal groups. after the third quiz, were re-
minded about the honor system, after the
seventh they were told there had been re-
ports of cheating, papers would be spot-
checked, and that a cheater had been
caught and would be punished The men-
tion of morahlty caused an increase in
cheating among all groups' The threat of a
spot check and punishment for caught
culprits reduced cheating appreciably in
the experimental groups, and insignific-
antly in the control Girls stopped cheating
in far greater percentages than boys when
there were threatened with disciplinary ac-
tion

f,r^ar, Ben 3. )1 vs A11 p37

A seller and a "sellee- can mutually be-
nefit from their contact, a tutor and a tutee
may not In efforts to find out whether or not
tutors do actually make academic gains
while tutoring in reading, a study matched,
in terms of ability and achievement, 12
eight-graders who did not Requirements
for participation were only the desire and
time tc nelp While tutors gained a median
of 9 months in reading achievement during
the program, controls gained a median of
11 months' Although this difference is not
statistically significant, and this study
does not support conclusions of previous
studies in regard to tutor gains, the tutors
were, at least, effective in their teaching
role, highly significant gains were made
by their tutees

Perhaps not all gains can be readily
measured. tutee academic gains may well
be matched by tutor self conceptgains No
harm comes from trying

Ps,c^0x7, srh., v11 n1 068 70

Feminists are not the only females who
can go through life unswayed by men A
recent study, limited to Catholic girls'
schools, sought to determine if there were
any relationships between career life style
preference and subjects, perceptions of

the feminine ideal held by men they consi-
dered significant It also asked whether a
relationship existed between subjects' life
style preferences and academic
achievement While more than 50% of the
643 twelfth-graders indicated an adult
rather than a peer as the significant male in
their lives, there was no relationship bet-
ween the preferred career or life style and
perception of that male's ideal for feminine
behavior

While this study would need to be repli-
cated with public school females to de-
termine the validity of these results, it may
be comforting for today's young woman to
know that her life decisions do not reflect
what the mar) in her life thinks they ought to
be-at least not while she's still In high
school
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If you are one of twc or three siblings,
arrange to be either a firstborn boy or a girl
Research which investigated perceptions
of parental authority and love and personal
adjustment levels showed that first-born
boys held a higher perception of parental
authority, and rated higher on self-
reported adjustment than second or third
born boys Ordinal position had no effect
on girls for any of the tested factors. or on
boys for perception of parental love

>sert3r,o, Ab,,Vacts mter at,or,a1 v34 n6 p3132-A Order
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if you want a positive response to a chal-
lenging situation, present it in as positive a
way as possible To ascertain the most
effective way of communicating positively
with parents of first-year college students
abo:, their expectations of the college ex-
pen( -e, three treatment approaches
were tested (1) positive, concentrating
solely on pleasant aspects of college life,
(2) problem, concerned with potential con-

tlict areas, and (3) balanced, providing
objective views of campus life The effec-
tiveness of the treatment was judged by
the degree to which parental expectation
and attitudes differed among treatments
The positive and the balanced treatments
were, as might be anticipated, more effec-
tive than the problem, but no consistent
differences were evident between them

Reverse psychology may work in some
instances but this is not one of them

s,e,at , ",1,141 0,41 .34 65 p2406 A Order
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Even in the matter of racial differences,
its what's inside that counts In a study of
attitudes toward Mexican-Americans.
white ninth graders were twice tested with
a questionnaire composed of a value
scale, an information section, a friendli-
ness scale, and a similarity scale The
young people responded primarily in
terms of vafus and beliefs, and secondar-
ily in terms of race, suggesting that chil-
dren at least take time to look beyond the
surface (Similar studies with similar re-
sults have been done with other minority
groups )

If children show dislike for others who
are racially different, it is probably aue to
differences far more basic than skin color
Perhaps parents can learn something from
their kidsi

ED 082 076

For some youngsters, coming to school
is difficult but coming on time is virtually
unheard of When evidence indicated that
both absenteeism and tardiness were
more severe in inner city schools, two ex-
periments were launched to seek out an
effective way to encourage chronically
tardy pupils to improve their attendance
patterns Two groups of 12 chronically
tardy youngsters each were selected for
the study In Experiment I, a baseline
period established the pattern of tardi-
ness A modification phase enabled stu-
dents to earn free time for coming to school
promptly, such time increasing with each
day of promptness, culminating in 20 mi-
nutes of free time for a perfect week Re-
ward consisted in spending the earned
free time in the school store A final phase,
generalization, removed the reward as-
pect Results showed tardiness signific-
antly reduced during modification, but not
during generalization Experiment II was
similar except that the students were di-
vided into three subgroups. and teachers
were encouraged to praise those subjects
whose attendance improved Experiment
II subjects retained improved records into
the generalization phase suggesting the
effect of continued positive reinforcement

Children, as well as adults, realize that
time is a valuable asset-a reward they can
spend as enjoyably as money
assertation Abstracts Inteamhona,, v34 n4 p1612 A Order

#73 22 566
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Pardon me Counselor, your campus
gap is showing! In a study done at Purdue,
673 students were queried concerning
their preferences in counseling settings
and in selection of peer vs professional
helper for various types of problems The
students were sorted by sex, age, marital
status, college major local residence,
value orientation, and paternal educa-
tional and economic level Problem areas
were drugs, educational, emotional fam-
ily, moral, social and vocational Results of
the study indicate that although students
generally agree that peer counseling
should be encouraged by the university
they are undecided about their preference
for a student-operated crisis center or a
conventional counseling service Stu-
dents do prefer peers to professionals for
help in social areas of concern, but not in
vocational or educational areas where pro-
fessional expertise is advantageous As
might be supposed, students prefer coun-
selors of similar age and background,
and where help of a moral nature is
needed, similar religious beliefs Minority
students consider similarity of counselor
race somewhat important, but students in
general do not While students are open to
various counselor settings, they show de-
cided preferences for individual counsel-
ing rather than group or campus-wide ap-
proaches
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CURS Ordering Instruc-
tions
References in this publication that have an
ED number may be ordered from the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service (EDRS),
P 0 Drawer 0, Bethesda. Maryland
20014 To order any of the ED materials.
the following information must be fur-
nished The ED number of the document,
the type of reproduction desiredphoto
copy (HC) or microfiche (MF), the number
of copies being ordered All orders must
be in writing Payment must accompany
orders under $10 00 Residents of Illinois
and Maryland should pay the appropriate
sales tax or include a tax exemption cer-
tificate
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Supersonic Predictions:
A Career Guidance
Resource "Rerun"

fo refresh your memory and review
)orne interesting and worthwhile re-
sources you may want to look back at
Inicacr Vol 2 No 2 'Career Guidance
Supersonic Predictions and Earthly
Realities of the Seventies This 1973
issue provides coverage of many career
guidance concerns in articles dealing
with the ir-npart of ,,hifting priorities in
education anci manpower requirements on
the career guidance flok I the sixth report
of the National A,higorN,, Council on Voca-
tional Education rrihc i ung the inade-
quacies of quidanco lnd a 1972 Purdue
Opinion Poll of high school students con
Corn,nq their tut' iro plans Back issues of
this ,aluable career (Itliclan,-e resource
are available at SI 00 each from
ERIC CAPS Ip i, t 1108 Schnol of E"(in-
cahon The I_Ini\.orsiI\,, nt Mii-nfgan Ann
Arbor MI 18104

A Countrywide, Comprehen-
sive Guidance Program

Impact would like to thank the editors
of the Title III Quarterly for enabling us to
reprint, in full, the following article on the
delivery of counseling and guidance ser-
vices We also want to extend our thanks to
the author of this informative and interest-
ing article, Dr Annabelle E Ferguson, who
is the director of An Innovative Approach
to Decentralizing and Individual, ng
Pupil Services for the Prince George's
County, Maryland schools

Background

The Prince George s County, Maryland,
public school system is the tenth largest in
the nation The county, which is suburban
to Washington, D C , has grown more
rapidly than any other section of that met-
ropolitan region in the past ten years, and
the school system now serves 162,000
youngsters The population is racially
mixed, and the county has experienced
major school desegregation problems

Faced with the challenge of providing
guidance and counseling services to this
school population, the Department of
Pupil Services conceived. early in the
1970's, an innovative approach to over-
coming the problem of size of the system
and extending pupil services, including

guidance and counseling, to all children,
from kindergarten to high school Under a
Title III grant in 1971, a multi-faceted prog-
ram was created, based upon a "cluster
concept,' which broke the school system
down into 17 clusters of schools, each
composed of a community of feeder
schools on a K-12 basis

The Cluster Schools Concept
The cluster concept seeks to deal with

the rapic expansion and diversity of the
county's population by placing on the
teams assigned to work with each cluster
of schools the responsibility for identifying
and meeting pupil services needs at the
grassroots level Because of its emphasis
on the clustering of schools by com-
munities, the plan also provides the basis
and impetus for the continued expansion
and further development of programs in
cooperation with community agencies and
resource people in addition to pupil ser-
vices personnel

Certain of the community clusters of
schools, because of racial tensions,
economic situations, or cultural variations,
are potentially more demanding of pupil
services than others The cluster plan pro-
vides in two ways for utilizing personnel to
meet these needs First, personnel are as-
signed in rations, as well as in terms of
experience and expertise, in accordance
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with tl e L,I01,ter, puteritial for prublem
SeLond teams of per,unnel can be de-
ployed readily within the cluster or bet-
weeil,,luster to meet an emergency situa-
tion and still provide basiL, coverage to all
schools In simiiar ways, cluster ttams can
be deployed and redeployed to meet vary-
ing school and community needs as they
occur throughout the school year Such
-tuations need not be of a crisis nature but
might be the result of a concentrated effort
to accomplish some specific objective

The cluster concept for organizing pupil
sere ices is consistent with the County S
plans for the decentralization of the total
school system, and in fact, the cluster
concept for pupil services implemented
experimentally in 1970-71, provided a
forward tnrust for the county's decentrali-
zation efforts in administration and instruc-
tion Special education personnel and
reading specialists are assigned by clus-
ters regular meetings of school principals
have been scheduled in terms of the clus-
ter plan, and instructional generalist
supervisors have cluster assignments

The county is divided into three regions,
each of which has from four to six clusters
of schools The clusters range in size from
12 to 22 schools, with each consisting of a
senor high school and its feeder junior
high and elementary schools The pupil
services team assigned to any one custer
may range in total number from 15 to 35
persons and is made up of counselors,
pupil personnel workers one or more
psychologists. and health personnel

Each pupil services cluster team is or-
ganized under the leadership of a captain,
who is a school counselor selected to call
and chair meetings of the team and to rep-
resent the ciuster at administrative meet-
ings, and a non-school based co-captain
who shares leadership responsibilities
There two persons join with principals of
two of the cluster schools, an instructional
supervisor responsible for the cluster of
schools in the cluster to form a leadership
group, which in turn works with a regional
supervisory team The entire Pupil Ser-
vices operation is under the supervision of
a county pupil services team

Walk-InEvening Counseling Centers
The pupil services team for each cluster

brings services into the schools and also
assigns it members to staff non-school-
based counseling centers During the
1972-73 school year each of the county's
three regions has three Evening Walk-In-
Counseling Centers, each of which is staf-
fed by a team of four or five pupil services
personnel workers The evening centers
are meant to serve the adult community as
well as youth and many of those who come
are parents Others who are served are
dropouts recent graduates, veterans, and
persons from the community at large For
students, however the evening centers

seem to have special advantages there is
no pressure of bells ringing for the next
class period so young people can tdik
things through at their own pace, and the
atmosphere is free of the hidden agen-
das" of school policy and school conflicts
"The kids are closer -they feel they are part
of us-they are more relaxed-they feel
loo Bsoetrh

'ncliv 'dual and group counseling is
provided in the walk-in centers-for which
there is no fee, no appointment need be
made, and no one is asked to identify him-
self Record-keeping is minimal, though
the counselors work with community
agencies for referrals when this is indi-
cated in line with the centers effort to pro-
vide multiservices Counseling areas in-
clude parent-child conflict, student-
teacher conflict, behavior problems, emo-
tional development, learning problems,
career information, college information,
drug problems, draft information, and so-
cial problems

For evaluation of the services provided,
each staff member is asked to record all
conferences by the type of problem and
disposition of the case, composite reports
are sent monthly to the Director of Pupil
Services, a written evaluation is submitted
by each staff member at the end of the
year. the center coordinator submits a
complete statistical report at the end of
each semester, and a random sampling of
clients is asked to complete and mail to
the Director of Pupil Services a postcard
indicating the helpfulness of services re-
ceived as well as any recommendations
they care to make

Group Counseling Training Program

In another response to the size and rapid
growth of the Prince George's School sys-
tem, and the increasing demands for more
counseling services, the Title III program
has developed a Group Counseling Train-
ing Program The utilization of group
counseling techniques is one means of
increasing a counselor's reach and effi-
ciency, but the technique is relatively new
for many counselors A systems approach
to resolving the problem of training coun-
selors for group activity was planned, and
Each counselor in the county system is
now expected to participate in training
sessions which are directed toward the
techniques of group counseling as they
apply to the specific needs of the county s
schools

During the first year of the three-year
program, a complete practicum together
with backup services was provided by
two psychiatrists from Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity in Baltimore, Maryland The county
provided supervisory staff to work with the
consultants and counselors, and three
workshop credits were awarded to those
completing the training program In the
second year all new counselors partici-
pated in a similar program, and expen-

eilLed counselors worked with the super-
visory staff in small groups to develop their
skills further in specialty areas

Training sessions were conducted for
90 minutes, one day every other week for
15 weeks .n groups of approximately 12 to
15 Jartic,pants Schedules were arranged
su hid, not all counselors were away from
the guidance office at the same time, and
the sessior.,, were held in various locations
sods to minimize travel The focus of these
training sessions was on critiquing tapes
and discus',Ion groups which the coun-
selors were conducting throughout the
year. and since the sessions were held at
two-week intervals. there was ample time
for counselors to return to their schools
and to apply the techniques and ideas de-
veloped in the training seminars

The first year of the program saw the
establishment of 1500 groups in the
schools, involvig 14.000 youngsters, and
conducted by 194 counselors and pupil
personnel workers As the program ex-
pands further, teachers and parents will
become actively involved Some teacher
groups and parent groups have been es-
tablished and are directed toward the re-
mediation of student difficulties and the
prevention of problems through an under-
standing of the parent-child relationship

The Career Satellite Program

Forty-nine per cent of the graduates of
Prince George s County high schools do
not continue their education, but seek im-
mediate employment The Career Satellite
Program. operating w in the framework
of the cluster plan, is designed to involve
the greater utilization of community re-
sources within the county for the purpose
of providing information and experiences
which will aid pupils in career planning
and occupational choice

Assignment of a career development
specialist to three pilot clusters was in-
tended to encourage the development of
satellites of career groups composed of
volunteers from the community who would
serve as resource persons in the career
development aspects of the program of the
schools in that cluster Through the coor-
dination of the specialists. these resource
persons provide information on their work
areas to interested pupils, provide on-the-
job experiences whenever possible, and
are in general a source of practical e>per
Use in various job fields As an example, a
medical satellite group might include doc
tors and nurses members of the staff of a
local hospital a college representative,

teachers principals. and court

The basic philosophy o' this aspect of
the project is that school staffs rnk:,,t de
velop their own career oriented programs,
with their shared experiences serving to
stimulate these 2.ctivities The career de-
velopment specialists assists in initially
contacting community resources and sot-
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icat,rig their ',,iipp,)rt and wowing inn>
ns nooi ;lot ,nrinei ay, Jule the respnry-d-

bihri fir nuns roniiiiunity liaison This
arrangement na, me advantage 04 the
',ct Jol-based expert working directly with
the t-pisiness Industry or agency expert in
planning fruitful p,ograms for the students

1 he objective o' career education as he
Sateuite program rises it is that it is to be a
means of showing the relationsh4p Jet-
ween wh -'t students are doing in school
and the wont of work Ern phasi3 ui trades
K-6 is en developing interests and at-
titr_ides in y,ades 7-9 exploratory expo"
once' in careers and avocation and
cational decisions ire added to the pu
tore and in grades 10-12 career deci-
sions may be formulated

Students involve, in the program are
asked to evaluate the Career Satellite ap-
proach and compare it with conventional
programs and follow-up studies will be
conducted to determine the influence
the program in the transition from the c'
groom to the world of occupations

The Registrar Program

Again in at effort to extend ilte effect of
each counselor and to provide more
couneling for more ,tudent the Titie III
project includes a component which re-
lieves counselors of duties whicn tradi-
tionally take a very large portion of their
time Forty per cent of the the students in
Prince George s County make application
to colleges 'nd the record-keeping and
transcript t reparation involved in this to
ge'her with the number of transfers into
and out of a suburban system of this size
creates a real need for efficient record
maintenance

The project staff believed trial well
trained nigh-school-graduate, registrars
could assume the responsibilities of
checking pupil records con ing
transcripts computing class rank
scheduling interviews with college ad-
missions and employment counselors
maintaining educational and occupa-
tional information files and registering
pupils for scholarship and employment
examinations

In the first year in which the registrar
program was in operation it increased the
tune which counselors spend in actual
counseling with students by eleven per
cent The registrars increasingly dem( it-
str iced their ability to assemb and or-
ani,e data and to prepare reports from

these data and additional registrars ere
,added in Inc second year with local fund-

,g
Specific kik,ales the registrar are many

and vaned Exarnplr, ' ide
Maintains Comprehensive records system

for students (entrant, withdrawals
c actuates)

Initiates cumulai ,e folders when neces-
sary updates others by entering sub-

jects, grades credits and test scores
Checks records to assure that students are

enrolled in required courses and refers
necessary cases to counselors re-
cords changes of students programs

Summazes and prepares transcripts for
students i(ansfern ng to other schools

Computes cumulatve averages and pre-
pares rank listing of students at end of
junior year

Types transcripts of students for colleges
places of employment and military ser-
vice signs and certifies accuracy of
these transcripts
ecks records of seniors for graduation
requirements prepares diploma lists
and checks diplomas for accuracy .rd
completeness

omposes corresponsence for signature
onneipal and counselors

int .s sending schools to clarify re-
,ids received and to request addi-

tional information
Corresponds with state and federal agen-

cies for evaluation or records of out-of-
state and foreign students

Corresponds with colleges and univer-
sities, employers and testing services
re announcements, registration,
clarification of information

Interviews students and parents for addi-
tional information

Prepares and maintains a variety of forms,
memoranda, and records relating to

pupil accounting
Prepares graduate ollow-up question-

naire and compiles statistical reports
Supervises student aides

PULSE Program

The final component of this project is an
effort to extend counseling services to the
parents of physically handicapped chil-
dren Entitled PULSE for Parent Under-
standing through Learning and Snared
Experience this project is operating in
three special schools during 1972-73
Trained psychologists work one afternoon
and evening each week with parents of
orthopedically handicapped children to
help them understand the special needs of
their youngsters and how to cope with
these needs Consultation is also provided
to the teaching staff Emphasis is on child
management, parent-child communica-
tions and especially on the child's self-
concept

Video tape recording is used exten-
sively as one means of increasing parent
and staff awareness of the needs of the
children

The Prince George's program addres-
ses one of the most significant concerns in
guidance today How can the services of
trained counselors be extended so that all
students are served? With the support of
Title Ill hinds, this school system has been
able to implement creative new methods
of using its guidance resources

Consultations
Dear Impact

We noticed in the "Consultations' col-
umn of Impact recently a blurb to the effect
that if one has a problem he can t quite
get a handle on Impact s panel of ex-
perts may be able to help We haver Prob-
lem that might be a 1propriate

We are currently seeking information of
competency-baseo training for guidance
arid counseling program planners and
counselors We feel this is an essential
ingredent for program in provement and
are currently engaged in a search for such
materials But we don t know exactly where
to look Can you help,

Thanks for considering the problem
whatever the outcome

Information Seeker

Dear Information Seeker:
There is a wealth of material in the ERIC

system on competency-based training for
teachers but it is hard to ferret out specific
resources for counselors in particular If

theroreti cal rationale is what you are look-
ing for the best descriptors under which to
search the system for this material are
performance-based education evalua-
tion performanue speuitications and

onipetency -based teacher education
Practice-oriented material, also

abound so in order to give you the most
current and direct information, Imoact
began a telephone search which as it

turned °tit could have gone on and on We
have come up with kevoral leads each of
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the puter ha, ti, begin a crtain
reat tidri at tonel ,,_'ads

Many otateS apti,ar to be i_Kttlyely in-
't .t- 1 in developing map. lais and

,ertitrt_ atiorr requirements
La et: newsy developed performance

c dards A do,,orrierit prepared for ACES
T. Limas Sweeney and Fred Vogel
" ,it arlti tr!r3unr states that in

1907 50 .tvitez, spemfied the course work
ht. courrseior certification By
'9'2 iii f gare iiwt c hanged to 43 utates
trot., it, r'tj regaire"ier its reflecting the et-

ha o,e toward a program of counselor
iii g that takes iirdiv ideal potential and

aLS mto consideration These authors
i...,r_iJect that competency -based training
wi'i be a logical response to demands for
acL.ountabilit, and will play an ever grea-
ttt part in certification requirements

Four states in particular appear often in
literature Wash ingion New York

Flunda and Tetras Only one state
Wrts.hington has actually made

orriLeteil,, y Lased Lur+orinarit...0 a Criter-
.),1 +, r ertir Latiori This state require:, that

sun desiring luertitik-ation complete
Vt-pirat,ar program aimed at develop-

,' ij and demonstrating
,riturtirr levers of purturrriartue Vogel and
Sweeney orovide a sample 01 the princi-
P,es Jet.), alj certification method

1 Prepar atiah i Pe reftited to per-
for, and ;wirforrildrice related to the
OU,etives of the p.otessional and his
clients

2 Preparation shod be individualized
arid give red dgriltion to Personal styles

3 Prep tratioh programs should be
ri.,; developed in a DartiCIPcitOry

riai rier pv those affected
4 Preparat.on is a career -long t;ontinu-

iig Lroi,eus
Out of this trarlsition to t.ornuetency-

Lased certification hate come workshop
Packages aired at developing corn-

uutenciec Inc' 'victual and group coon-
seiing Infcr don on Washington s ac-
tivIfies _1.atlable from Grace Cunning-

S ,Pervisor G nuance Services
Poblic Schools 825 West Trent

Avenue Spokane WA
Don Darring or the rorida State Depart-

r-ent of Education so ire very excitedly of
competency-based training advancement

niS state Fror-, ire awareness that
scnool prograrns were not offering enough
r :nee' 0' tocafional r;otinselmq came a
move iu trrrrinance, jrirdince services
tmough Sk at OCCU0,1110`1,11
C_)t-rL'd,"-st MO to train rnir,se new

5.1n(;
;), OA! ic,conl[nci to its specific
nee Ore itororriont producsri througn
tna' effort Development of a

Performanr e-Based Training ProrEarn for
Counsermg by Michael Gim-

t-tta I trrhler inTorration Ori thy, tiOCu-
" 1,, I r , H a :)rogr,en can be ob-

tan it'd tro on Administrator
Pupil Pens Sect on Dept of Educa-
tion Tallahassee FL and from Herb Rand
Occupational Specialist Consultant Dept
of Education Knott Bldg Tallahassee FL

The state of Texas is well into imple-
menting a competency-based training
plan for counselors At present seven
Texas universities tprogram approval is
pending for two others) have an under-
graduate program beginning in trio junior
year for trainitig as a Guidance Associate
The first group of Guidance Associates
will graduate this year and will seek
placement in a guidance system under the
training of an experienced counselor
They are also trained as teachers in one
area in addition to their guidance training
In 1975 Texas will graduate its first roup
of competency-based trained count, ors
and by 1977 Texas aim is to have made a
complete transition to competency -based
training for counselors Certification
changes are in the works through the con-
tinuing coordinated efforts of the Texas
Education Agency the state professional
organizations and Texas universities Dr
James V Cl. i. Director of Guidance Ser-
vices Title III Texas Education Agency
201 E 11th St Austin TX was quick to
respond to /mbar: =, inquiry and willingly
agreed to be or assistance to others ex-
ploring Lompeter icy -ba,,ed training Also
a very usetui reference is Int, Schou/
Coun,erot Err.,rowrit)t't Roio,
tncl Combetenc,e, ED 059 505 which
served as the Texas take-off point for the
first expewnental prugrarn in
competency -bayed training developed
largely by Nurtri Texas State University

There are a number of regular publica-
tions OH competency-based education
Trough they focus most heavily on teacher
education they are worth scanning for re-
sourccs Fur example CCBC Notebook
t The Competency -Based Training Cur-
riculum) is a quarterly publication availa-
ble for S2 00 ner year from tne Dept of
Educational Administration 339 Milton
Bennion Hall Un, versify of Utah Salt Lake
City Ul 84112 Loy,: McCleary one of the
autnors of this newsletter is a willing
sharer of current resources on
competency-based training For example
ne mentioned Ed.g- alionat Learicr;hip
Vol 30 No 4 January 1972 as an entire
journal issue devoted to the issues, con-
cepts and approachet, to tni, topic

TirePf31F (Perfornarre- Baser] Teacher
E monthly publication by the
Audi- State Cor"-0r1 On Performance-

Based Teacher Education This newsletter
pro%adesgenerai an,,per arid description;
of programs °mini,' for the r110 ,,t part from
the low mg states, which are members of
the cwsortium Washington New York
New Jersey Oregon Utah An/one
Ieftas Minnesota Florida and Vermont
Contact Ineodore Andrews Director

Multi-State Consortium on PBTE Twin To-
wers 99 Washington Ave Albany NY
12210 for initurmation on the newsletter
and consortium activities

In our exploration of the topic we also
turned up two programs actually being
used in counselor education Norm Kagan
of Michigan State University has de-
veloped Interpersonal Process Recall a
teaching strategy based on the principle
of developmental tasks The strategy
packaged includes six hours of film and

an instructor s manual as part of the prog-
ram to develop specific counseling skills
The series. Influencing Human Interac-
tion is available through the Instructional
Media Center Michigan State University,
East Lansing, MI 48823

Roger Ivey of the University of Mas-
sachusetts has developed a leader and
participant manual on hov.. to organize
counselor training for competencies in lis-
tening skills At the completion of this
program Basic Attending Skills, par-
ticipants should be able to demonstrate
six specific counseling skills and rate the
use of those skills in a counseling inter-
view The package also includes video
tapes and is available from Mierotraining
Assoc 72 Blackberry Lane. Amherst, MA
01002

A comprehensive ERIC document on
competency-based training is ED 073 046.
by Allen Schmider, Competency-Based
Education The State of the Scene It pro-
vides information on where federal money
has been invested and names and ad-
dresses of several competency-based
training centers

You might also want to re-read Impact,
Vol 2. No 3 for detailed descriptions of
competency-based programs in several
states and additional references

We hope this is of help to you It has
been funand educational--for Impact

Impact
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Perspectiues for
Staff Development
in Corm Guidance
Programs

by Earl J. Moore
Associate Professor of Education
University of Missouri at Columbia

During the past several years, considerable attention
has been given to developing and implementing new
conceptualizations of career guidance. As these new con-

wiser VOL 3 NO 3

ceptualizations are implemented, breaks from traditional
practices occur, causing some discomfort and frustration
among the practitioners involved. This means that sub-
stantial efforts must be made in-staff development to
handle these feelings and to bring to practitioners the
necessary' skills to effectively carry out new career gui-
dance programming.

Before a staff development program is implemented,
however, a number of issues must be considered, issues
that will determine the specific nature and structure of a
staff development program. These issues are discussed in
the form of selected perspectives that need consideration
before a staff development program is planned and im-
plemented. Comprehensive coverage of all aspects of staff
development methods and procedures is not within the
scope of this paper.

Perspective One: Trust Development
New conceptualizations of career guidance are not al-

ways accepted enthusiastically by school counselors.
Career guidance proponents imply that counselors
should be functioning differently while they feel that they
already have commitments and guidance investments
that can be justified. This frequently is implied in such
sabotage expressions as:

"Career education/guidance is a passing fad."
"It cannot be added on to what is already being done."
"We should wait until it really gets developed and our
counselor-student ratio is better."
"It is an anti-intellectual movement from a vocational
education viewpoint."
"Look at what success we have had and are continuing to
have with our present program."
"Our district is concerned about such factors as transpor-
tation costs. and school policy."
"Career guidance does not fit into the pupil personnel
services model."

Behind these statements lie fears often felt by those
faced with change. This hutmn condition of counselors
in the field must be understood. The failure of counselors
to readily embrace the new career guidalce identification
can be appreciated if we examine most counselors' origi-
nal justification for existence and their current roles and
operational patterns. Many secondary counselors main-
tain that they are trapped and can only react minimally to
change. Aubrey (1973) stated that counselors are the vic-
tims of school rigidity and bureaucracy, which places
them in quasi-administrative and service functions that
impede them from achieving guidance objectives.
Elementary school counselors frequently cite their
quasi-psychologist function, which grew out of the edu-
cationally disadvantaged emphasis of the 1960's.

Nevertheless, counselors who feel they are victimized
need to confront themselves concerning the benefits they
are currently deriving from present practices. They have
ownership in these practices and fear losing what they
derive from them. Why risk unless there is something
better to trust? Listen to the challenges being offered by
the career guidance movement! Considerable risk-taking
is implied.

. Career guidance programs should be based On student
needs.

Career guidance programs should 110 accountable for
specified outcomes.

SS



Career guidance programs should uhange c.ontu uallt
to meet priorities.

Counselors need to develop new competencies.
. Counselors need to consider differential staffing.
Counselors need to be actively involved in the com-

munity.
. . Counselors need to be acht el (molt ed in the instrui.-
t tonal program.

When faced with these prospects. some counselors fear
loss of status and power that conies with being associated
with the authority of the principal or the psychologist.
Involvement within the community and new relation-
ships with teachers and students may make some coun-
selors uncomfortable. New demands and new competen-
cies threaten others. The most difficult aspect facing most
counselors, however, is the prospect of accepting respon-
sibilitN for achieving specific student outcomes. Being
held accountable for outcomes derived from career gui-
dance objectives is threatening to counselor worthwhile-
ness. Can counselors and career guidance programs de-
liver what they propose?

The recognition and understanding of the need for
counselor trust development is an important perspective
for any staff development program. Program developers
must be sensitive to where counselors and other staff are
in their predisposition toward career guidance. Are they
concerned about justifying their worth? Is insecurity be-
hind resistance or apathy? Do counselors spend more
time valuing what is than valuing what could be? Provi-
sions for confrontation and the processing of attitudes
and feelings in staff development programs are mandat-
ory.

Perspective Two: Basic Orientation for
Program Development

A conceptual framework for program development is
needed to allow career guidance goals to achieve proper
status in the total educational program. Points of depar-
ture that stress guidance services place emphasis on gui-
dance being a collection of ancillary or adjunct functions
and processes. This is not a productive approach for
career guidance program development.
1. Student Outcome Focus vs. Program of Services

Career guidance must become part of the instnictional
mainstream and be accountable for student outcomes
(Gysbers and Moore. 1974). To accomplish this, three
major kinds of career guidance responsibilities must be
included in the total career guidance program. First, are
curriculum based responsibilities which focus )n goals
and objectives necessary to the growth and deve, dment
of all youth. Second. is a need to attend to individual
accountability to assure that educational resources are
being utilized to facilitate each individual's life career
development. Finally, on-all responsibilities. responsive
to immediate pupil or education system concerns and
needs, must be part of the total career guidance program.
2. Needs Assessment vs. Role and Function

Goals of career guidance must be based on identified
needs of youth and society rather than on the role and
function of the serving educational personnel. The pro-
fessional competencies of staff must be developed to meet
the needs of students and society rather than allowed to
remain static and unresponsive to changes requested by

various consumer groups. Needs should be expressed in
terms of student outcomes and should serve as a basis for
career guidance program planning.

Evaluation Based vs. Process Based
Comprehensive career guidance programs must be de-

veloped around student outcome oriented goals and ob-
jectives and must be installed using evaluation-based
program development and management procedures.
Evaluation-based procedures suggest ways to identify
and collect information to assist decision makers in
choosing among available program alternatives. Prog-
rams not amenable to an evaluation-based operation will
have difficulty in being systematic, sensitive, and adapt-
able to respond to changing individual and societal needs
(Gysbers and Moore, 1974). Evaluation should be func-
tional in helping make decisions, rather than being added
on for sanctioning purposes.
Future Orientation vs. Maintenance of Status Quo

Career guidance program development based on
evaluation-based management employs many concepts
emphasized by systems thinking such as the analysis of
relationships between elements, the generation of alter-
natives, the extensive use of feedback systems, and the
use of prototypes (field testing). From this viewpoint, the
process of program development, implementation and
revision is continuous; each phase is related to preceding
and succeeding phases.
Competency Development vs. Credit Hour Credentials

Career guidance programs based on assessed student
and society needs, stated in terms of outcomes, and
evaluated systematically to succeed require careful
consideration of staff competencies. Staff attitudes,
knowledges and skills must be identified and the level of
performance required must be specified to insure deliv-
ery of intended process objectives. Credit hours alone do
not guarantee specified counselor competencies.
Program Management vs. Collection of Activities

A program management system is decision-centered.
Organizing career guidance programs around key types
of decisions provides a sense of purpose and direction
that can be used to respond to any educational thrust.
Tangible and concrete outcomes can be produced. As a
result, "the staff will have a feeling of confidence in
meeting program responsibilities, an openness in sharing
information about the program in school and community,
and a direction for professional growth and competence."
(Gysbers and Moore, 1974, p. 54)

Perspective Three: The Educational Context
Traditional school systems usually are organized

around basic skills development and dispensing of sub-
ject matter along with remedial efforts related to these
areas. Open-individualized school systems tend to be or-
ganized around individualized education featuring
cooperative planning and alternative learning experi-
ences. The environmental press of a traditional school
system fosters information-centered objectives while an
open-individualized school system fosters learner-
centered objectives.

Career guidance programs represent the system in
which they are located. In traditional school systems,
secondary counselors' efforts are directed toward
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scheduling, record keeping, testing and some crises
counseling; elementary counselors evaluate, refer and
consult about crises cases. In open-individualized school
systems, counselors plan cooperatively with students,
teachers and patents; work with groups/classes; consult
with others in and out of the school setting; and attend to
specific educational program goals and individual stu-
dent outcomes.

The schema for Career Guidance Program Dimensions
represented in Figure 1 is intended to show various levels
of career guidance programming. The suggested levels
provide a means of showing the relationship among pos-
sible career guidance programming, a continuum of
career development (left side of Figure 1), and the evolv-
ing educational system (right side of Figure 1). Career
guidance programs that are out of context with the local
educational scene v .11 most likely be faced with a nearly
insurmountable staff development discrepancy. Prog-
rams based on the perceived needs of a local district will
most likely be successful.

The following levels categorize typical perceptions of
career guidance programs. Level IManpower programs
are based on the original Mar land (1971) generated criti-
que of "general education" and the college preparatory
bias of most school systems. Level IIRelevance has
come to be known as the infusion strategy. Relating basic
education content to the work world is the primary pur-
pose. Level IIIValuing and Deciding recognizes the
need for each individual to know what he believes so he
can make decisions. Level IVSelf-Others and Living
Processes is similar to Sprinthall's (1971) deliberate
psychological education wherein systematic human rela-
tions are focused on here and now problems of living.
Level VIndividual Development Accountability is in-
dividualized education that features cooperative plan-
ning and sharing in the responsibility for implementing
educational programs as implied in Project PLAN (Dunn,
1972) or Individual Guided Education (Brown, 1971).
While these levels are additive in a sense of serving more
life career goals as one proceeds to higher levels, the
means of reaching goals at these different levels may be
quite different. For instance, "relevance" may be
achieved at Level V but in a fashion that is quite different
from what is donein Level II.
Insert Figure 1 here

The amount of change an educational system can with-
stand depends on many factors. However, as a career
guidance program becomes more life career oriented, the
school system must also be congruent with this thrust.
Current emphases in educational innovation stress the
same basic elements (Van Haden and King, 1974). Staff
development focuses on maintaining program goal-
school system congruence. Ambitious goals that do not
complement the context of the educational system en-
danger program development success. While vision is
needed to give direction, "size of step" awareness is im-
portant to insure success and maintain a positive attitude.
For example, the student behavior and instructional pro-
cess associated with values clarification (Level III) may be
viewed by staff in a traditional educational system
primarily concerned with control and the delivery of sub-
ject manner content as inefficient and inappropriate.
However, a traditional system with a more conservative
climate can use career development as a vehicle for

change and growth. As the educational system moves
toward an open and/or individualized approach, career
guidance objectives can be extended along similarly
compatible lines. In some instances, career guidance can
provide the "lead" for change in the school system by
helping with the environmental readiness of the educa-
tional community.

Instructional and guidance responsibilities will be-
come more interrelated as one progresses through each
level. Nevertheless, at all levels, guidance program re-
sponsibilities can be represented in a fashion that pro-
vides accountability guidelines. Attention to these re-
sponsibilities, as they are represented at each level, will
provide a guidance staff with an outcome-oriented,
needs-based approach.

Staff development needs can be anticipated from an
examination of each level. For example, fostering work
attitudes and creating awareness in the elementary school
are primary goals of Level I programs. Since work clusters
are used to insure systematic coverage of the work world,
teacher competency in instruction of these clusters will
be the most important staff development concern. Skill
development and occupational information are primary
components in the secondary school. Academic instruc-
tors and vocational educators will translate their know-
ledge and skills into work cluster content. Counselors
will use non-college oriented test materials to encourage
occupational exploration. For both, placement becomes
a:. important goal. Infusion brings school subjects to the
work world and/or the work world comes into the
elementary school through role models and media. In
Level II programs, teachers may need an inservice prog-
ram directed toward developing infusion units and pro-
viding experiential and hands-on activities. Counselors
in the elementary and secondary schools should be able to
coordinate many activities and become involved and ac-
quainted with the community. In both the elementary and
secondary schools, Level III teachers will develop com-
petencies in using values and decision-making materials
and activities. Teachers need to receive staff development
and cooperative instructional support from counselors.
Competency in using group process skills becomes essen-
tial to personalizing issues and producing alternatives.
Level IV emphasizes self understanding through interac-
tion with others. The instructional procedures for de-
veloping systematic interpersonal skills should be the
major focus for staff development of all personnel includ-
ing teachers, counselors and peers. Counselors may also
need to develop family counseling skills. Conjoint or-
ganizing and planning in a variety of situations becomes
the central focus of staff development for all staff at Level
V. Utilizing and developing community resources for al-
ternative and extended experiences becomes a continu-
ing staff development process.

Summary
Career guidance is almost synonymous with program

development. The emerging career guidance concep-
tualization must be interpreted in terms of the individual
and societal needs that are being reflecteu in other school
concerns. Career guidance should be part of all educa-
tional planning. Likewise, staff development directed
toward career guidance goals should be a central feature
of school program implementation.
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The aim of guidance in Baltimore City Public 6';
Schools is to help each child acheive his own highest
level of personal, educational, civic, and occupa-
tional competence. Success for each individual in- \
eludes mental, physical, vocational, and aesthetic
development as well as those inner satisfactions that
come from a well-adjusted life.

The guidance activities are based upon recognition £8)
of individual differences, basic concepts of human
growth and development, the diversity of present day
educational opportunities, the complexity of and the
changes in modern occupational life, the importance
of human relations, the right of an individual to make
his own choices, and the realization that the adjust-
ment of an individual to his life situations is an ever
changing process.

Today, 50 years after the introduction of guidance
into the public schools of Baltimore, this service is
still available to all pupils at all levels of achievement
and ability during their school lives. All the factors
and information that have helped the student become
the kind of individual he is, are available to the
placement service and to colleges or institutions of
further training, when he has withdrawn or
graduated from school.

Within three years of the introduction of guidance,
the Baltimore City Schools, recognizing the need for a
link between youth of the city public schools and the
employers of the community, established a place-
ment service under the Office of Guidance and
Placement.

The placement service believes that each student
has the right to and should expect to receive the
necessary information or assistance to bridge the gap
between formal education and entry into the world of
work. Each student has the right to equal opportunity
in employment, advancement, and security, regard-
less of religion, ethnic origins, race, or sex. Inherent is
the belief in the right of individuals to make their own
choices and decisions. Unless guidance and counsel-
ing is available, some are apt to make decisions that
will waste their ability and time. The impact of any
educational program on a youth is measured by what
he does after he leaves. The placement of youth on the 1*
first rung of the career ladder indicates that one prep-
aration stage has been completed. A placement prog-
ram enhances the opportunities for a youth to ease
into the employment world by giving him more per-
sonal skills and savoir-faire. Placement, therefore,
functions as an extension of guidance in assisting
youth to make formal entry into the adult working
world. The service is available for one year to all
youth who leave school either by graduation or by
withdrawal.

During its 45 years in operation, the service has grown
from four centrally located placement counselors to the
assignment of placement coordinators in senior high sec-
ondary schools. A variety of approaches in personnel
assignment have been used to meet the changes in educa-
tional reorganizational schemes. These facts emerge as
most meaningful and helpful in the operation of a place-
ment center.

Placement coordinators become real team members of

NI

60

the guidance department when they are: 1) trained in
educational and vocational guidance and interpretations
of tests and measurements in educational psychology; Z)
skilled in interviewing and assessing the strengths and
weaknesses of their clients to assist them to evaluate and
make decisions based on the study of interests, abilities,
and ambitions in light of opportunities; and 3) experi-
enced in non-educational work areas. The coordinator
who is versed in the educational process knows school
policies and progrc ms and can give greater guidance to
employers to update their knowledge of the school sys-
tem. Graduate credit should be made available in the
universitif

The ; :auement coordinator is assigned a designated
responsibility to a school and established in a room in or
near the guidance suite identified as a Placement Center,
fully equipped as an office, with a designated phone
number, and a clerk or aide. A library of employment
materials and general job facts is available to students and
faculty.

The placement coordinators are paid from the local
budget on a 12-month salary. Counselors may be, and
rightly so, concerned that these additional members of
the guidance unit are paid for an additional month. How-
ever, as placement is a service to the students and the
employers, the placement office must be manned 12
months a year with hours to coincide with businesses. In
large systems perhaps the school counselor could be
hired to work with the placement coordinator and span
both his and the placement specialist's vacation periods.
Through understanding the program, learning the needs
of the employers, and noting youths' attitudes toward
these opportunities, a system can expand it total guidance
and counseling approach. The service is free to students
on a voluntary basis and free to the employers. Mileage
reimbursement for job development by the placement
coordinator is essential to an efficient operation.

A Central Job Resource Center is este' lished in order to:
1) provide continuity of activities, 2) coordinate reports,
3) work closely with agencies, enterprises, civil service
units that require many workers from the total metropoli-
tan district, 4) develop plans and procedures with the
placement staff, 5) give better service to students and
employers, 6) compile monthly reports and submit an-
nual reports based on information obtained from reports
and company recommendations to the system for cur-
riculum building, and 7) provide in-service training.

This center must publicize these services through all
media to inform the school and the business community;
improve methods of job development; maintain close
liaison with the various personnel departments, agencies,
and associations; maintain current literature on any facet
of job hunting; help develop appropriate forms and mat-
erials needed by the placement coordinator; afford input
into the curriculum and serve various advisory commit-
tees; be available for the various assembly and career day
planners in the school; and work with the junior high
counselors to assist potential dropouts.

The Resource Center also needs to include central-
office job resource coordinators to work out opportunities
in the fields of the health services, apprenticeships, food
services and/or areas of specialized heavy concentration
that produce a variety of employment for beginners
and /or employers who prefer to work with one central
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Contact These lentral job coordinators would also serve
as t wit& is to employers and coordinate the operation of
referral and follow-up. The placement coordinator,
stationed in each senior high school, helps early school-
lea%ers and graduates enter the labor market and also
seeks part-time and temporary employment oppor-
tunities, Since there are general vocational schools and
special education centers, a coordinator is responsible for
placement in at least two of these schools.

Currently, the school system is undergoing complete
decentralization so that the city schools are divided
among nine regions, each of which is a microcosm of the
macrocosm. Approximately 19.000 students are in each
region with a superintendent charged with the total re-
sponsibility of his particular region and personnel. In
secondary education there are 16 comprehensive senior
high schools, two vocational technical schools, one adult
center, six general vocational schools, one school for
teenage mothers and four special education centers. Each
of these schools had a work-study coordinator as of
1973-74. Prior to this date a placement coordinator was
stationed in each of the high schools as part of the team.
Under the reorganization plan, the work-study coor-
dinator assigned to a school was responsible to the prin-
cipal and his regional superintendent. The placement
coordinator remained on the roster of the Office of Gui-
dance and Placement and was assigned to serve at least
two senior high schools and to locate employment for
part-time, temporary, and full-time workers.

As placement is an extension of guidance, it is of
paramount importance that it entails the total scope of the
educational thrust/preparing youth to accept the realities
of adulthood by making several options available. As
such, the placement coordinator, along with the coun-
selors and instructional staff, plan preventive approaches
to student retention in school based on the coordinator's
involvement with the employer's world. Students who
have been identified as potential dropouts may be refer-
red to the coordinator. In-depth interviews, explanations
of the work-world expectations, possible group visita-
tions to companies, and screening for potential part-time
employment, are several approaches the coordinator may
take. While the youth may decide to leave school after the
many discussions or research sessions, he is sure of the
job advocacy of the coordinator and has a clearer know-
le of his own capacities and of some of the personal
Gt Is that have increased during the interval of
o. ')n-making.

litionally, the coordinator can assist teachers in var-
ious instructional areas, recommending topics for study
and/or employers for classroom and career days. As the
coordinator visits companies to seek employment and
listens to the employers, he can interpret for school per-
sonnel trends and needs for curriculum modification or
revision.

Since the coordinator is housed in the school, he is
identified as an integral member of the guidance team and
eduratior staff, He knows the school policies and can
relate to the idiosyncrasies within his area. The stedents
recognize that his services are available to them and their
parents throughout the year. Ile can interpret labor laws.
understand the child's decisions, and seek out companies
with college-reimbursement programs for college-
oriented pupils. Because the coordinator is identified
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with a particular school, the employers can communicate
more readily and easily and thereby facilitate the ongoing
counseling aspect of the placement services. An added
strength is the student's knowledge that another profes-
sional cares what happens to him as he leaves school.

The coordinator surveys the senior class in depth to
ascertain their plans for the immediate future. An assem-
bly frequently serves as the kick-off to the formal written
survey of plans. He can write articles for the school media;
make information available over the intercom system;
arrange for individual classroom visits with the
teacherthe coordinator leaves no stone unturned in
preparing youth for the su rvey and its purpose. Following
each survey, the placement coordinator studies and dis-
cusses the findings with the grade counselor. Programs of
studies, achievement, future plans, financial assistance
needs, physical and emotional conditions, parental
involvementall part of the student's cumulative
recordare used by the counselor and the coordinator for
background preparation.

Once the coordinator has determined who wishes to
use his services, he schedules an interview for the applic-
ant. Since this is a formal approach, the faculty is alerted
to the student's scheduled interviews. Students are ad-
vised to maintain businesslikb decorum, wear approp-
riate attire, and keep the appointed schedules. The ap-
plicant completes a formal application indicating per-
sonal, social, educational, physical, extra-curricular, and
work-history background. The completed application is
filed for the coordinators's use. During the one-to-one
interview, the coordinator assesses the student's
strengths, weaknesses and vocational preferences and
discusses long-range planning the student may have
made. The student is made aware of the positive assess-
ments and possible reinterviews and job clinics needed
for successful entry into the labor market.

The interview offers an excellent opportunity to give
information about jobs available or further training and to
assist the applicant in his vocational choice, suggesting to
the new workers facts he may need to know to get that first
job. The same in-depth interview is given those who have
withdrawn from school or those who are seeking emp-
loyment in order to remain in school. It is during a tight
labor market that applications for part-time work exceed
jobs a vailble.

There is (mother successful program in operation, that
of the cooperative education arrangements between
schools and the employment world. These programs op-
erate from the areas of sales. business, trades, industry.
health services, and general work. They are usually de-
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Other sources for the coordinator are the various local,
state, and federal civil service units to which he refers for
openings as they are posted. Usually the Central Job Re-
source Center works closely with these units to develop
schedules of nonconflicting testing dates for students.
Other agencies such as Social Service, Vocational Re-
habilitation. Urban League, and other city and govern-
ment manpower groups are sought out by all coordinators
and the central office to assist them in placement.

I3efore actually referring youth to jobs. the placement
word Mahn must re% iew and update information about
the students' plans and decisions, survey their needs, and
observe any difficulties they are encountering. He enlists
thu aid of if-1(1i% idua Is and teachers in setting up a variety
of approaches to successful placement. He may encour-
age certain interview skills such as ability to complete
applications properly. speech clarity, vocabulary, and
spelling. To assist the student the coordinator might fur-
nish the sample applications. stressing why an applica-
tion is important, what is on it. why a name is signed

hile all other information is printed; why and what
ielerences are: what honest answers are; how to make
applications by letter and so on. Since most written tests
iii olt e spelling and vocabulary, samples of words used
and correct spelling can be an on-going activity in every
class. not just English.

Another area in which student skills need strengthen-
ing is simple mathnot the higher math,. but decimals,
tractions. percentages, addition and subtraction. The
math department should be involved but since many stu-
dents "select out" of anything that smacks of figures, the
total education staff should be involved. Coach classes in
arithmetic and problem solving can be a part of the ap-
proach to helping youth who are weak in these areas. It is
the responsibility of the placement coordinator to
spearhead approaches to meeting the particular need., of
youth about to enter jobs.

Job clinics can be regularly scheduled for youth iden-
tified as needing these skills. Clinics might include:
Telephone 1 echniques (manner, voice, control); Inter-
v iews (set up guidelines), Personal Appearance (include
playing down of physical handicaps); Employer Tests
('ariety, samples, uses); On-the-lob Success; Payroll De-
duction, Labor Organizations; Finding Your Way Around
(use of transit maps and information services); Use of
Referral Cards; Wilting a Resume'; Tips in Applying fora
Job; I low to Read Want Ads; Why Attendance and
Promptness Are Important; What Are Attitudes? (how do
they influence supervisors and co-workers) What Are Be-
nefits? How Do the Labor Laws Operate?; What Is the
Value of Part-Time Work (or volunteer work)?; Why Is
Extra-Curricular Work Important? flow Does One Over-
(Arnie Shy ness?; What Are the Differences in the Three
CR, d Sell ice Units?, Why Social Security?; and Where
Can I Get Help For

For the lob requests of employers, the coordinator de-
term i nes the specifics of the job open mg type of job, age,
location of company,, special attributes, physical re-
quirements, number of applicants to be referred, etc. He
then reassesses the student's skills, preferences and phys-
ical attributes, and issues a referral slip for the student to
follow through on at appropriate steps. In each case, the

out h again job counseled and requested to report out-
to the placement coordinator. Usually the total
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process may take approximately two weeks.
The placement process does not end with the referral

and placement of youth in a job. It is extremely important
that the school have feedback of its success or failure in
helping youth cross over to the adult working world.
Among the many aspects of the on-going evaluation of
youth job entry are:

1. As a result of the work-study assignment, the emp-
loyer notes sudent's habits. attitudes, skills, achieve-
ments and employability. All these become a part of the
youth's formal record. His remaining on the job becomes a
part of the placement follow-up scheme.

2. Students placed on part-time or temporary basis are
surveyed to see if they maintained academic work and, if
applicable, continue a full-time assignment. If so, the fact
is noted in their applications or permanent work cards for
future follow-up.

:3. All students who were referred to jobs but who did
not report back on their successes are followed up au-
tomatically at the end of the month to determine their
eligibility, placement, or future help.

4. All youth placed in permanent employment are fol-
lowed up formally at the end of three months and again at
the end of a year to ascertain their progress on the job and
to solicit comments for possible improvements in the
program and school offerings. Employers are sent
follow-up letters at the end of six months for critical
analysis of the employee's work and recommendations
for curriculum change or suggestions for strengthening
school programs to improve student employability.
These comments are recorded on the student's original
employment application and the criticisms or recom-
mendations are cataloged and made avai
able to schools and curriculum builders.

5. The placement coordinator maintains monthly re-
cords showing the number of youths placed in full-time
employment by sex, age, job classification and salary
range and the number of temporary and part-time job slots
filled. They include unusual events that either expand or
hinder the operation and lists of companies visited.

6. The coordinator maintains and updates a file of the
employers who use the placement service.

7. Any student who loses or changes his job is still free
to use the school placement service. It is not uncommon
that replacement may take a longer time since more in-
depth job counseling and possible refer
als to supporting agencies may be necessary.

8. The placement coordinator compiles the statistics
and findings for his school and serves as a resource to the
school as it seeks to improve its educational offerings.

9. The Central Placement Service compiles reports for
the annual report to the Coordinator of Guidance and
Placement for the Superintendent of Public I XNSTRUC-
'HON. With these statistics is a narrative that summarizes
the program, its activities, and suggestions for system-
wide improv event. Evidence of the impact of the educa-
tion system dud students' progress in planning, deciding
and entering new fields can be more readily observed,
described. and evaluated.

Such individually-oriented placement helps youth
gain further self-awareness and orientation to society
through a carefully planned transfer from a formal educa-
tional program into the adult working world. Such an
adjustment, which aims to further the student's voca-
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"What image for guidam e''" is just one of the inaii issues and
«micelle; raised in this panel tlitit ussion which took place at the
National Conference on Career Guidance, Counseling and
Placement last February Panel members from a variety of
settingslocal, state, and national in scopeenlivened the dis-
cussion with their particular view and perspectives.

Panel members include Iminm t Editor and ERICCAPS Direc-
tor, Garry R. Walz, who served as modulator, and the following
participants.
Lillian Buckingham
Coordinator of Placement
Baltimore City Schools
Baltimore. Maryland
Charles Foster
Director of Guidance Sell .ces
Missouri State Department Of Education
Jefferson City. Missouri
Norman Gysbers
Professor of Counseling and Personnel Services
University of Missouri
Columbia. Missouri
Brian Jones
Director. Youth Development Research Program
American Institutes for Research
Palo Alto. California
Earl Moore
Associate Professor of Education
University of Missouri
Columbia. Missouri
Harlan Powell
Social Work Consultant
Department of Institutions. Social and Rehabilitative Services
Oklahoma Cit. Oklahoma
Dale J. Prediger
Director. Development Research Department
American College 'Testing Program
Iowa City. Iowa
David H. Pritchard*
Program Spot ialist. Guidance and Placement
t !S Office of Education
Washington. DC
'mall II Pritchard contributed to this article in Ins private capacitN No official
support or endorsement In the t'S Office of Echo ation is intended or should be
inferred

Walz: We hope the ideas and thoughts that have come out
of this national meeting will serve the purpose of helping
other people develop exemplary programs, and that what
has been presented here can be used profitably by others
elsewhere. To actually begin discussion, I think it would
be helpful to review the most basic concerns in career
guidance, counseling and placement. So, to get things
rolling, I will pose these as questions and let the panel
members respond in roundtable fashion.

There has been a lot of concern and talk here about the
word "image.- First, I'd like to ask. what is an optimal
image of career guidance? What should it be? 1Vhat
should it do? 1,Vhat image of career guidance should be
mninunicated to the consumer public? Second, what

needs to he done to realize this optimal image? 1Vhat are
the major obstacles. internal and external. to realizing an
optimal image of career guidance? And finally, given this
image, what are some priorities for start-up?
Gysbers: The image I'd like to convey is that career gui-
dance is a dev elopmental program a program that is
equal and «implementary to the instructional program of

a school. The career guidance program would focus on
student outm tiles in such areas as self understanding and
interpersonal skill development; life career planning,
knowledge and skill; and life career roles, settings and
events specifically related to the education; work and
leisure worlds. In addition, the career guidance program
would assist individuals to understand the relevance,
purpose and meaning of the instructional program. The
program. of course, would involve a variety of guidance
processes and resources, such as testing, counseling and
information. Basically. that is the image I would like to
convey.
Pritchard: Can I approach that'? I agree with what Norm
says, but I'd like to push in a slightly different direction.
I've been asking myself, systematically, for the last couple
of years, "What is it that is distinctive about guidance
compared to other educational processes?" I certainly
haven't arrived at any definitive answer, but I do entertain
the idea that the direction of that distinctiveness lies in
helping the individual to ferret out what he or she needs
for pet sonal growth and development. The person needs
to determine where he can get those experiences and to
decide what those experiences mean for him both intel-
lectually and emotionally. Fie then needs help in plan-
ning, setting his directions, and garnering the experi-
ences he needs to move in the direction he has set for
himself. I think this is what is distinctive. This doesn't
mean that only specialists are involved in this process.
That's where I agree with Norm. But I do think that what
makes a guidance program distinctive is a broad growth
and development function centered ultimately on help-
ing each individual to make applications of his formal
learning and other experiences to his own life. This is the
focus the guidance program Norm is talking about should
have to make it distinctive,
Prediger: In going around the table here, it occurs to me
that I have some problem with the term life career gui-
dance.
Gysbers: I didn't say life career guidance, I said life career
planning.
Prediger: Well, I have problems with the term life career
planning. Maybe it's related to what Dave was saying. I
can see how we need to broaden what people think about
when we say career planning; it's not just vocational
planning. But I wonder if were in danger of losing focus

what's distinctive about career guidance in Dave's
terms by talking about planning in general, Maybe
we're opening it up too much.
Foster: I think the image of career guidance is that of a
program. I think it deals with all students, and I'd even
like to set parameters to the extent that the counselor is
responsible for all students. If this is the case, then career
guidance is a focal point, not an appendage. And as such,
it moves into the instructional area; and as a further result,
it's a team effort. All other school personnel have
student-focused objectives in common with the coun-
selor. All other resources are resources to the counselor to
help youngsters. To me, this image would mean that
career guidance is for all students; it is the counselor's
responsibility, and all others are resources to him,
Walz: Anybody else wish to speak on this?
Powell: I wonder if anyone would care to speak about
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what career guidance and lite career planning are not. As
long as we're trying to say what they are, may be aegative
definitions would help, too.
Gysbers: Life career planning is planning for one's entire
life To counter Dale's point, I don't think it ignores occu-
pational concerns; I think it enhances them because it
locks at occupational choices in relation to other life
choices. If you focused on occupational choices only, you
would be forgetting other kinds of life choices plan-
ning for other kinds of roles. That's why I'd like to put the
two words together Life-Career planning.
Prediger: Is it marriage planning?
Gysbers: Definitely.
Prediger: Or is it marriage planning in relation to
educational-vocational planning?
Gysbers: For some people it could be simply marriage
plai..iing. But for most people it's probably the interrela-
tionship of all aspects of planning. The point I'm trying to
:nake is that, at one point in time, it may be just focusing
on marriage planning, but at other points in time, it re-
lates to other choice,' as well.
Pritchard: That's the way I see it, too. When the joint
APGAiNVGA CoLimission on Career Guidance and Voca-
tional Education was preparing its recently published
paper on that subject, I advanced the same idea to that
group. We should look at the current "lifespace" of the
individual. That is, there's a kind of normative develop-
ment as to the arenas of life that are particularly signific-
ant at giv,n life stages. Then, idiosyncratically, as a par-
ticular individual moves through life, various arenas may
be more critical than others. But in any case, they are
interactive; you have to look at one kind of decision, one
element of pianni.it one arena of life in conjunction with
others as the individual needs it, rather than to segment
things. This process involves personal counseling. Cer-
tainly, it would' t. much easier if I could just use the term
ce-aer guidance ;Ti counseling. I hate to compound the
terms, but I agree wita Norm -- these considerations have
to be put together.

We don't use the term "whole person" much any more,
but that's what we've been talking about. Develop the
whf I, person; were going to guide and counsel the
whol'_ person. For example, there is one area to which
guidance gave a lot of lip service, but on which we de-
faulted -- the economic area. We have to get back to truly
guiding and counseling the whola person, making sure
that people obtain gainful employment, that their
economic needs are considered. So Pm saying that we
have to create the opportunity to work with the whole
person in relaticn to his or her significant life situations,
including the economic, as the individual moves through
time.
Waiz: Pale, I want to be sure we have your point. You're
saying that when cal 3er guidance is as broad as has been
defined by some here, ii's too diffuse, its too hard to
deliver on, right?
Prediger: Yes.
Walz: And Norm, you prefer to call guidance simply
career guidance rather than use some other term, right?
Gysbers: "es.
Moore: I'd like to respond to one thing career guidance is

a d

not, especially when it relates to life. Years ago we had a
movement similar to life adjustment education. Some
people said this was just another name for life adjustment
education; and it does have some elements of it. But if you
go back and look at life adjustment education, you'll find
it's more like what I would call career vocational educa-
tion. Norm has researched this and can document it better
than I. But the point is that, in those days, the thrust was
toward adjust ng the person to "society" as co cared to
the current thrust of recognizing the "unique as of the
individual." Today we want the person to become self-
actualizing; it is in this sense that he will better society,
not in the sense of "fitting in."
Walz: If we can move to another question, do we actually
have anything like what we've defined? To what extent is
it present not present in schools today?
Jones: What we found in our national study for the US
Office of Education was that, in terms of the comprehen-
sive definition, there is no such animal in the school
today. People are working very efficiently to implement
various components of a career guidance approach. The
difficulty they have is in trying to put it together, to adopt
what we would call a comprehensive planning approach

a comprehensive definition of the word career com-
bined with helping a young person integrate his experi-
ences. I don't think this exists in any school system that
I've visited. And we certainly didn't document it in the
case studies we did for the Office of Education.
Gysbers: I think what were really talking about is the
vision or image that we have right now. At this point in
time I have to say, no, its not in practice in a hill-blown
way. Brian is quite right, however, to suggest that ele-
ments of it are and have been introduced over the years.
What were really talking about is pulling this vision or
image together.

Walz: To go from where we are to this kind of image, what
would we have to do? What strategies and priorities
would we need to adopt?
Jones: One very definite need or priority is to create an
interface with the instructional system, to build in flev-
ibilities so that if individuals are helped to pla.. their
lives, they have opportunities to gain the requisite skills
for following through on those plans and meeting both
short and long term goals. This is an area where were
lacking. Most of the systems we've talked about this
morning are systems of individualized instruction. We
will get individualized education only when we put indi-
vidualized instruction together with an individualized
planning component. This can't be done solely by coun-
selors.
Prediger: I would like to add another thought on where
we are now. In a nationwide study of student career de-
velopment we asked kids about different kinds of prac-
tices or career guidance activities not the innovative
stuff, but the everyday things we've been reading about
for a long time, like plant tours, teachers relating their
subjects to the outside world, filmstrips, occupational
files and so on. We found that kids don't see much career
guidance of any sort going on. If we're talking about the
more innovative types of things, then we've really got a
long way to go!
Walz: Do you think we will a ;Wally have the kind of
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career guidance that many of you are describing here?
Gysbers: Not in the way many people presently conceive
of it, because career guidance is still seen as having only
an economic emphasis.
Moore: There is some danger of splitting education into
an academic vs. career dichotomy. This could actually
hinder those individuals who have a wide range of oppor-
tunities and interests. Career education might inhibit
rather than facilitate the individual's decision-making
process.
Pritchard: I'd like to suggest that, to the extent the terms
"education" or "career education." in practice, come to
mean the "educational system," formally defined, the
proposition can be advanced that "career guidance" cov-
ers a bigger space or is a bigger umbrella term than are the
terms "education" or "career education." In support of
this, I'd like to offer two perspectives, One is that if the
practical meaning of "education" comes to be delimited
in the way I've described, "career guidance" must still
encompass all kinds of programs and services from all
kinds of institutions. Career guidance isn't just a compo-
nent of career education or of education, but something
that deals with individuals and their development
wherever they may be, in relation to whatever institu-
tions, through time,

One other perspective we've got sex education, drug
education. this and that kind of education, and we say
guidance is in all of them. Well, then, guidance is the
common denominator; it's a core to which we add addi-
tional kinds of information and reson roes. That's the sec-
ond idea I would support for the purpose of widening
perspectives. Guidance can, under certain circumstances,
be usefully thought of as even broader than education
especially education in the formal,, institutional sense.
Foster: This is, in part, what I meant-when I said guidance
is all. I, too, see it as bigger than career education. As a
result, if we're talking about optimal development of an
individual, we're talking about filling in all the gaps from
a guidance viewpoint. Instructors have some objectives
for youngsters;, the guidance program has obje,tives for
each and every one, all of them fitting together. We
shouldn't assume, and I think Brian has said this, that
youngsters have been given all the information and un-
derstanding necessary to fill in the gaps and do adequate
planning. Guidance must see to it that all the gaps are
filled, so that when the youngster is called upon to make a
decision; he has the proper tools. I don't think guidance
has reached this point yet.
Powell: I hope you will take some time to define terms for
some dumb ones like me because I'm thrown by some of
the distinctions being drawn between career education
and career guidance and how this fits in with vocational
education.
Walz: You can't do everything you'd like to do in terms of
responding to a need; there has to be some sense of prior-
ity. From your different vantage points,, what do you see
as priorities? If you hid your druthers, where would we
direct our efforts to bring about this image we've created?
You can deal with this from either a state, national, or
local level, but what do you see as priorities?
Foster: Well, one of the problems in guidance in Missouri
was that counselors wore not able to come up with prog-
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rams that showed themselves to be accountable. When
they wrote objectives, I would say, "What are the out-
comes?" and I'd get an answer like, "We saw so many
youngsters." So, to me, the first priority is to identify
student needs and then to begin planning in order to meet
these needs.
Moore: We on ^ had a program image that was built
around services. s we move toward an outcome orienta-
tion, one of the c )ncerns many counselors will have is,
"What ..takes us different from anybody else?" As the
counselor moves toward instruction and as instruction
moves toward guidance (and this is happening not only
from out perspective but from other educators' perspec-
tives), guidance loses some of its distinctiveness.

On the other hand, the counselor's role and function
will become better defined because we will be looking at
what the consumers and fellow educators say we're sup-
posed to be doing. We will be attending to those respon-
sibilities that are related to student outcomes. I don't
think the counselor's functioning and the guidance prog-
ram need to be synonymous. We ought to be aware that
the counselor is not specifically equated with the gui-
dance program.
Prediger: I'd like to get back to what Charlie said about
determining needs, only I'd put it a little more strongly.
I'd say, "Identify needs and then hit the school people
over the head with them. Get their attention." Witat Char-
lie described as going on in Missouri is just this sort of
thing. I've always been amazed that when I ask kids about
guidance, I get almost a textbook description of what a
guidance program ought to be. They'll tell me what ought
to be happening versus what is happening. I wish we'd
spend more time talking to kids and parents and the
community about what they want.
Walz: Your major priority, then, would be to identify
what it is young people want in order to create this gui-
dance program we're talking about?
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kTediger: It depends on intended use.
Jones: I have a feeling that those that are empirically
derived may have some major advantages over the others.
I feel the same thing about the use of abilities tests, or
needs assessment or the career units now being produced
by non-profit research organizations and private groups.
Part of staff development may be the process of establish-
ing criteria. But I don't think our getting together here is
really helping program planners as professionals. I as-
sume, perhaps naively, that well-intentioned and capable
professionals can dialog and reach their own conclusions
as to which standards to apply to the things we perpetrate
and recommend to people. Sometimes we try to be "nice
guys" to others in the profession. We really don't come
out and say, "Hey, I think that approach has some major
problems." We should, at least, make this explicit to those
people we are supposed to be training. Maybe this con-
structively critical aspect is covered in staff development,
but it's a real frustration to me.

Gysbers: It's staff development for the staff developers.
Walz: It sounds to me like you're stressing greater evalua-
tion efforts. We have dissemination of ideas and prog-
rams, but we're weak on evaluating them.
Jones: Yes, if you interpret evaluation along the lines of
doing some basic or applied research on things that are
being built into career guidance. In the study we did, we
were astounded at how little evaluation had been done on
some of the strategies used in the schools. My hunch is
that a lot of the development going on is from the profit-
motive point of view.
Gysbers: Let me take a stab at another priority that builds
from what Brian is saying. It seems to me that there is a
need for small seminars in which people involved in staff
development and conceptualizing can share ideas. I think
there may be a priority for some organization-
-government or state, or ERIC, or something of that
sortto sponsor small seminars to enable people to do
more conceptualizing.
Moore: As a 7ounselor educator, I felt uncomfortable
today when I was confronted with the statement: "What
are we doing for ourselves?." If we're going to give atten-
tion to any kind of preservice and inservice staff de-
velopment, what are we going to develop? What are we
doing for our own counselor education profession? The
state department people are getting more done for coun-
selors than the counselor educators are. We need to in-
volve even more state department people and other lead-
ership personnelwhich might include companies, re-
search organizations and othersin this area.
Prediger: I'd like to make a point with respect to inservice
education. When I was a counselor educator about ten
years ago in Ohio, we did very little with respect to what
we called career guidance; we were also doing very little
in our counselor education programs. Well, along came
the vocational educational people. They started conduct-
ing summer workshops in career guidance and involved
counselor education people from various institutions.
Now, finally, people are beginning to wonder what career
guidance is and want to get involved in it. We really need
an NDEA program that will enable us to retrain existing
counselors through institutes or summer workshops so
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that before they conduct a needs assessment or develop a
program, they know what the heck it is that they want to
look at out therewhat career guidance or life career
planning are all about.

Walz: We've spoken to the fact that we would like to see
counselors get training in needs assessment and we've
suggested ways of developing programs that undertake
needs assessment. We've spoken to the need for greater
delineation and specification as to what has worth. We've
suggested that we need seminars to deal with conceptual
ideas and translate them into practices and programs.
Dale has spoken to the need for retraining counselors. Are
there other specific priorities anybody wants to share?
Moore: A number of things have arrived, but they haven't
been interrelated yet. Career guidance is here.
Competency-based certification and competency-based
certification and competency-based programs are also
here. The career guidance thrust has to be combined with
the competency-based thrust in both teacher education
and counselor education. Competency-based guidance
and counseling of the 50's will not be appropriate for
career guuidance of the 70's.
Gysbers: To add a point to thatthe word "competency"
was used, and a series of competency standards were
established in the late 40's and early 50's. Out of tnat came
much of the course work for current counselor education.
I think the point Earl is making, if I may interpret for a
moment, is that we don't want to go back to that. It was a
good move at the time; it accomplished a lot. But now
when we talk about competencies, we've got to look
ahead to tomorrow rather than retread a lot of old ground.
Pritchard: Referring to what both Earl and Norm said, it's
been my observation over many years that there is a great
gap between current thinking about guidance and actual
prevalent practice. I've long held that a major reason for
this, apart from what we've already said here, is the lack of
a technology or instrumentation for guidance that is in
tune with the image or concept of guidance we want to
advance. The technology that's readily available out there
in the schools, the employment services, or wherever you
look, is the technology that, basically, came with the
perceptions of guidance developed during the 1930's and
1940's. What is needed is a concurrent, consistent, and
compatible development of new technololgy. ACT is
doing some of this, as are AIR and ETS; that's
goodthat's the kind of thing I mean. But we've got to
provide a new technology.
Moore: I am concerned about the way evaluation of gui-
dance objectives takes place in our school systems. We
need to relate counselor competency to our product
evaluation. This relates to the technology Dave was talk-
ing about as well as to the personalization aspect. We're
behind in measuring the career guidance objectives;
we're behind in creating a counselor educati in technol-
ogy.

Walz: As a concluding point, then, what do you see as the
major obstacles or problems that confront us, that keep us
from moving toward the kind of image we've described?
Fojer: Two things . . . as Norm said, counselor education
is moving from the competency-based form of the 40's
and 50's to what we have now. But I'm fearful that what
we have now is almost a conglomeration of nothing. I'm
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disturbed when I get calls from new counselors who say,
"Would you come out and help me get a program started?
I don't know how." And I get responses from counselors,
;Ito say, "Would you keep sending your supervisors out?

They did more for me in one day than all my counselor
education courses did." This is a disturbing thing; so I
think one of the things we must do is to examine the
counselor education program and look at the gaps. Also,
we need to provide good information so that counselors
can utilize it at the local level.

Moore: One of my concerns is that with all the emphasis
on career guidance, the counselor's functions and re-
sponsibilities will be watered down. Rather than building
a career ladder, we start fractionating and creating sepa-
rate specialities. Instead of moving toward better training
and better people, we add pieces and bits; we try to plug
up holes rather than improve our basic level of perfor-
mance. This is a real danger. I think we need to attend to
this very seriously in terms of counselor training, espe-
cially preservice training. We need to attract better peo-
ple. In order to get better people, we need to examine
alternatives to the current focus of counselor education.
Buckingham: One of my concerns in counselor education
involves placement as an extension of guidance services.
The people I've talked to here want to know what kinds of
services their people should be gettinghow do you in-
volve future training institutions? How do you involve
counselor educators? I feel there needs to be a bridge from
the counselor education institutions to the people who
are going to propose, plan or promote guidance and
placement activities. This includes not only college train-
ing but training for employment.
Prediger: I don't know how much sense this makes, but I
think one of our problems is thinking big but being afraid
to start small. I keep coming back to the analogy that the
Wright brothers didn't build the Boeing 707, nor did
Henry Ford start off with a Torino. I get the feeling that
counselors out there here all these grand plans and think,
"That's great," but they're ovorwhelmed; often they don't
even have time to doscheduling. It's a matter of shifting
priorities, yes, putting your marbles someplace else; 'llit
maybe we ought to devise a model for counselors to "start
small." I liked Earl's idea of five levels. But let's not try to
start at level 5, for goodness sake, if you're not even at
level 1. We need to give counselors some way to get going
and then let them build on that. I think that's the best
strategy.
Pritchard: I agree in a qualified way. The Wright brothers
and Henry Ford did have a vision.
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Prediger: You have to have a vision, but don't overwhelm
people with it.
Gysbers: I'd like to come at it from a different perspective.
I think, along with all these other things, that we need a
clear, national priority for career guidance. This should
include legislation that would provide for leadership at
decision-making levels, in the US Office of Education and
in all state departments of education. This may be an
impossible dream at this point, but we must work in this
direction until we can stimulate some mandates in state
plans of action. This was done, for example, in Tennessee,
where they said, "There shall be a counselor/pupil ration
of 1 to 200." Until we get some mandates from the states,
we're not going to see changes in the school's climate or
in the school's administrative structure. I'm not suggest-
ing that this alone will accomplish the job, but it should
go hand in hand with all the other things we've been
discussing.
Powell: Based on what I've heard at this conference, some
of the barriers we might encounter would result basically
from the lack of crystallized concept of what we're talking
about and dealing with in career guidance. We have to
alter and refine the counselor role at the local level; thus,
the concept of that role must be very clear to start with. I
don't have apy grand ideas or schemes for doing it, but I
suppose we could legislate it.
Pritchard: We're going to have to crystallize a line of
thought; and we're going to have to sell it by using 11 the
resources we have, from professional associations to gov-
ernmental agencies to what have you. But we can't sell
semething we haven't crystallized.
Jones: We have to produce evidence that we're delivering
on current, relevant pro.aises. By relevant or appropriate,
I mean appropriate to the career needs of youth. We need
evidence that we're delivering in terms of specified out-
comes related to those needs and in terms of unantici-
pated side effects. I'd summarize it with that.
Walz: I'd like to make a final comment. I feel a sense of
historical perspective in what we're doing in this way:
two things are vital if the kind of program or goal division
we're seeking is going to be implented. One is the need for
a breadth of conceptual and consensual support that will
empower the program to resist faddish demands or smal-
ler kinds of emphases. Second, discussions centering on
life career development as an appropriate goal are very
necessary. Until that philosphy has conceptual as well as
consensual support, I think we'll see faddish kinds of
changes coming in each year and becoming new
priorities for that yearurgency rather than need fre-
quently becomes an operational priority. Maybe through
this kind of dialog and discussion, speaking to the excel-
lence that Brian I'as referred to, we will, for the first time
in education, be ke to establish goals and needs that
possess continuing import.
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It is a pleasure for me to address the subject of the use of
community resources. I am a firm believer in the value of
the utilization of outside resources and du nut believe that
we can afford the luxury of failing to adequately utilize
every resource available to us.

In a sense, I am something of an outsider looking in on
the school system. My formal education is in Social Work,
my professional work experience in Public Welfare. On
the other hand. I spent approximately three years work-
ing at a state training school for delinquent boys and saw
first hand; from the records accumulated on those chil-
dren. the vast extent of those kid's failures in school.
Detailed reading of these case records frequently revealed
that the child's problems were first evident early in his
school experience.

Somewhat later, in conjunction with a field placement
through the school of social work, I served as a visiting
counselor in the Oklahoma City schools. Later, while
working in juvenile parole services, I managed to squeeze
into some high schools, junior highs and grade schools,
initiating some group work services in a preventive vein.
Then for two years I served as the technical director of a
school-related project, working closely with educators
from the State Department of Education in several local
school districts.

I'm convinced that the most fruitful access route to
youngsters with problems is through the local schools.
I'm not promoting basic changes in the structure or con-
tent of our educational systemsalthough others have
proposed thatwhat I am talking about is change, a re-
direction of effort, in the role of school counseling and
guidance staff. I think there's a better way for the staff to
accomplish their objectives.

So, if I'm an outsider, I'm a sympathetic one. And
sometimes an outside perspective can help people take a
better look at themselves.

In Public Welfare we have caseworkerslots of
caseworkers. For 30 years we have worked on a one-to-
one basis, trying to change people, trying to help them
cope with their environment. About the time one client
would be helped, another would take his place. Many
were not, and are not now being, helped. (Caseloads
boom.) Larger caseloads justify more staff.

Basically, we in Public Welfare continue to work on a
one-to-one basis and basically, we have failed. Witness
the turmoil over Federal Law and Social Services Regula-
tions over the past year and a half. The public and their
Congressional representatives wonder what we're doing.
Oh sure, we have some group work and some community
planning and other good things going on, but even in
group efforts, we tend to look at individual change and
"progress." And all these workers are our staff. We work
with our caseloads and justify our jobs by the "progress"
we make with these people. Now I would be the last
person to knock casework., or be critical of agencies that
add staff to provide these services, There is admittedly a
need for these casework services. But there can never be
enough professional staff in any agency to provide one-
to-one sect ices to everyone needing counseling services.

School guidance and counseling departments operate
pretty much the same way as Public Welfare does
Caseloads grow during the year and students begin find-
ing themselves on waiting lists. The kids the counselors
like tria.N continue receiving services even when services
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are no longer needed. Unless the school system adds
additional staff, many students remain on waiting lists or
receive only superficial assistance. All of this is under-
standable when you look at the budgets for guidance and
counseling programs and at the number of schools to be
covered. There are simply not enough funds or staff to go
around. In Oklahoma, for example, elementary coun-
selors are responsible for serving from three to five
schools; and in most instances, schools have no access to
an elementary counselor through the school system,
which leads to my topic, Out-of-School Resources: Utili-
zation, Development and Coordination.

Utilization of Out-of-School Resources
A very legitimate question to pose might be, "Why use

out-of-school resources at all?" Why not simply expand
in-school programs to meet the need? Enlarge school
counseling staff, so that kids can get the services they
need from school personnel

Well, from my admittedly limited knowledge, I think
there are some very sound reasons why those proposals
are not practicable. First are money and competition
within the school system. The highest priority in any
school system has to be the availability of quality teachers
and more adequate pay for them. Most schools with funds
available for staff will ten,: to look first at the desirability
of hiring another teacher. Facilities also demand a high
position in priority scale, and there are ongoing opera-
tional expenses. Second, (and this is certainly related to
competition for money) is a general community resis-
tance to increasing funds. Finally, school counseling
programs, like counseling programs in Public Welfare,,
are frequently challenged as to their effectiveness in
terms of future adjustments of the student or client. We
have a difficult time measuring success.

In spite of reasons for using out-of-school resources,
such u' may be seen by one's own staff as a result of a
deficiency in their agency. Staff ask, "Why can't we pro-
vide this service adequately through our own agency?"
Using the resources of other groups and agencies in a
community may be seen as a last-resort situation.

I think we have to change that mentality, because I
would like to assume the position that use of outside
resources is the method of choice. My reasons ... I be-
lieve that the use of outside resources is of benefit to the
referring agencyin this case the school. I believe that
the use of outside resources is of benefit to the student.
And, I believe that a policy promoting the use of outside
resources is of benefit to the coummunity at large.

The School
When d S(.11001 is able (0 tap community resources to

meet the needs of its students, there is an attendant reduc-
tion in the need for expanded school staff and expenses
related to that expansion. This allows for fund expendi-
tures on other priority functions %vithin the school sys-
tem.

Iltilizing t onimunitN resources. in effect, brings "new
blood- into (WIN contact with the school sN stem. There,
are niail competent. professional, semi-professional and
In,, persons in our communities who can bring now and
iiiiiinatite ideas and approaches to then local schools.
,\ II highl bureau( ratized organizations tend toward a
i !used s } stein and resist out,ide influence. Resisting



these influences is ignoring reality, and how can we hope
to meet the needs of students when the educational sys-
tem is perceived by them to be only partially real? The
feedback and stimulation given to schools through the
use of outside resources is a valuable source of ideas,
information and evaluative data

(I'm not here just pointing my finger at the schools, for
Public Welfare Departments, Health Departments, State
Employment Services, etc., all tend to become closed
systems, protecting themselves from outside static.)

Public Relations and Communication
The school further benefits from the use of outside

resources by virtue of the fact that such outside contact
makes others aware of the problem with which you deal
daily: reading deficiencies, behavioral problems, career
planning, job placement, vocational education. There is
no better way to secure a person's support (moral and
otherwise) than to ask his help in solving a problem. By
using him or his agency as a resource. you make him
aware of the school's problem, and he has the opportunity
to clarify any misunderstandings he may have about the
school. In short, you and he will communicate.

There is another side to this point. When you initiate
contacts with outside resources, you discover the in-
tricacies of other agencies' policies. You find out who can
receive which services and under what circumstances.
You gain a healthy respect for the other bureaucracy and
its shortcomings as well as a greater appreciation of what
they are trying to do. Through interaction with them, you
discover how you can better use them as a resource. One
of the biggest payoffs in the use of out-of-school resources
is that once you and they understand each other's prog-
ram and objectives, you are both in a better position to
articu'ate services that are needed, but not available. And
it is in this area that expansion of staff and program
should occur in both the school and the larger commun-
ity.

The Student
The student, hopefully. is the person who i N:eives the

primary benefit from the use of out-of-school resources.
Students have a % ariety of needs, and only the naive
would expect that an individual counselor could Met-

tively meet the needs of all students. Health, family or
personal problems may build barriers to a successful
counseling relationship. Perhaps. as we often hear, the
student just doesn't like the sdlool counselor (or vice
versa). With a broad range of individual needs possible,,
the student deserves access to the most suitable of availa-
ble resources. One of the more obvious benefits of having
the counselor refer the student to a community resource is
more rapid access to services. The counselor can "shop
around" various resources using a telephone until he
finds an agency that can provide appropriate services to
the student. Waiting-list time need not be a factor in
service provision. If a waiting list is inevitable, the coun-
selor can frequently reduce the student's waiting-list time
by assuming a role of aggressive advocacy.

The student benefits in another way. Through exposure
to community services by a referral to a specialist in
another agency, a student learns that community services
are available to him later on. If he is having problems now,
is it not likely that he might also experience problems in
the future? Why not, as part of the educational process,
teach him how to use the services that are available to him
and his family in the community?

Fina".. in relation to how a student benefits from the
schoo' if ouside resources, it seems critical to me for
toda, . ,out to sense that the community at large is
conct, d ,-. 't kids. Our country and communities are
experien ...,, tty tug times, and young people feel the
frustration keenly. We don't need bickering between staff
members or agencies! We need to mobilize community
concern and efforts to demonstrate to kids that we care
about what happens to them. To an extent, this can be
accomplished by helping students find their way to other
service resources. The student can then see that trust and
cooperation between public insititutions is possible,
knowing that he has benefited as a result of it.

The Community
In addition to the school and student benefiting from

the use of outside resources, the community itself is a
beneficiary.

Monetarily, each community, in whole or in part, funds
its private and public service agencies. The community
has the right to expect these organizations to draw on
every expert opinion available in order to make the most
efficient use of community funds. When this happens. the
community is able to allot funds to other needed ac-
tivities.

When the schools open up to the community, they give
individual members of that community an opportunity
for involvement in the local school. Given this opportun-
ity, individuals and groups may profit from contributing
their efforts in the schoolas volunteers. perhaps. The
result of this involvement in the school is a greater aware-
ness and understanding of one of the basic institt:tions of
the community, and the community benefits when its
individual members contribute to these basic institu-
tions.

A "sense of community" may also he a result of agen-
cies using one another as resources. Because ;ts con-
stituent parts are functioning in harmony, the community
develops a sense of interrelatedness and sharing of
mutual benefits. We have all lived in towns and cities
where such a feeling was present and we have all lived in
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places while it Was di)Seilt. Many communities speak
he y of a is pride," which truly exists, while the
term is timer heard in other communities (save at the
Fourth of Jul' picnic.)

Perhaps this Inlet dissertation on why schools, or any
other agencies. should make use of other community re-
sources sounds lather obvious or elementary. The point I
wish to make is that there are extensive ramifications to

simple concept. My experience with a two-year
project itt Oklahoma suggests stronglyto me, at least-

that school-based personnel, acting as service coor-
dinators of ady mates foi students, can, in fact, produce
many of tilt benefits Ft e mentioned. In most instances it
was a matter of just one person who, in seeking out ser-
f ices for kids, drastically shook up the patterns of interac-
tion among many systems within the community.

The Project
The project to which I refer was called "Community

Services Coordination in Elementary Schools" and was
funded through the Youth Development and Delin-
quency Prevention Administration in HEW. Most of what
I've learned about schools, communities and the effects of
inter-agency coordination is a result of that project. The
results of that relatively insignificant project far exceed
the greatest expectations of those planning it.

What we did was place a I3.A. level social worker from
the Oklahoma Department of Institutions. Social and Re-
habilitative Services (Welfare Department) in four
elementary schools in widely separated areas of the state.
Our target group was every child from kindergarten to
third grade in the four schools. The State Departments cf
Education and Mental Health cooperated in both the
planning and implementation of the project, and each of
those state agencies provided a part-time consultant to
the project.

The social worker was called a Service Coordinator and
was the "leg man" in a referral process. Teachers iden-
tified children with some identifiable problems, and after
screening of the referral by a service committee at the
school, the coordinator acted on the recommendations of
the committee. If counseling was recommended, the
coordinator rounded up a counseling resource; if health
problems were evident, he secured medical attention.
Follow-up was accomplished in two to three months.
(Actually. I've left out one very important step. Before
referral to a community resource was effected, the coor-
dinator contacted the child's parents to make them aware
of the problem and to enlist their support in doing r.-:me-
thing about it. If the parent refused the offer of heip, no
further action was taken.)

During the first year of the project about 20% of the
children in the target group were referred to the coor-
dinator: by the end of the second year, the referral rate was
up to 33%.

Based On the best measures (and sometimes, admit-
tedly, on educated gue,ses) we apparently achieved most
of the stated goals and objecti t es of the project, including.
all apparent, significant reduction in delinquency poten-
tial of liddi en referred, greater teacher awareness of the
problems children experience, expanded use of commun-
ity resources, both by the coordinator and teachers them-
sel t es. greater neighborhood involvement in the school;
expanded use of outside consultants in the school.

More concretely, some of the things we did included:
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1. A "Teacher's Worry Clinic" in which a psychologist
from a local agency met monthly with teachers to discuss
children causing the teachers concern.

2. A tutoring program utilizing volunteers from a
church in the community, VISTA workers, and Future
Teachers of America club members.

3. A Big l3rother-Big Sister type program involving
volunteers from a local university.

4. Five different counseling groups, four for students
and one for parents. One of these was conducted by the
school's regular visiting counselor, two by social workers
I rum a !nit ate agency, one by school personnel not nor-
mally engaged in group work, and one by a psychologist
from a state agency.

5. A Community Club, a group of interested citizens.
who involt ed themselves in the school's program. They
sponsored activities at the school, provided manpower
for constructing an educational aids room, and bought
playground equipment.

6. Local civic clubs provided funds for workbooks for
students who needed them.

7. A School of Nursing assigned senior year students to
a school as a field placement.

8. Consultation on dyslexia was provided to school staff
by a university-affiliated specialist.

9. A 4-H Club program was introduced into a school,
providing a constructive experience for the boys and
girls.

10. Documentation of the need by means of referrals to a
coordinator convinced a local school board to employ a
learning disabilities teacher and a paraprofessional for
in-school tutoring.

These programs represented dramatic changes among
t he school, neighborhood, and community resource
systems for either entirely new programs emerged, or
systems were required to change in order to accomodate
existing community services, which were new to their
structure.

unmeasured, but nonetheless ey ident, was the fact that
many available sell, ices became more at ailuble by virtue
of the coordinators' advocacy on behalf of referred chil-
dren. "Waiting-list" time was reduced, red tape problems
were minimized. and routine follow-up requirements in-
sured that agencies would be asked to explain failure to
execute agreed-upon service plans.

I Was recently asked, "What size caseloads did the
oordinators carry?" kVell, they didn't have caseloads.

They took a referral and "went with it." until they found a
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resource We operated on the assumption that adequate
resour«,s existedeither in the form of an organized
agency or group. or in a dormant state. waiting to be
developed.

service coordinators did not counsel. If counseling was
called for, it was arranged. Not having to meet the de-
mands of a full-time counseling caseload, they had the
time to help mobilize community resources, and develop
services to fill gaps in available services.

Ve found that the key to the whole process of utilizing
community resources was the teacher's referral of a child
with a problem, agy problem. Given a sound referral from
the teacher, it was fairly evident what was needed. If the
teacher saw the problem at school, generally the parent
was well aware of it and was willing to cooperate.

If there was a secondary key, it was a coordinator who
worked effectively with adults. That's right, adults, not
childrei. In the advocate or coordinating role. :he coor-
dinator required skills that were related to working with
agency representatives, college students, teachers, or
civic groups. Obviously it was helpful when the coor-
dinator worked well with both children and adults, but
the critical ski.. was being able to meet with adults who
could arrange for or provide services.

What generally happened was that coordinators found,
within an agency, one or more individuals with whom
they could discuss problem referrals and explore ways to
obtain services. Occasionally. it was possible to arrange
for the service provider to come to the school to adminis-
ter those services.

Development of Community Resources
The business of tapping community resources inevita-

bly resulted in running up some blind alleys. Sometimes
it simply was not evident where or who the resource was.
At this point. coordinators did one or more of three
things: First. they tried to utilize alternative resources
which could impinge on the problem, if not deal with it
directly. For example. maybe the service committee
would recommend psychiatric treatment for a child when
there was no such resource within 100 miles. As an alter-
native. the coordinator would try to arrange involvement
with a big brother or big sister. a group activity such as
Camp Fire Girls, or maybe a tutoring program. While
these ixtivities would not deal directly with the underly-

ing problem. they might help the child to cope with 1 .,

more immedidte needs. Second. the coordinators might
contact the state office for possible use of other statewide
resources. In the above example. it might be possible to
secure help through the project consultant assigned from
the State Department of Mental Health. Or. third, they
might develop a new resource. Again. the key here was
the teacher's referrals.

While the primary focus of our school project was to
secure services for kids, we soon found that a natural
by-product of the referral process was that coordinators
hemline knowledgable of available services and of gaps in
services. It's one thing to discover a gap on paper, and
quite another to find it because you've got a kid who
needs a service.

If one wanted to focus on the development of rer.Jurces
to fill gaps in services, the best place to begin would be
with a kid with a problem. The referral process is a
medium for developing necessary skills and knowledge
for resource development.

Through chasing down a possible resource, you come
in contact with agencies and persons interested in related
services. You find out about sources of funds and policy
matters, and you discover sources of manpower. You also
learn if and where opposition exists and why.

After a week's worth of hard leg work, one of our coor-
dinators would be extremely knowledgable about a par-
ticular service need, and thus, in a position to develop a
strategy for organizing support for a service.

When our service coordinators did encounter opposi-
tion to a needed service, it was generally in the form of
apathysomeone sitting behind a desk with no inclina-
tion to change a policy or procedure. It was in these kinds
of situations that a strong advocacy role showed positive
results. A coordinator could ask: "Well, if you can't
change this policy, who may I talk to who can?"

The coordinator had the time to sit outside an office all
morning or afternoon in order to wait for an interview.
Backed up by teachers' referrals documenting the need,
the coordinator had valuable ammunition for support of
his position. Prior contact with other community re-
sources enabled the coordinator to explain why the ser-
vice was not available elsewhere.

I dcn't want to overemphasize the things coordinators
could do in the face of opposition. Because in fact, most
agencies and groups were very receptive to ideas that
could help them extend their services to kids needing
help. All we usually had to do was ask.

When I wrote up the final report on that project, I went
through copies of all the referrals we'd received over two
years, and without listing duplicate contacts or similar
agencies in different communities, I listed two pages of
agencies and other resources contacted by coordinators.
We asked a lot of folks for help.

Coordination of Services
In a power relationship, where one agency exerts a

strong influence over another, the weaker party can
thwart that influence by a passive. hostile resistance to
the wishes of the stronger party. It's like the
supervisor - supervises' relationship; the 'visor can force a
certain compliance, but the 'vise(' can effectively under-
mine the objective of any directive he wishes. sometimes
blatantly,
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lift:01%e coordination of sm.% ices requires a willing
moperationa recognition of mutual benefit. And for
plow anis int oh ing state agencies, that willing coopera-
tion must begin at the state level.

I' not sure just what it takes to get that cooperation.
l'here is so much involved. competition for legislative
appropriations, political subtleties, personality factors,
hderal priorities, time of the year. But I do know what it
took in Oklahoma for our little school project.

First, it took a two-year, statewide study of youth prob-
lems That was done by a delinquency planning unit in
my agency. funded by a YDDPA grant. It took a hard look
at youth problems, beginning at the pre-school level and
continuing to the young adult. It looked at delinquency as
a problem requiring a continuum of services over an ex-
tended period of timefrom potential delinquency
through the need for change in institutional care and
parole. That study was called "Youth in TroubleA
Shared Concern," and the members of the state council
that directed the study included representatives of in-
fluential state agencies.

So there was a comprehensive, cooperative statewide
plan. based on a sound study. Then there was a child
psychiatrist, a planner, and a state superintendent of
Indic instruction who talked to one another. There was
also a state agency which agreed to be the lead agency and
obligate staff, some congenial consultants, and the solid
support of federal offic; Is.

Then, if I'm properly informed, there was a rush tele-
phone call from one of those feds. He had to have a
decision right then on which of a couple of programs we
wanted fundedwe couldn't have them all. And some-
one told him the wrong one! I hope it doesn't take so much
luck to secure this coordination when agencies know
what they want. But I think it does require a fairly com-
prehensive plan or philosophy; and I'm afraid close per-
sonal relationships between key persons is essential.
Coordination and cooperation require each party to de-
limit his prerogatives. Before powerful people will will-
ingly do that, they must trust each other.

We had written commitments from the state directors of
mental health, of public instruction, and institutions, so-
cial, and rehabilitative services to cooperate in our pro-
ject. We also had their personal commitment. My agency
provided a full-time staff to implement the program. and
the other agencies provided consultants. who spent one-
tenth of their time on the project.

We involved local school systems in the implement&
ton. asking them to select specific schools, and insisting
that the local principal approve our selection of the coor-
dinator. The educational consultant and I visited each
school. Only school systems that wanted the program
w ere considered fo final selection.

On the local scene. we coordinated services at several
levels. We fmind that, frequently in-school coordination
had been meffectiy e. Foi example. achild was refs : red by
a teacher to the school psychologist before our project
began. From the teat her's y iewpoint. nothing had hap-
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polled. The next year, another teacher referred the same
child to the service coordinator.

When the coordinator pulled the student's cumulative
record, she found the previous year's referral and an ex-
tensive psychological and medical work-up. It had been
recommended that the child be placed on a half-day
school schedule and treated on an out-patient basis at a
local psychiatric clinic, or if this did not produce the
expected results, in-patient care was recommended.

Apparently no one had assumed responsibility for pur-
suing these recommendations, and the teacher had not
even been informed of the report. Our coordinator con-
tacted the child's teachers, psychologist and family and
began implementing the recommendationsa full year
late. With our help, the teacher, principal and other in-
volved staff received written reports of the disposition of
referrals as well as copies of follow-up reports. Addition-
ally, the coordinator was officed in the Qchool and thus,
was immediately available for verbal discussions.

You know, agency personnel managers should be
thankful that they don't lose more field workers as a result
of "death-by-trampling" under the feet of other social
workers, public heplth nurses, visiting counselors, court
workers, attendance counselors, aftercare workers, vol-
unteers and rehabilitation counselors. We all work with
the same people, and the traffic in and out of their homes
is considerable. Yet, seldom does the right hand know
what the left hand is doing. This is not effective use of
community resources, so we tried to find out which agen-
cies were involved with the student and family and in
what capacity. We didn't try to ramrod, or direct anything
like a massive "team effort" (although that might not be a
bad concept); what we tried to do was to encourage the
various agencies to communicate with one another in
relation to the family.

Questions of violation of confidentiality inevitably
arise in these situations and they should. No one should
reveal confidential information without the client's per-
missicn. and even where it is not illegal, established
agencies should not casually release information to each
other. But helping professionals can obtain signed re-
leases. request specific information from other agencies,
and guarantee confidential treatment of the information
in writing. Coordination is possible if someone has the
time t; work for it.

The Coordinator's Goal
In conclusion, what I've come to see through our pro-

ject is the far reaching impact one person can have by
following a relatively simple referral process. Freed from
performing administrative and clerical chores (and given
a transportation allowance). a counselor can mobilize
community resources so more students can receive better
services.

I'll c lose yvith the postulate that the epitome of success
v mild be yy hen the coordinator could arrange fora volun-
teer. c ler* man. or other community worker to conic into
the sc haul and do the job for hind



Selecting Resources and Materials:
Like Fine Wine

by Garry R. Walz

As I was researching this talk on selecting career re-
sources and materials, I found that, again and again, au-
thors use a vintage wine analogy in discussing the sub-
ject. Are today's career resources old wine in new bottles?
Or do we really have new wine in old bottles? I was
curious as to why this analogy appeared with such fre-
quency. My first inference was that maybe career re-
sources driv e people to drink. The more I thought about it,
the more I felt this idea to be on target, considering the
enormity of the task of selecting resources. I actually do
see some similarity between the process counselors go
through, in trying to identify which resources are availa-
ble and which of these may be particularly appropriate for
a given program.

First, if you want to select a special wine, you need to
consider a variety of wines and their special characteris-
tics. The choice is a function of personal taste. When
gourmets select a wine they consider not just the wine but
the menuthe associated range of foods and
experiencesas you, in selecting career resources, con-
sider the resource not just by itself but in relation to what
you have in mind foi your particular program. And, of
course, anyone seal in a selection must consider cost.

As career specialists we must be connoisseurs of career
resources. We must bring to the task of choosing materials

the sort of elan and discrimination involved in wine test-
ing. The process the skilled wine selector uses is analog-
ous to the task confronting us, for a good wine tester uses a
threefold process of decision-making.

First he judges the appearance of the wine. Ile maN hold
a filled wine glass to the light of a candle, o. observe the
wine under special lighting conditions. Similarly, a
counselor in looking at a career resource, seeks an overall
impression and, in (.loser scrutiny of details, looks for
clarity. As with some wines, looking through the glass is
indeed a (lark experiencesome of our career resources
are very cloudy. The second test of a Wille is its bouquet.
The connoisseur swirls the wine in the glass to release its
aroma and effervescence, to experience it more fully. A
counselor goes through a similar step using and getting
involved in career development materials, making dis-
criminations among them. The third aspect of the selm
t ion proce' , is taste 'rile counselor tries out the resources
with students to see if they are in line with program goals.

Building on this process. let us consider how WO can
become connoisseurs of career resources. Sometimes we
are more enamored with the grand design of a career
program than w ith developing the resources 1,keli !Wed to
deliver that design, and invariably the toughest part
any program is developing resources. We should never
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denigrate the imp& t of the program developer. t he suc-
t eess of piograms often hinges on one person's ability to
st ramble, integrate, «)ax or bulldoze programs
through to make them go But h the program developer's
t holt e of resources and his personal contribution to
capitalize on the, resources are crucial. These lead to the
xperient es that determine outcomes for students. What

are the resources and experiences that lead to the kind of
outcomes you have in mind?

I would like to share with you some of the criteria I
think are important in making career resource selections
and then to end with a few choices which my vantage
point as an ERIC director has led me to prefer. They may
at t as catalysts for you in developing criteria for selection;
learly defined ci it ria are prerequisite to choosing either

a wine or a viable resource.
Part of my rationale for developing criteria is that many

hitherto untapped resources can be uncovered if explicit
requirements are first established. If you have unlimited
funds, you can probably find something better. But I still
have a sort of Depression-worn attitude that encourages
resourcefulness and making good with what you have-
-being creative and successful with what is available.

My first criterion for judging a career resource is
simplicity. In my judgment material is suspect if it is not
readily understandable. Many intricate, detailed prog-
rams come through our ERIC clearinghouse; when we
follow them up later to see if they proved responsive to
the community. the staffs involved or the students, we
frequently find that the program disappeared along with
its originator. The idea that was bought was not
thoroughly understandable and, therefore, never
materialized. In examining a career resource, question
whether you calf readily understand it. Can you explain
how it works?

My second criterion is process reinforcement. A critical
aspect of a career development program is the process the
student goes through to achieve desired outcomes. The
participant's attitude in the learning experience fosters or
hinders learning during that experience and affects his or
her views on subsequent career education opportunities.
Many of us have encountered individuals who went
through career education programs and received impres-
sive amounts of information but did not find the experi-
ence intrinsically rewarding or satisfying. Career de-
velopment and career education were not a high in their
lives, but a putdown; they had only minimal motivation
and desire to become involved in the program. I can point
to a number of schools and systems where this has hap-
pened because there was not enough process reinforce-
ment as individuals progressed through programs.

Coleman. in his research on what makes the difference
in a person's bring able to learn and to cope, found that
the extent to which an individual felt he was controlling
his destiny, managing his learninghis sense of
agencycontributed positively to the success of the ex-
perience. In developing career resources we must con-
sider the extent to which they leave an individual with
the feeling that he has been doing something important.
exciting and involving. You can judge the process rein-
forcement of resources by evaluating the amount of par-
ticipatory learning they provide as compared with
information-giving, Many resources have high lamina-
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tion content but offer little opportunity for participation
and decision making. Some are so well organized that
students going through the programs do not need to make
a single decision on their own, all decisions are arranged
neatly and perfectly before them. The process itself fails
to reinforce the desired behavioral outcomes.

The third criterion we have found important in the
review of material at ERIC is the opportunity for
"significant other" involvement. Do the resources pro-
vide for the inclusion of people influential in the de-
velopment of attitudes and behaviors? Resources are out-
standing to the extent that they bring together a variety of
significant othersparents, friends teachers and com-
munity members. Others are encapsulating, with little
opportunity for planned input from other sources and
other people. The fourth criterion is life development

rationale. Career resources have come a long way from the
original materials. They were choice- and price-oriented
with the underlying assumption that the person pre-
sented with career information would make a fairly im-
mediate choice, frequently under pressure, because that
was the time the decision needed to be made. Today we
have a greater appreciation for developmental ap-
proaches, such as the idea of developing competencies.
We look for career resources that approach career de-
velopment as part of total personal development, with
c.-..reer and personal elements closely interrelated.

My fifth criterion is customization and implementa-
tion. To what extent do career resources lend themselves
to local use? It is increasingly difficult for systems to
adopt large, well-organized programs; such programs
necessitate Orr Ming by their own rules rather than by the
rules of the local adopting insitution. Schemes to develop
massive national curriculums, which were supposed to
change subject matter in various fields, have been
blocked because of problems encountered in trying to
design course content that can be adopted in toto. Serious
local problems have frequently prevented such use.
Given where we are in many systems today, it is impor-
tant for resources to lend themselves to tailoring, to indi,
vidualized utilization. Design must be Lexible enough to
allow for manipulation.

My sixth and final criterion for assessing career mater-
ial is the extent to which a resource provides feedfore.
Evaluation programs must focus not simply on looking
backward but on how we will deal with future conditions.
We do not face generation gaps anymore. we face era
gaps. Look at the difference between a freshman and
senior class. In a world of change like this. in a time of
future shock. even a few years can make dramatic differ-
ences in an individual's experiences. To make adjust-
ments in a career program we need feedforea more
concurrent kind of input than we needed in the past when



onditions were stable and we had the luxury of relying
on the same research results for se% eral years. In research
studies today we experience enough change in the situa-
tion in which the learning occurred and in the nature of
the people for whom the learning was intended that
generalizations from the investigations become risky.
tentative, short-lived :areer resources nmst pertain to
conditions that are to be, rather than to conditions that
have been.

So much for one person's criteria. one person's tasting
tips for choosing among available resources. How about
looking at some resources? What I would like to do now is
to show you around my wine cellar of preferred resources
and tell you why I think they are resources you should
know something about. Many of them may be old favo-
rites of yours; some of them may be rather new. But in any
case, these are ones you may want to sample in making
your own final decisions.

I will begin with a few aperitifs. An apertif, as you
know, is a gastronomic device for making one appreciate
more what will come later. Some career resources are of
this nature. There is much discussion today about career
information for counselees or learners, but there has been
relatively little discussion about career resources for
counselors. Such resources serve the purpose of educat-
ing, renewing and informing counselors and educators,
making them more effective in their delivery of career
education.

About seven or eight years ago, Congress became
alarmed by numerous studies which showed that the
millions of dollars being spent in educational research
had little effect on educational practice.
An analysis of the situation revealed one of the problems:
this country had no effective way to disseminate informa-
tion of an educational nature. The sciences had extremely
Weil- established national information systems, but edu-
cation did not. ERIC, the Educational Resources Informa-
tion Center clearinghouse system, was created in re-
sponse to this need. It has become the world's largest
educational information system, housing well over
100.000 documents.

Entirely federally funded. ERIC is a way of saying we
want to make information available to people so that
when faced with a problem, they can retrieve all the
information available, directly and a low cost. Two
clearinghouses are organized to be particularly respon-
sive to your needs in terms of career resources. The ERIC
Counseling and Personnel Services information center at
the University of Michigan has responsibility for proces-
sing. analyzing, and disseminating information in the
(ILA of career guidance. The center on Career Education
located at Northern Illinois University has continuing
responsibility for adult, technical and vocational educa-
tion. In terms of the development and acquisition of usa-
ble resources, your best single resource is ERIC.

I say this because so many of the programs funded with
the goal of developing materials and resources are input
into ERIC. Ty pieally, the generation of program materials
is so prolific that no commerical publisher would want to
undertake the cost of reproducing them. Thinking in
terms of utilization strategies, if you gave ERIC just ten
minutes a day, you would become an extremely know-
ledgeable person. All you would need to do is read the 50
to 100 or 200-word abstracts direttIN related to tamer

guidance that are minified each inonth in liesecin h in
Education. This procedure %you'd keep you informed of
the most current resources available. If you wanted to set
up y our own information utilization system, you could
give your staff pies of the abstracts of each monthly
journal. If everyc,.,dy read them, it would have a snowbal-
ling effect, building an enormous fund of information on
recent materials and their possible uses. iN lot of you know
ERIC and talk about ERIC. but how many of your regularly
read the abstracts in a planned, purposeful way for self
renewal and self education? It takes rerN, little time and is
an excellent practice.
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But even excellent resources are flawed become of the
nature of information systems. Probably the most basic
generalization people can make about them is that un-
analyzed information has relatively little impact. Simply
providing people with more basic information about ex-
periences or projects in many ways, not useful. If you
come to me and say, We have a ondary career gui-
dance program; and we're interested in values darifien-
lion," it won't be very helpful to you if I say, "Well, here
are 100 documents ranging in length from ten to 2(H)
pages that speak directly to that question." I would be
giving you toe, much information and screenwork. I ex-
pect you would be more interested in some form of
analysis and selection that highlights those items with
particular meaning and utility. And you would want it to
be attractive and readable as well.

This is precisely the reasoning our ERIC clearinghouse
adopted in developing not a nothcr journal. but
magazine, tin pal t, in which one of the major focuses has
been career development and guidance. It is intended for
those ir. the helping professions who are concerned with
bringing about change and innovation in individual and
institutional behavior. What we hale tried to do in work
ing with people about the country is to transform sterile
information into concrete, usable knowledge you can in-
corporate into a program. Thus, d SCCurid apes itif is
Impact magazine.

A third is a prospectus fu' d Life Career Development
System de% eloped o'er the y ears by d number of people
who ha% e worked on career de% elopment and career gui-
dance projec is and programs in consultation with
schools, under federal grants, and so fourth. These people
got turned on about what they thought d (.41 reel de% clop-
ment guidance program should be The prospectus was
not funded by outside agencies but is the contribution of
the time and effort and iesources of these people'. It is the
result of an attempt to design and integrate a career de-
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velopment System adoptable in d wide variety of situa-
tions. We believe it has impact ir. terms of learner be-
haviors, attitu,t9s and feelings about their experiences. It
is another approach to life career development we are
very excited about, and those who share some of the goals
and interests of this system are working with us on further
development.

A fourth aperitif relatively new on the scene is the
National Career Information System. Presently located in
APGA. it grew out of some of Frank Birtnett's r,..;earch.
Frank is here and will say 3 few words about it. f think it is
creative and innovative; it is largely counselor controlled
with a lot Of counselor input.
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EVCrybOdy is looking for a basic sort cc rrqource. Three;
years ago Bob Taylor, oirector of the Vocational and
Technical ERIC center at Ohio State, and I observed that
was no elemental handbook of guidance methods was
available in the career area. If you were interested in
bringing about a certain result and wanted to know the
available resources in a given area, where would you get
definitive information? Under funding from the
Vocatio -I/Technical center at Ohio State, Michigan ard
Ohio State collaborated on the development of a resource
called, Carrer Guidance: A Ha ndb ,k of Methods
(Campbell, Walz, Miller and Kriger). It .. as an attempt to
survey all existing information systems and ;-rocedures
and put them in a usable, easily retrievable form. Most of
the documents listed in this guide are available through
ERIC, so retrievability is not a problem. It is fairly elabo-
rate and inexpensive. There is, of course, no such thingas
a truly comprehensive guide that covers all resources; we
can only approximate that, But this is a new attempt, and I
suggest it as a fifth aperitif. (1 might add that although it
has been published through a private publisher, no profit
or gain accrues to any of the authors involved.)

One last aperitif is a product of National Vocational
Guidance Association funding and moti ation. Career
Guidance Fur a Nyw Age, edited by Henry Borow, is one
of the finest books in the field. Contributors include some
of the people most active in career development :nd
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career guidance around the country. Covering rationale,
resources and programs, the book is one of those refer-
ences you should have on your desk not more than an
arm's length away.

Enough aperitifslet us move now to some old but still
very exciting and essential resources. Some of these may
be very basic and familiar to you, but I like them because
they have certain characteristics that recommend them to
us. The "North Dakota Exemplary Project in Career Edu-
cation" is au exciting K-12 career education and de-
velopment program. It holds up well under scrutiny
against the criteria described before. It is a program that
does not make elaborate assumptions with regard to re-
sources and change. It is a stringent wine, but very full-
bodied.

Another book I would recommend is Career Guidance:
Practice and Perspectives written by a consorth'in of
people from the University of Missouri and Ohio, state
University. I am very impressed with the conceptualiza-
tion and delivery they have done on the career-
-conscious individual. It represents the most recent
crystalization and focusing of the thinking of people like
Norm Gysbers, Harry Drier and Earl Moore. It has a great
deal of adoptability and visibility in terms of available
carers resources.

The Mesa, Arizona program and the Comprehensive
Career Education Model that came out of Ohio State rep-
resent programs which show what can be done with a
comprehensive approach, a rigorous conceptual
rationale, and extensive resources. There are few prog-
:anis on which I have had such positive feedback.
Whether you are in a pocition to adopt these progr or
not, I think it is incumbent on you to sample, to look at
those that might be useful to you.

One of the resources we have particular interest in at
ERICbecause we keep getting additional information
and tryouts on it--the ECES (Education and Career Explo-
ration System) information and tryouts on itis the EC's
program. As you know, it came out of Don Supeer's origi-
;Lai conceptualizations while working with IBM and
through ientation in Genesee County, Michigan. It
had subsever t tryouts elsewhere and some people have
added some of Carkhuff's training to it with remarkable
results. It is, I believe, the computer-assisted counseling
program with the greatest longevity. Second and third
generatic materials are part of the program, some of
which are not computer based and which speak to prob-
,em solving and deciding. It is a wine you might want to
sample to learn about the contributions technology can
make to a program and some possible spinoffs that you
might use in your own program.

Well, our wine-tasting party is coming to an end. In
effect, by this speech, I am proposing the connoisseur of
wines as a model for the counselor connoisseur of re-
sources. Like the vintage mc,ter, the counselor has
sp.,. ific goals in mind for his choices, knows the range of
resources from which to choose, and is creative ir, blend-
ing what is available and worthy with new and experi-
mental products. Effective career development coun-
selors have a cellar or storhoese of resources with known
capabililties that they can recommend to their clients
with assuranceaware of those that will serve for sipping
or ha, dy drinking, and knowledgable about the probably
outcomes each will produce.
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CAREER GUIDANCE:
NEW WINE IN NEW SKINS

Developing and Using State-Level
Career Guidance Program Guides
by Norman C. Gysbers
Professor of Education

. 111.. .University of Missoun-Columbm

Ther theory and practice of career guidance in school
settings has undeirme substantial changes during the
past two decades and the rate of change has accelerated
recently Increasingly, words like developmental, prog-
rammatic, individual needs, student goals and objectives,
evaluation and mainstream are being used to expand and
extend traditional career guidance conceptions. Tradi-
tional career guidance processes and resources such as
counseling, testing and occupatii?nal and educational in-
formation: along with new and emerging processes and
resources, are now being seen in the context of com-
prehensive. developmental career guidance programs
rather than as isolated elements to be used only at specific
crises or choice points in the lives of individuals.

The developmental, programmatic perspective does
not deemphasize the importance of working with specific
odzicational, personal-social and occupational concerns
at specific points during a person life, however. On the
ontrary, the developmental, programmatic -perspective

places these concerns in the context of total human de-
velopment so they are better understood and fac,lit.ded.
The emerging view of career guidance recognizes that
there are career guidance related knowledge, understand-
ings and skills, which all persons need as they grow and
develop.

Finally, the emerging developmental, programmatic
perspective focuses on positive human growth and de-
velopment. That is why the word career is being used
with the word guidance. The word career focuses first and
foremost on the human career, on all the roles, settings
and events of life, not as separate entities, but as interre-
lated parts of the whole person. Also, the broad career
concept, when used with (hi word guidance, serves to
unify the fragmentation that has occurred in guidance
practices over the years. The traditional educational.
personal-social and vncational (or cupational) aspects of
guidance can be subsumed under the career concept and
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the e:dablishment of separate kinds of guidance programs
and personnel, therefore, can be avoided.

At the same time that substantial changes in the theory
and practice of career guidance are takihg place, it also is
clear that there are increasing expectations among many
consumer groups concerning the outcomes and pi., Gesses
of career guidance programs. Students and parents con-
tinue to want more and better 'Areer guidance. Congress,
speaking through education and manpower legislation,
continues to call for improved and extended career guid-
ance. An analysis of current and pending federal man-
power and education legislation reveals that career guid-
ance is re frequently mentioned, important and necessary
component in many education and manpower programs.
For example, the Vocational Education Act Amirultnents
of 1968 and the earlier basic Act of 1963 poi.o to the
importance of ca, eer guidance in meeting the goals of that
legislation. Title X. Part 13 of RI,. 92-318, Occupational
Education Programs, states that the Commissioner shall
carry out program of occupational Aucation that will
"promote ... counseling and guidance, and job place-
ment or placement in postsecondary occupational educa-
tion programs as a responsibility of elementary and sec-
ondary schools." Section 407 of Title IV of the Senate
version of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
S. 1539. points to the need for comprehensive and se-
quential career guidance program:.. And finally, the
manpower Development (111(1 lig Act of 1973 states
that manpower programs "provide participants with
self-development skills" and "co inseling and place-
ment."

Some !3asic Issues
The increased demand for career r, idance programs to-
gether with new and emerging career guidance theory
and practice have caused many states to reassess their
position on career guicianiAl. %1,11iy found that they either
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till not hate a fully dt'%1'10ped position or that their posi-
tion was 1!\ unt, crisis and uI ,ery ke oriented, not de-
elopmental and progiani wiltedXs this reassessment

occurred it became apparent to the guidance leadership
ul many states that thine was a need develop il ustra-
tiy e guides and guidelines based on new career guidance
theory and practices to assist local school personnel as
they planned. deyelope.! and implemented, expanded
ind extended careen guiace programs in their schools.

. \s states began to develop such guides, a number of
issues began to emerge. issues that must he considered by
state in ogram guide developers and users. Vhat folkws
is a brief discussion of some of these. issues.

Issue One: Are state career guidance program guides a
viable resource or do they straitjacket local school
creativity?

This question is being raised by a number of people
dad. in d sense. is 1111:Saml! type of question being asked of
the proponents of the behavioral objective, accountability
nuiement ul education. Some individuals suggest that
the u id goals and objectives in state career guidance
plograni guides is dehumanizing and restricting and.
tktrelow. not having a guide is better than having one.
especially if it contains goals and objectives. In my opin-
ion. that is an inappropriate' response The issue is not
,hould thine be a guide or not. but what does the guide
contain and how is it to be used? The pinnt is that it
guidance' personnel don't develop program guides.
others outside the profession will step in and fill the
vacuum dill d progiam guide (of sort-? will he externally
applied. I tonatel this has happened all too often in
the past

Most states who have developed program guides have
responded to the issue by not dey (diming complete cook-
books to be simply adopted by local education agencies.
instead. they ha% e designed program guides to be illustra-
tive. to be expanded and .laborated upon as local needs
might dictate.

Issue Two: What does the program guide represent?
What are its contents?

These questions focus attention on the problems of
terminology and the transition from traditional ways of
conceptualizing calver guidance to new and emerging
conceptualizations. Some program guides are titled
career education. others career development and still
others career guidance. The titles used are a result of how
each state conceptualizes career guidance and its rela-
tionship to other aspects of the' educational program. In
my opinion. the tot us should he on career guidance and
those words oivallll lie used in the title of a state guild :.

The transition problem from traditional thinking to
new and emerging conceptualizations is related to the
terminology problem but is 11101!(.01111)1(`\ The terminol-
ogy issue is the tip of the' iceberg while the change from
tradition is the rest of the iceberg. Some guides unfortu-
nately are simply a restatement 01 career guidance of the
1930's and 40's. Most guides. however, reflect new and
emerging camel guidance' conceptualizations and prac-
tices using words like developmental. programs. Main-
stream. normal human growth and dr% elopment and stu-
dent outcomes as opposed to words like services. aspects
add problemsi( rises Program guides must retle;:t where
we need to go not only when, we have liven if we are to
meet the challenges of today and tomorrow.
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Issue Three: What are the problems and consequences
of developing a career guidance program guide which
represents a break from traditional conceptualizations
of career guidance?

When a break from tradition is made in a program
guide, there is the immediate problem of reconciling the
new approach with the previous approach to career gui-
dance. Previous investments in traditional techniques
and procedures must be recognized and concerted efforts
must be made to legitimize the new techniques and pro-
cedures. Corresponding efforts also must be made in staff
development activities to bring to practitioners those
necessary skills, understandings and attitedes to effec-
tively carry out new career guidance programming. It is
easy to say that counselors should be involved in the
curriculum, that they should be in the classroom more
frequently, or that they should develop and implement a
placement program, but it is extremely difficult to actu-
ally carry out such pronouncements. The lack of specific
training in these areas, present duties (heavily adminis-
trative in many cases) and a general lack of support at
administrative levels come together to show progress in
these directions or to stop it altogether. To break through
these barriers, program guides must provide a vision for
change from traditional career guidance efforts to ex-
panded and extended approaches; at the same time, they
(oust provide enough reality so that all concerned can still
see themselves. In addition, directions and support must
be provided on how to move from traditional concep-
tualizations to new conceptualizations.

Issue Four: Will new career guidance program guides
create greater expectancies of career guidance prow 'ms
and personnel?

The hoped-for answer to this question is yes, but it is a
yes that must be placed in the context of the need for an
enlarged understanding on the part of educational
decision-makers and the public concerning nature of
extended and expa mled career guidance progra ms.
Career guidance programs must be viewed as being equal
and complementary with instruction in the school and
the necessary staff and resources must be allocated ac-
cordingly. Unless this is done, the expectancies of the
pub( may be only partially met or not met at all.

Five Important Criteria
In addition to considering and responding to the issue

raised by these questions. career guidance program guide
developers and implementors also must consider the na-
ture of the guide itself. The following suggested criteria
may pi oxide a helpful point of departure for judging state
career guidance program guides.
I. The guide is representative of what has been de-

scribed as career guidance.
The guide is im iusive of all the diriensions that are
considered within the description of career guidance,

3. The guide is exp essed in a parsimonious manner
without losing sensitivity when applied In specific
situations.

4. The guide is adaptahle to context variations found in
its 'initial& utilization.

5. The guide is transmittal& to others who have vary-
ing experiential backgrounds her dose it can be un-
derstood. visualized d explained.



The Logics of Planning Career Guidance,
Counseling, Placement,
& Follow-up Programs

A.
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by G. Brian Jones, Jurgen M. Wolff,
Charles W. Dayton, and Carolyn B. Helliwell

The Dilemma of Gui-
dance, Counseling,
Placement, and iollow-up
Personnel

Very seldom are guidance, counseling, placement, and
follow-up personnel able to respond effectively to the
crush of demands made upon them. The following three
statements, made by high school students, highlight
some of the difficulties typically faced by such personnel.

"All my counselor has ever done for me is to change
my schedule and fix my computer registration cards."
This illustrates the problem that can be called "the

maintenance syndrome." A counselor can easily spend
all his time dealing with routine but pressing tasks and
leave no time to adequately plan a guidance program, let
alone properly carry it out and evaluate it.

"My counselor only has time to see students who get in
trouble. I've talked to him only once in almost two
years."
Counselors who have time only for problem students

are forced into a crisis orientation to guidance. They at-
tempt to solve a student's problems only after these prob-
lems have become critical. By providing only remedial
attention to students with obvious difficulties, they fail to
deal with the development of the majority of students
whose needs are equally legitimate, if less salient.

"Why should I study English? I want to he an engineer,
not a poet."
When guidance activities are isolated from the regular

instructional process in the classroom, students often fail
to see that their school studies can be related to achieving
their life goals. Not perceiving the task of learning as
significant and necessary. they become bored with school
subjects.

Student statements such as these are serious i11d1ci-
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merits of guidance, counseling, placement, and follow-up
programs and systems characterist: : of today's schools.
Sometimes such programs suffer from faulty planning,
allowing programs to emerge without a clear set of goals
and objectives based upon the important needs of most of
the youth; sometimes the structuring of such programs
fails to specify target groups and immediate objectives,
and to select appropriate, feasible procedures. Often the
implementation phase falters because staff members lack
certain required competencies, and at time programs
have no built-in decision-making procedures based on
impact data that will suggest future directions and re-
direct a program that goes off course.

Alternative Approaches
to Program Development

The diagram that follows (Figure 1) outlines the impor-
tant principles and parts of the comprehensive approach
to counseling, guidance, placement, and follow-up. A
number of other approaches have been used in order to
meet the needs reflected by those three student state-
ments. Unfortunately, some of these approaches create as
many problems as they solve, and have attracted the
strong criticism that is currently heaped upon counsei-
ing. guidance, placement, and follow-up programs. What
are some of these approaches?

The Intuitive Approach is often based upon the
hunches or intuition of a dominant member of the de-
partment. This individual may well have a good sense of
students' needs, but his intuitions don't necessarily keep
pace with changes in students needs. Furthermore, if he
leaves, the department may find itself lacking central
direction and may continue to depend on the hunches of
those less skilled. At best, it is a most indirect approach to
building a program responsive to students.

The Crisis Approach is one in which students receive
help only when their problem has developed into an
emergency. Some counseling personnel thrive in this
hectic atmosphere, while others can't stand the emotional
wear and tear. More importantly, a crisis atmosphere is
not always the best climate in which a young person can
make rational decisions. Such an approach drains too
much time and energy from the staff to allow them to give
attention to developmental programs that could prevent a
number of the crises confronting them.

The Non-Evaluative Approach supplies all the neces-
sary ingredients of a successful program but evaluation.
Often the rationale offered is, "We're too busy to
evaluate." Thus While the rest of the program may be
firmly based on data, the evaluation consists of hunches
that "the kids seem happier," or "things seem to be going
more smoothly "The lack of evaluation makes it difficult
for such a program to claim accountability as one of its
features.

The Action Approach is often characterized by a grea-
ter concern with means then with ends. Thus,
innovationsbe they drug crisis centers, a new use of the
inquiry techn: or a student town hallmay be ea-
gerly established without sufficient planning or evalua-
tion.

A Co mprehens t e. Pet e lop menta I A pproach is
needed. While each of the above approaches have some
l'eiieficial aspects, a more comprehensive approach, as

or tlined in Figure 1, would enable counselors to
capitalize upon the good points but eliminate some of the
negative features inherent in these other approaches.

Definitions Basic To
A Comprehensive Approach

The definitions of guidance, counseling, career, career
education, and placement and follow-up used here con-
trast with traditional use of these terms. Guidance is the
generic term. It includes instruction, counseling, place-
ment, follow-up, evaluation, and support procedures
based on youth career planning and development needs.
Guidance signifies the total content and process of prog-
rams aimed at helping students develop and protect their
individuality and potential. This process aims at helping
"each student become a problem solver" (planner,
decision-maker, implementer) in each career area. On the
other hand, counseling is an interpersonal procedure
providing one alternative for helping youth achieve
guidance-related objectives. Here, counseling personnel
(i.e., counselors, teachers, paraprofessionals, school
psychologists, etc.) interact with students individually or
in groups in order to facilitate youth career planning and
development. If these terms are defined at all in conven-
tional guidance programs, the word guidance often has
negative connotations (including authoritarian advice-
giving and prescriptions of problem solutions), is given a
very limited conceptualization, or is not clearly differen-
tiated from the term counseling.

The concept of career encompasses a variety of possible
patterns of personal choice related to each individual's
total life style. Thus, a comprehensive career guidance
nrogram assists youth to set life or "career" goals in these
areas: 1) occupations, 2) education, 3) personal and social
behavior, 4) learning how to learn, 5) social responsibility
(i.e., citizenship) development, and 6) leisure time use.

Conventional guidance programs often limit the defini-
tion of career to only educational and vocational choices.
This broad definition of career leads to a concept of career
education which encompasses all areas of youth de-
velopment. This orientation allows and encourages the
fulfillment of a broad range of youth needs; it contrasts
with conventional systems in which priority attention is
directed only toward preparing youth for their future
educational and vocational experiences, therefore reflect-
ing a limited and fragmented view of youth development.
Career education provides instruction and individual
planning and development ,assistance tailored to each
youth's personal characteristics, background, needs, and
career goalsCareer education, therefore, is a combination
of career guidance and career instruction and training,
using career in the broad sense just defined.

We consider placement and follow -up as integral parts
of a set of comprehensive career guidance services. How-
ever, they are not limited to the vocational and educa-
tional aspects of careers. Such services must be available
for all career areas. Thos more inclusive definition of
placement and follow-up stresses providing assistance
whenever youth make a transition in school (e.g., early
leaving or graduation). In addition, follow-up services
must entail more than collecting data on students who
have received placement assistance. Follow-up help
should be provided to help youth maintain the career
development progression that was in effect before they
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were placed.

Characteristics of a Comprehensive Approach
A comprehensive approach employs a systematic:

planning model and related process. which is derived
from the scientific method and aimed at the development,
implementation, evaluation, and revision of guidance
programs It features a process in which each phase pro-
vides feedback to preceding phases or input to subse-
quent planning activities. The systematic planning ap-
proach contrasts with typical guidance programs in
which certain important phases (such as evaluation) are
often omitted, or others (such as implementation) are
overemphasized.

The set of resulting programs are systematic: that is,
each part is interrelated and interacts with the others. For
example, placement and follow-up programs are often
poorly integrated with career planning and development
programs. This interrelationship should not only exist, it
should be extensive, committed to paper, and accom-
panied by a rationale. Without such a statement it is
difficult to understand either the derivation of each gui-
dance program or why certain programs have been as-
signed a high priority.

Each resulting program focuses on the needs and
characteristics of youth. This youth-based orientation
means the approach assesses the needs of youth and
translates them into measurable objectives. It is upon
these needs and objectives that priorities for the design,
structuring, implementation, and decision-making of all
guidance interventions are based. In contrast, conven-
tional guidance approaches often emphasize means
rather than ends, never systematically determining the
needs of the youth served. They perpetuate and expand
the current system whether it is doing a good job of
helping youth or not.

Tie proposed approach is comprehensit e in that it
includes both a developmental phase to prevent possible
problems and a prescriptive phase to alleviate already
Pxistent problems. Interventions may be either direct or
indirect. Additionally. comprehensive guidance prog-
rams seek to give attention to long-range as well as im-
mediate youth needs, and to all areas of behavior, not only
to a youth's e( rational and vocational choices.

The approach we've described is an ideal one; not
everyone will be in a position to start from scratch and
design such a program. However, if a school or district
wants to move in this direction, the following four sec-
tions outline aspects of a suggested comp,ehensive ap-
proach that might be considered in developing each prog-
ram.
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Phase 1: Planning Career Guidance Programs
Defining Philosophy, Purposes,
and Target Groups

The logical beginning point for programs is the consid-
eration of their general purpose. This means not the
specific outcomes of a program but the broad needs it will
address. Six basic assumptions underlie a consideration
of purpose: 1) Guidance services must help develop and
protect students' ndividuality: 2) Guidance must help
students become effective problem solvers; 3) Guidance
services should be available to all students; 4) The gui-
dance procedure should be integrated with the education
process; 5) Guidance should be developmental as well as
prescriptive or remedial; and 6) Counseling personnel
must be able to evaluate their own effectiveness.

From assumptions such as these, one can move to a
listing of the specific purposes of each program and the
identifying key groups from the school and community
which should be involved in planning each proposed
program in more detail. At this stage one may even want
to select representatives to participate in advisory panels
for planning, implementing. and evaluating each pro-
gram. Potential recipients of each program should be
represented.

A part of defining the philosophy and goals of a pro-
gram involves defining the target groups. One needs to
identify the numbers and characteristics of youth who
will be served by each program. The descriptions can
include age. sex, ethnic group membership,
socioeconomic background, ability range, and individual
characteristics.

Assessing Current Status
Program planners must consider both the desired out-

comes and current status of students' career planning and
development in the six career (or life) areas cited earlier.
The desired outcomes (discussed in more detail below)
describe the direction in which stunent development
should occur, while the current context evaluation de-
termines where they are now. The discrepancies between
desired outcomes and current status define how far they
need to travel in order to get them there. Among the
baseline data to be gathered are: the general characteris-
tics of the context in which each program will operate; the
current status of present guidance, counseling, place-
ment, and follow-up programs. related to school system
needs; the current status of pm ient guidance, counseling,
and placement programs rellited to societal needs; and all
objectives and activities that make up current programs in
this context.

Much of this information on the current status of prog-
rams may be gathered from and by counseling personnel.
based both open their recall and the keeping of logs that
reveal how much time they spend upon which tasks. and
for what outcomes.

It is often more time consuming to assess the curreot
status of students themselves. This could include the use
of survey tests of knowledge. situational tests of current
behavioral abilities. and attitude inventories. One such
measurement tool is an Occupational Knowledge Survey
that assesses students' knowledge of: the world of work,
occupational families: various o« upations. in !tiding
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General Process Skills
A. Planning Emphasis

decision- making and perfor-
mance activities involved are in
these problem-solving be-
haviors but the emphasis is
upon using a planned approach
to understanding the problem
and gathering information on it
in order to expedite subsequent
problem-solving activities.

13. Decision-Making Emphasis
planning and performance ac-
tivities are involved in these
problem-solving beha tiors.
Planning skills are ones which
are particularly important fol-
lowing the decision-making ac-
tivities implemented here.

C. Implementation Emphasis ac-
tiv,ties here involve what has
been referred to as "stu.;ent
managed perforrnan.'e." Flow -
ever, decision-making (relative
to evaluating one's problem-
solving behavior) and planning
(relative to revising or changing
plans for implementation) are
both involved in these ac-
tivities.

Personal Problem-Solving
Paradigm

Figure 2.

Specific Problem-Solving Behaviors Grouped by Behavioral
Skill Areas
1. Perceiving, delineating, and committing to work on, the problem.

a. Perceiving a personal problem when it exists.
b. Inhibiting the tendency to respond impulsively, passively, or by
avoiding the problem.
c. Stating the conditions that would exist if the problem were resolved.

2. Searching for, evaluating, and utilizing the information.
a. Formulating a strategy for searching for information relevant to the

problem.
b. Knowing and evaluating sources of information.
c. Efficiently utilizing the sources of information.
d. Evaluating the reliability and accuracy of information received and

its relevance to the problem.
e. Being willing to consider new information relevant to the problem

even when it conflicts with that presently held.
3. Generating and considering multiple alternative problem solutions.

a. Genelating several viable courses of action or alternative solutions to
the problem.

b. Knowing possible outcomes associated with each alternative.
c. Calculating the subjective and objective probabilities of each

outcome's occurrence.
d. Using some personal standards or criteria for determing the desirabil-

ity of possible outcomes.
e. Considering each alternative in light of the information gathered on

its possible outcomes and in relation to the conditions that would
exist if the problem ware resolved.

4. Selecting the most desirable alternative problem solutions and formulat-
ing plans for implementing these alternatives.
a. Knowing and considering various rules or philosophies for selecting

an alternative problem solution.
h. Selecting a preferred alternative probklin solution to be implemented

and knowing the rationale for the choice of this alternative.
c. Selecting, and knowing the rationale for the selection of a second

alternative problem solution to be used in case certain contingencies
arise, thwarting implementation of the first choice alternative.

d. Detailing a plan for carrying out the preferred alternative problem
solution.

e. Knowing some conditions under which the second alternative prob-
lem solution might he implemented.

5. Implementing specific plans related .o selected alternatives.
a Until such time as other plans appear more appropriate, exhibiting

the behaviors necessary to implement the plan for the chosen alterna-
tive.
Correctly judging whether the plan of implementation should be
modified or replaced with a plan for implementing the second choice
or other alternative.
Implementing a plan for the second or other alternative as a result of
information collecteo while acting on the preferred alternative.

6. Analyzing the process and products of problem-solving.
a. Ascertaining if the problem has been satisfactorily solved by compar-

ing present conditions with those pre 'ously specified for problem
solution.

b. In terms of the model presented here, analyzing the positive and

c.



negative aspect of the behaviors emitted during the problem-solving
process.

c. In terms of the previously specified conditions for problem solution,
analyzing the positive and negative aspects of the solution and the
results of the problem-solving process.

d. Knowing what has been learned (i.e., principles and techniques) that
will be of help in future problem contexts.

e. Applying these principles and techniques to future problems when
appropriate.

Communication and Context Evaluation
Many of the procedures in this section, such as the

polling of adults and youths and the establishment of task
forces, reflect the importance of communicating with and
involving a wide variety of people in the program plan-
ning process. Their input can be valuable not only be-
cause it supplies the planner with a variety of viewpoints,
but also because those who are significantly involved in
the planning stage are more likely to feel committed to the
success of such programs during the later stages.

The planning phase is accompanied by context evalua-
tion, which assesses the effectiveness, efficiency, and de-
sirability of the planning activities that have been de-
scribed. That is, input is constantly sought and used
while plans are being formulated. The desired outcome
assessment will form the basis for preparation of goal
statements. These goal statements, in turn, will determine
the actual processes and activities to be implemented
subsequently. Thus, it is important to monitor the plan-
ning phase closely and assure a high quality effort. In this
way, the program planner provides for continuous forma-
tive evaluation and builds a secure foundation for each
program.

Phase 2: Structuring
Career Guidance Programs

The structuring of programs includes specifying which
programs will be implemented first, who will receive
them, assessing resources, and specifying and selecting
materials and activities to help students achieve their
objectives. This phase also includes continued com-
munication and evaluation activitiesin this case, focus-
ing on the program structuring process. It begins with a
previously derived list of goal statements and related
performance objectives tied to needs that have already
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been ranked in the order of their importance. This ranking
may help to select the prescribed programs to be im-
plemented, but it must also be reconciled with what is
feasible. This process co .sists of examining what is pos-
sible, what is appropriate, and what is feasible.

Specifying Immediate Program
Participants and Objectives
At this point it is appropriate to state, more specifically,
the target population for each proposed program. The
grouping and organizing of the various goals and objec-
tives should now also facilitate identifying which objec-
tives go with which programs and writing measurable
objectives. This refinement of the objectives should be
done so that each objective specifies: the target person;
the observable desired outcomes; the conditions for test-
ing, training, or real-life performance; and standards of
performance. Inasmuch as the weight of structuring and
evaluating programs rests on these objectives, their qual-
ity is crucial. It is almost impossible to overemphasize the
importance of producing precise, measurable, well-
defined objectives.

Each objective then states what the student will be able
to do following his completion of the prescribed instruc-
tional and counseling activities. To be able to specify the
most relevant activities and materials, program staff must
now gather baseline data relative to the current status of
each program participant's career planning and de-
velopment skills. This is especially important in indi-
vidualized programs and requires the ability to design,
conduct, and report the results of criterion-referenced
tests.

Investigating Possible Procedures
The planning of activities to help students achieve a

particular performance objective requires a broad survey
of instructional and counseling procedures to insure that
program planners do not overlook an alternative that
could prove useful, as well as to avoid the pitfall of "rein-
venting the wheel" when adequate procedures already
exist.

Selecting Appropriate Procedures
Given such a broad choice of possible procedures, the

question is: "How do I decide which procedure to use to
help students attain a particular performance objective?"
Two types of techniques can be used to identify the in-
structional and counseling prucedures most appropriate
to each performance objective:

I.. Techniques that enable the student to perform in a
manner most closely resembling the performance called
for by the objective. If the objective has been carefully
developed. it will indicate what a student needs to learn
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or do. Some objectives may describe a complex skill for
which students must learn a series of component be-
haviors, while others may adequately describe an entire
skill. When the type of performance desired is clearly
specified in the objective, it becomes possible to identify
the general proced -e or combination of procedures ap-
propriate for reach'. 3 the objective.

2. Techniques that most closely resemble the condi-
tions called for by the performance objective. If the objec-
tive has been adequately developed, it will not only sug-
gest the major type of performance but also conditions
under which performance will be expected to occur.

Once an array of alternative instructional and counsel-
ing procedures have been identified they should be
ranked according to how likely it is that each will pro-
mote student achievement of a given objective. At this
point, you will need information on the conditions under
which students in a particular school setting learn best,
including reactions from students in the key target popu-
lations.

Selecting and Structuring Feasible Procedures
Another activity entails selecting among available pro-

cedures on the basis of administrative criteria. The most
appropriate techniques are not always available, nor are
they always practical or within a school's budget. He: is
a list of steps to consider in selecting procedures that can
be implemented from among those that are appropriate:
1) Identify the instructional and counseling procedures
that counseling personnel already have available in the
target school setting; 2) List the instructional and coun-
seling procedures that are not currently available in tie
target school/district setting but which are available
either from commerical or non-profit organizations; 31
Isolate locally or commercially available procedures that
could be made appropriate thmugh adaptation; 4) Itemize
the procedures that are not available locally or commer-
cially and, therefore, would need to be developed; and 5)
Select the procedures that are most pr,-.:tioal on the basis
of the target school or district's budgetary constraints.

Choosing Alternative Modes
Procedures can be employed in various moues: with a

full class, a small group, or individual students. Each
mode has advantages. Poll class counseling activities
allow many students to ben;:cit from the presence of one
counselor. They may also be easy to administer, as stu-
dents work through a lesson or activity in unison and
produce resu:ts that can often be checked by the t;oun-
selor with the entire group. The disadvant-ge of this
mode is that it fails to allow for individual differences
among students and lacks the flexibility of individually
pachged activities.

Students can enter individualized activities at various
levels of capability if a means is provided to allow them to
determine their level of proficiency. Placement tests,
self-assessment by the student (coupled with appropriate
proficiency tests), and card -sort techniques like the one
Jescribed earlier can all be used for this purpose. In addi-
tion, individualization usually increases flexibility.

Program planners need to stay alert to the many pos-
sibilities available in starting guidance, counseling,
placement, and follow-up programs. Ir vestigating possi-
ble procedures, selecting appropriate and feasible ones,
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and choosing among various modes can contribute to an
effective, comprehensive approach to program planning.

Communication and Input Evaluation
The structuring process benefits from the participation

of a wide variety of people, particularly if they perform
specialized functions based upon their experience and
expertise. Particular skills crucial to this phase include
listing behavioral objectives, identifying target popula-
tions, investigating and selecting various procedures,
and communicating formally and informally with ap-
propriate personnel.

Structuring is accompanied by input evaluation, which
monitors and assesses the effectiveness, efficiency, and
desirability of eacl, of the tasks described in this segment
of the orientation. such evaluation would include asses-
sing the criteria used in the development of student mat-
erials, gauging whether materials adequately address the
goals and objectives to which they are related, and ex-
amining the costs and effectiveness of materials de-
velopment.

3 555
Phase S: Implementing
Career Guidance Programs

Once planners have translated the goals and objectives
of career planning programs into activities and materials,
students must be given ample opportunities to work to-
ward the outcomes they desire. This occurs (luring the
implementation phase of guidance, counseling, place-
ment, and follow-up programs.

Stating Process Objectives
Even if extreme care and much attention have been

lavished upon the preparation of student materials and
activities, the true test of their effectiveness will, of
course, be how well they work for students. Thus, it is
desirable to pilot test any program with a small but rep-
resentative sample of the target population. After neces-
sary modifications are made, the program may be im-
plemented on a larger scale and again evaluated for effec-
tiveness. The tasks program implementers should ac-
complish may be listed in the form of process objectives,
They spell out what staff members have to do to insure
that students achieve their performance objectives More
detailed statements of what must be done by staff MIMI-
hers are often referred to as implementation strategies.

There will probably be several process objectives for
each product objective. and even more implementation
strategies. While writing all of these out may be some-
what laborious, it is worth doing It provides an in-
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plementation blueprint and schedule planners can share
with all concerned so that they know exactly what will
happen and when. It also makes it easier to delegate tasks
and hold people accountable for their performanceit
becomes much more difficult for anyone to say, "I
thought Charlie was supposed to do that," or "I didn't
know when this was to be finished." Finally, it can be
discussed when staff members report to administrative
bodies or to the public, or when others wish to replicate a
program. Process objectives and implemention startegies
can be generated to cover all phases of implementation.

Selecting and Developing Program Staff
Listing what needs to be done makes it possible to

analyze what particular competencies the staff needs in
order to successfully fulfill the process objectives. The
implementer &waif' be able to specify which tasks might
best be done by machines (e.g., mass scoring of tests) and
which should be r.I. _ ne by individuals (e.g., one-to-one
counseling). Sometimes special machines will have to be
ordered or leased. Likewise, sometimes the staff will need
to develop additional competencies, perhaps through
in-service training. Competency-based training programs
can be ordered or made to order for staff needing them.
Again, this calls for advanced planning so that staff mem-
bers have time to prepare for participation in the new
program. At other times, it will be more expedient to add
paraprofessional or professional help to the staff as
needed.

The American Institutes for Research (AIR) has drafted
a domain of administrative and counselor competencies
fundamental to the design of guidance, counseling,
placement, and follow-up programs. This domain spells
out just what skills and abilities are needed to eff6t.tively
carry out each phase of the program development process
summarized here. Figure 3 represents a condensed ver-
sion of this domain. Working from this domain of com-
petencies, AIR and the Mesa (Arizona) Public Schools are
now engaged in producing competency-based staff de-
velopment packages for providing the desired skills. ch
package includes the following elements:

Tape-slide introduction
Flow chart of the comprehensive approach
Package goals and objectives
Instructional materials (module)
Progress checks
Group activities
Simulation activities
Application procedures
Post-tests
Further references

Each package is designed so that trainees may work at
their own pace but it should not take over 15 hours to
complete the package's activities.

Conducting Field Tests
Once staff members have the capabilities to conduct a

field test of proposed guidance programs, they can pro-
ceed with these st ls: 1) Identify criteria for student sam-
ple selection; 2) Identify school sites willing to partici-
pate in the field test; 3) Design evaluation instruments
and procedures that measure both the intended and unin-
tended outcomes of the field test; 4) Specify field test
costs; 5) Arrange and implement the field test; 6) A ullyze,
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report, and make recommendations based upon field test
results;

Although all of these steps are important, perhaps one
of the most crucial is number 3. Since the field test results
will probably have major impact on the course of the
full-scale program, the field test evaluator will want to
review evaluation instruments and techniques such as
observation, unobtrusive measures, end-of-unit profi-
ciency tests, criterion-referenced survey tests, attitude
inventories, questionaires, reaction sheets, interview
formats, and case study techniques. He will also want to
keep track of exact cost and time allocations. With the
results of such data from a field test, it becomes possible to
itemize and price all staff services (counselors, teachers,
aides, volunteers, and others) required to implement the
full program. The aforementioned task forces can then
review this list of requirements in light of information
furnished by administrators or budgetary and other con-
straints, and work with program staff to come to a satisfac-
tory compromise.

Implementing Programs
Field tests serve as a small-scale rehearsal for actual

program implementation on a broader scale, for most of
the steps carried out in the field tests will be repeated in
slightly different form. In summary, these steps are: 1)
Developing process objectives which describe what staff
members must do in order to help bring about the desired
student objectives; 2) Selecting and designing evaluation
procedures, instruments, costs, and schedules to measure
the attainment of objectives and the occurrence of unex-
pected outcomes; 3) Selecting and enlisting the support
and cooperation of appropriate personnel at each site; 4)
Training personnel to implement each program; 5)
Monitoring and coordinating the uhievement of the pro-
cess objeaives (through student and teacher activities)
and the program evaluation; 6) Providing input and feed-
back (during and following implementation) to all con-
cerned with each program.

Communication and Process Evaluation
Communication in the implementing phase is particu-

larly crucial, as effects of each program begin to reach
clients and cause concrete change. Each of the activities
in this phase requires special communication skills: pro-
cess objectives mutt convey clearly the behavior entailed;
program staff must be sel -,ted judiciously and tactfully,
and their cooperation must be won through a clear expla-
nation of the advantages of each program; field tests re-
quire careful articulation and communication; and the
actual process of implementing each program requires
extensive input and feedback between planner and im-
plementers throughout. Effective communication is a
must in thin phase.

Process evaluation in a comprehensive career guidance
system is intended to furnish regular feedback to program
planners who are responsible for designing and imple-
menting program plans and procedures. The purposes of
process evaluation are threefold; 1) to monitor the im-
plementation of guidance programs, 2) to supply infor-
mation required for decisions that have to be made during
the program implemetation phase (e.g., a field test
showed the original structuring principles to lm un-
wieldy, and they were appropriately changed), and .i) to
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assess the extent to which the guidance programs are
implemented as they were originally designed.

Process evaluation data indicate the extent to which
program planners and implementers have attained their
process objectives. That is, have they actually done what
they said they were going to do in preparing program
instructional and counseling procedures, evaluation in-
struments and procedures, and the like? Have they actu-
ally done what they intended in the classrooms and gui-
dance resource centers where the guidance programs
were to be implemented? If process objectives are stated
clearly and precisely, their attainment may be measured
by simply constructing a checklist of "Yes, it was done,"
or "No, it was not done." Questionnaires, interview
schedules, and observational techniques are other possi-
ble instruments that can be used to collect process evalua-
tion data. The next phase entails product evaluation,
which assesses the extent to which student objectives
have been achieved.

Phase 4: Making Decisions Based on Program
Costs and Impact
Summative Evaluation

The previous section briefly discussed process evalua-
tion, which is formative in nature. That is, it is informa-
tion the implementer uses to shape programs as they go
on. The time will also come when the implementer has to
make decisions as to whether programs are doing what
they are supposed to do and should continue. He must
alto decide whether major changes and additional new
programs are required. For these types of summative de-
cisions he requires product evaluation information that
tells him what, after all is said and done, each program
achieved. As well as looking to the impact each program
attained in terms of its predetermined goals and objec-
tives, he will want to measure program side effects.

Collecting Product Evaluation Data
Statements of goals and performance objectives must

include standards for acceptable performance to permit
an evaluation of these two "products"; student achieve-
ment of these specified outcomes and the problem-
solving process students used in reaching their goals ai.d
objectives.

Ordinarily, it is not difficult to measure the first type of
productaccomplishment of personal goals and
objectiveswhen they relate directly to such visible at-
tainments as completing a course requirement or graduat-
ing from high school. Designating student attainments in
behaviorally stated performance objectives allows for re-
latively easy evaluation. the observer ascertains whether
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or not the standards of performance specified in each
objective (e.g., the student must furnish evidence he ac-
complished his goal) are now fulfilled.

However, it is more difficult to measure "siccess" in
the problem-solving areas of individual ilanning,
decision-making, and self-management the major skills
necessary to set and reach goals wisely. To be approp-
riate, standards of performance must reflect stu lent com-
petence in employing these personal problem-solving
skills not just for hypothetical ethers presented in case
studies, but also for their own problems.

A student's achievement must be assessed by his per-
formance on tasks which are behavioral indicators that he
has reached his own goals and objectives. These tasks
should also allow him to demonstrate his problem-
solving skills as he reaches the desired outcomes. The
results of such testing will show when a program has
helped students achieve their goals and acquire he de-
sired skills, when it has failed, and when it needs further
development to increase its effectiveness.

Norm-referenced measurement (the kind traditionally
used) compares the performance of two or more individu-
als. It contrasts with criterion-referenced assessment,
which is mo. appropriate to an individualized student
program, because it measures whether students have
ach'.eved pre-determined standards of performance ..

in developing criterion-referenced tests, it is necessary
to use items that measure behavior specified in the objec-
tive. The measures themselves can take a number of
forms. Knowledge outcomes usually are measured by
paper-and-pencil and interview techniques. The assess-
ment of attitude outcomes often requires a combination of
these techniques with behavioral observation. Skill per-
formance objectives are best measured by behavioral ob-
servation in simulated or real-life settings.

Assessing Program Side Effects
The above measurement focuses on expected out-

comes. However, the side effects of a program are also
very important. Information on positive and negative un-
anticipated outcomes should be sought even though
these outcomes may be difficult to measure, especially if
they include youth and adult changes in affective re-
sponses. Attitude surveys, structured reaction sheets, and
case study techniques can he used to collect this type of
data. The latter method, stressing intensive observations
of (and interviews with) a few otudents periodically over a
lo ig period, not only highlights short-term side effects of
guidance programs but also permits the examination of
longer teim effects of student attainment of goals and
objectives.

Determining Cost-Effectiveness
Taxpayers, school boards, superintendents and many

others are concerned not only with how well programs
work, bnt with how much they cost. With these two types
of information, they can study the relationships between
program costs and impact as well as compute and report
cost-effectiveness. Such data are highly desirable or
summative decision-making on each program. In order to
be able to judge cost-effectiveness, the implementer must
collect, analyze, and summarize data related to cost ;:er
program, or, more important, cost per participant and cost
per goal statement or objective. Such information on costs
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must then be related to 11PEA data like that outlined
under the abut e two topics. It is best when these impact
data identify the outcomes that can be attributed to
effects of the field test program(s) rather than to other
factors.

Cost effectiveness data allow the program staff to con-
tinue to implement and iniprove eat!: student program
and staff development while. 1) adapting them to the
changing needs and characteristics of the targeted youth
and 2) extending the complete guidance, counseling,
placement. and follow-up system to the priority programs
not implemented in initial field tests. Unfortunately, the
state-of-the-art in determining the cost - effectiveness of
educational programs is not advanced. A body of know-
ledge pertinent to determining cost-effectiveness, and
useful in the development of program planners, is less
extensive than is desirable.

Determining Cost-Efficiency
Program administrators and recipients must sometimes

make decisions that cannot be answered only by cost-
effectiveness information describing how successfully a
program achieves its goals. A decision as to which of two
or more programs (or program strategies) achieves objec-
tives most efficienctly (costwise and impactwise) re-
quires a sophisticated summative evaluation design and
procedure, Cost-efficiency analyses entail multiple prog-
ram (or strategy) comparisons. Cost-effectiveness
analyses entail a comparison of the degree to which a
single strategy meets its predetermined objectives using
specified resources required to produce those outcomes.
Obviously, these types of analyses must be conducted
before cost-efficiency studies can be implemented.

To produce information on ompar itive costs and ef-
fects so that cost-efficiency ratios can be calculated, prog-
ram implementers and evaluators .nust be able to design,
conduct. and report quasi-experimental and true-
experimental studies. Only by exerting control over pro-
gram conditions and by randomly selecting students to
each approach being compared (or random! signing

the approaches to the students) will program personnel
be able to gather the cause-and-effect data required for
cost-efficiency. decisions. Schools' conditions usually
make it very difficult to conduct such investigations.

Determining Cost-Benefits
This f. nal category of summative evaluation decisions

focuses on the collection of information not necessarily
tied to detailed data on program costs and attainment of
measurable objectives. Since they entail more general
information, different levels of cost-benefit analyses can
precede or follow either the single-strategy or the
multiple-strategy analyses outlined above. Cost-benefit
decisions depend heavily on abstract values, trends, and
projections not always closely tied to empirical data.
Such decisions assess the impact of each program in the
light of long-range time and social considerations as well
as in terms of the continually changing needs of youth,
the school system and society. This is the area of summa-
tive evaluations of career guidance programs where the
state-of-the-art is most primitive.

Using and Communicating
Summative Evaluations

Summative evaluations such as those outlined above
should produce timely, relevant information that can
shape decisions made by program administrators and
recipients. Such information will not be used unless it is
communicated on schedule and in an understandable
manner. Staff members require competencies not only to
facilitate effective communications by tailoring them to
appropriate audiences, but also to encourage decision-
making consistent with the data collected. With these
ingredients, program administrators should be able to
make decisions related to necessary future counseling,
guidance, placement, and follow-up programs and
changes in field-tested programs. Summative evaluation
data should alwais form the basis for predictions and
decisions leading to a viable set of alternatives for meet-
ing future students' needs.

Counseling Personnel Competency Summary
Figure 3

Subcategories of Competencies
(Expressed as abilities of personnel who plan guidance, counseling and
placement programs)
A Comprehensive Approach to Program Development
I:A Explain to another person the comprehensive approach to guidance,

counseling, and placement
I:B Explain the advantages of the comprehensive approach
I:C Explain how competency-based training in this series is related to using

the approach
1:1) Indicate what training, if any, is relevant to self

Planning Programs
II:A Define Philosophy, Purposes and Target Groups
II:B Assess Current Context and Programs
II;C Assess Desired Outcomes
II:D to II:G

Identify Youth Needs; Write Goal Statements and Student Outcomes;
C,onimunicate and Evaluate the Planning Decisions and Activities

Broad Categories of Competencies

1. Orientation

11. Planning guidance, counseling
and placement programs.
Conducting Context Evaluation of
the program planning decisions
and activities.
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III.Structuring Programs

Conducting Input Evaluation of
decisions and activities omitting
during 'he prgram structuring
phase.

IV. Implementing guidance,
counseling and i lac: meat
programs.

Conducting Process Evaluation

V. Making Decisions regarding fu-
ture guidance, counseling, and
placement programs and changes
in present programs.

Conducting Product Evaluation of
the costs, effectiveness, efficiency,
and benefit of these programs.
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Structuring Programs
III:A Specify Immediate Progra in Participants and Objectives
III:B Investigate, Select, and Structure Program Procedures
III.0 Communicate and Evaluate Program Structuring Decisions and Ac-

tivities

Implementing Programs
IV:A State Procedural Objectives and Implementation Strategies
IV:B Select Program Staff and Initiate Staff Development Activities

A wide array of counselor competencies pertain here. For example, staff
members should:

IV :B :1

Relate effectively (language, rapport, respect, fairness, support), to stu-
dents, parents, and teachers.

IV :B :2

Utilize (1) existing instructional packages; (2) tests; (3) various counseling
approaches (client centered, existential, Gestalt, psychoanalytic,
rational-emotive, transactional analysis); (4) specific strategies (use a
problem-solving process to help clients meet their needs; help clients
acquire and apply decision-making skills) demonstrate personal and
social contracting techniques; engage clients in role playing and be-
havior rehearsal activities; assist clients in a self-assessment process;
help clients acquire and apply behavior observation and analysis proce-
dures; help clients learn and practice self-confrontation; train clients in
relaxation and desensitization techniques; employ reward, extinction,
and punishment principles with clients while helping them use these
tools to shape behavior in their own lives; assist clients to acquire and
use self-management and self-control skills); and (5) various modes
"individual and group counseling and guidance).

IV:B:3

Analyze key factors of the educational system (learning environment,
relationship to the community, resources, requirements, curriculum,
scholarships, strengths, weaknesses) and their 'relationships to gui-
dance, counseling, and placement programs.

IV:B:4

Be sensitive to contemporary problems (drug, racial, sexual) and tradi-
tional problems (family, academic, social skills).

IV:C Prepare Field Test Sites
IV:D Communicate; Conduct, Report and Apply the Results

Making Decisions Based on Program Costs and Impact
V:A Design, conduct, and report product evaluations.
V:A:1

Determine if students have satisfied their career planning and develop-
ment need
V:A:2

Determine if the satisfaction of students' needs can be attributed to the
effects of the field test p.Jgram(s).
V:A:3

Determine any positive or negative unanticipated effects.
V:I3 Determine the costs of the field test program(s), relate these costs to the

effects of such program(s), and summarize and display cost-effectiveness
ratios.

V:C Design, conduct, and report studies that identify the most cost-efficient
procedures and programs.

V:D Design, conduct and report cost-benefit studies.
V:E Make decisions related to necessary future programs and changes in

field-tested programs; and communicate these decisions and their
rationale.
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many Exemplary Career
Refourcef Available From
ERIC Document Service

Materials on career guidance and career development
abound. especially within the ERIC (Educational Re-
sources Information Center) document .->ystem. We've
selected some of the most practical current resources to
help volt in ,v our ow n program planning and implementa-
tion.

To order ant of these documents. write the ERIC Docu-
ment Reproduction Service (ERRS). P.O. Drawer 0.
Bethesda, Mary land 20014 and supple the following in-
formation: the El) number of the document. the type of
reproduction desired-photo (hard) copy (HC) or mic-
rofiche (ME), and the number of copies you wish. Prices
follow each docunlent citation below. Check or money
order must accompanv, orders under $10.00.

El) 031 721 Behavioral St pool Counseling. A Demon-
stration of the Stanford Career Planning Project.
Thoresen, American Personnel and Guidance Associa-
tion. Washington, D.C., March 31, 1969. 28 pp.
HC-$3.29 N1F-65C.

El) 038 676 Project Plan. The Basic Hole of Guidance in
Individualizing Education. Flanagan, John C. Ameri-
can Institutes for Research. American Personnel and
Guidance Association. kVashington, D.C., March 24.
1970. 11C-$3.29 NIF-65C.

El) 038 677 The 1970 Plan Guidance Program. Dunn,
James A. American Institutes for Research. Washing-
ton, D.C. 1970. 22pp. HC-$3.29 MF-65V.

ED 053 561 Use Television and Video Tape Com-
pared to Reset, Printed Career Information as a
Means of Assisang Rural 9th Grade Youth Career
Decision-Making Process. Drier, Harry N. & Jepsen.
David A. low a University, Iowa City. IA; Wisconsin
State Department of Public Instruction. Madison. WI.
February 28. 1971. 44pp. 11C-$3,29 MF-650.

ED 056 165 Bet iew and St nthesis of Information on
Occupational Exploration. Wesley Eugene Budke.
Ohio State University. Columbus, OH. Center for Voca-
tional and Technical Education. April. 1971. 9Opp.
HC-$3.29 MF-65C.

ED 060 A Curriculum ,Model for Facil Malay, Career
Detelopmeni. Lam J. Bailey. Southern Illinois Uni-
versity. Carbondale School of Technology. March.
1971. 29pp. HC-$3.29 NIF-65c.

El) 071 000 Edu«itional and Career Explorabui St s-
tem. Report of a 'In o-Yecr Field Trial. Roger A. Myers.
et al. Columbia University. New York. NY. Teachers
College. 1972. 130pp. 11C-$6.58 N1F-$1.30.

El) 072 208 Curriculum Materials in Career Education

fur the Disudt (lleged, Appendix 1) of a Final Report.
Dav id K. Maxwell. et al. Ohio State University . Colum-
bus, OIL Center for Vocational and Technical Educa-
tion. January 31. 1973. 61 pp. HC-$3.29 NIF-65V.

ED 072 2.36 .1 Cooperubt e, Det elopment Workshop for
Comer Education in Lancaster County. Final Report.
Eastern Lancaster County School District, New Hol-
land. PA: Eplicata Area School District, PA: Lancaster
County Vocational-Technical Schools, PA. July. 1972.
77pp. HC-$3.29 MF-65V.

El) 073 22(i Career Education Practice. Final Report.
kVesley E. Budke. et al. Ohio State University, Colum-
bus Centel for Vocational and Technical Education.
December. 1972. 93pp. HC-$3.29 MF-65V.

El) 073 295 Current Report on Career Development Pro-
jects. 1972-1973. C,!este McLester, and James L.
Mahrt. Michigan State Department of Education. Lans-
ing Division of General Education. October. 1972.
45pp. 1IC-$3.29 ME-65V.

ED 073 296 Career Centered Curriculum Workshop
Handbook. New Albany City Schools, MS August.
1971. 47pp. HC-$3.29 MI7-65V.

ED 073 297 Career Education: An Annotated Bibliog-
raphy for Teachers and Curriculum Developers. Elsie
Begle, et al. American Institutes for Research in the
Behavioral Sciences, Palo Alto. CA. January. 1973.
312pp HC-$3.29 MF -65e.

ED 075 637 Resources for Career Development. Indiana
University, South Bend Indiana Career Resource
Center. 1972. 67pp. HC-$3.29 NIF-65C.

El) 075 639 K-14 Career Ed ace ion Mull i-Media
Catalogue. Lakeshore Technical Institute. Sheboygan
Public Schools. WI. 1972. 129pp. IIC-$6.58 MF-$1.30.

ED 078 332 Case Studies in Practical Career Guidance,
Number 3. Career and Educational Plan ninl Program
Pioneer Senior High School. San lose, CA. Carol Ann
Arutunian. American Institutes for Research in Be-
havioral Science. Palo Alto. CA. 2Opp. 1IC-$3.29
NIE-65C.

El) 078 :3:34 same as above, Number 5: Computerized
Vocational Information St stem Willowbrook High
School Villa Park. IL, 22pp. 11C-$3.29 IMF -65V.
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Career Development
by Garry R. Walz

By way of analogy I'll begin with a once-upon-a-time
story about a great King. He did not want to be remem-
bered for the pyramids he built, nor for the wars he won,
nor for any of his other creations. He wanted to go down in
history for having made the most profound statement of
all timesone that would have complete universality,
that would be timeless with regard to its truth and mean-
ing. So he summoned all the wise men in his country and
said, "You have to come up with the most profound, the
most significant statement that has ever been generated.
They consulted all the great books; they toured, discussed
and traveled. After a great deal of time, they came back
and said, "Your Highness, we are ready. We have found
the universal truth." And their statement was, "This too
shall pass." So, no matter what the king said from then
onit was always true. No matter what the state of his
world, no matter what pain people experienced, as long
as he said, "This too shall pass," he was right. Things
always changed, transition always occurred. Each new
day was at least predictable in the sense that it would be
different from the clay before. The king became the first
futurist.

From a historical perspective, you can see that since
time immemorial, man has been very concerned about the
future. Astrologists, wisemen, wizards abound in history.
Every imaginable method of predictionfrom supersti-
tion to sciencehas been employed to foretell the future.
Predicting the future has, over the ages, provided visions
of something better something toward which people
could direct their energies. This has been an important
civilizing element because the belief what will be has
given us hope and :a ith, has generated action, confidence,
the desire to move forward.

This is particularly relevant for counselors because
most knowledge concerns the past and all decisions are
made with regard to the future. No matter how much
knowledge we have, decisions are about the future. And
about this we have limited knowledge.

When I was young, I got more excited by one story I read
than by any otherH.G. Wells' "The Time Machine."

Remember itthe invention you could Ilex to dial the
future? By sitting in the time machine you could be car-
ned off to the past ages or to ages yet to be experienced. I
became very intrigued by this notion. I wondered if some
day we couldn't come up with such a machine. How
many of you would like to dial ahead or back ten years, 20
years, hundreds of years?

In recent years we have not developed time mach:les,
but we have made some predictions as to what the future
will be like. A number of research organizations around
the country are delving into the whole area of futures
research. They're trying to create images of alternative
futures, to sketc.n some of the parameters of the future,
and to give us partial windows of what the future is going
to be like, and what we need to do if we are going to cope
and grapple with that kind of a future.

And there are a number of sophisticated predictive
methodsthe Delphi technique or Delphi conference,
simulations and mathematical modelsbut what they all
lead to, really, is a greater degree if approximation, a
greater degree of some assurance as to what the alterna-
tives are. There is still room, I think, for speculation, for
interest, for personal kind of imaging of what the future
will be. One of my favorite cartoons was in the New
Yorker. It shows a man who has just stepped on the scale
and put in a penny. Out comes a fortune. The man is
beaming with satisfaction at the phrase, "Your future
success is assured because of your great intelligence and
you ability to work successfully with people. You will be
successful in whatever you do." His wife looks over his
shoulder and says, "The weight's all wrong, too!"

I make no predictions or claims today to be a seer-in-
residence or to have a window on the future. But I do
think I can help provide a greater degree of assurance
about the future. By sharing some of my visions with you,
I hope to facilitate your "imaging" process, to project
ab^ 1. to think about the future, and to test out some of
yc . -assumptions or views of what may happen.

e have a lot of options at this point; we could look at
the research, examine the methodology in detail or look at
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uncertainty and anxiety. people are moving back to the
more traditional occupational and career choiceswith
the idea of bringing back the past. the traditional, the
(Amster% ativewheie there is security. Colleges too are
reporting d shift away from the more humanistic majors to
the more traditionalscience, law, medicine, and others
that mer the years. we have associated with career de-
velopment.

A few years back. someone said. "There's something
wrong with the statistics we keep in this country. We have
the Gross National Product and other measures to de-
scribe, instantaneously, the economic condition of our
country, our world. But can we refer to the state of the
people? What is the human condition at any given mo-
ment? Can we say what it's like to live in this country,
what it is like to be a person in terms of a given time
period?" And so, as a result of this kind of interest by
HEW, a whole new movement began, aimed at the de-
velopment of social indices. We developed these social
indices so we could speak with the same degree of cer-
tainty about the condition of life as we do about economic
conditions. Now these social indicators do not paint a
rosy, optimistic picture of living conditions in this coun-
try. This pessimistic view is further substaniated by the
polls and surveys of Yankovich, Harris and Gallup, which
show that people are beginning to exhibit negativism
about themselves and their ability to cope, their abilility
to deal with the future, their feelings on where they are,
the lives they are leading. One of the best selling non-
fiction books today is I'm O.K., You're O.K. Why is it so
popular? Perhaps because so many people feel they are
not okay. Of course. the implications of this for career or
life satisfaction are enormous. People who don't feel satis-
fied or personally comfortable cannot experience mean-
ingful kinds of lifetcareer development.

There is one other crisis. I struggle fora table. a name for
it. It's what happens when you listen to the radio or watch
TV. One evening I heard about urban bankruptcy and
decay. unemployment, inflation, the energy crises, crime,
international tension, racial upheavals, and the demands
of tierce special interest groups and two kidnappers. Not
bad for a half hour of reporting. What would you call it?
For lack of anything better. I call it a crisis of crises."
Probably at no time in history have so many crises occur-
red simultaneously. And particularly meaningful. I think,
is that when you look at what is happening. you have to
say that all of our solutions themselves become problems.
Perhaps one of the best examples of this is the energy
crisisthe more we try to do, the more involved, the more
difficult things become. So to deal with these com-
pounded crises. we ignore. avoid, pull back. I always
wake up to the clock radio. Sometimes when the news
comes On I just pull up the cover. turn up the rheostat on
my energy-consuming (electric blanket and try to think up
excuses for staying in my own little womb for the day.

All of this paints a very dismal picturea lot of
negativism. problems. conflicts: but how are future peo-
ple going to respond to this? What kind of bfehaviors will
they be likely to develop in order to deal with this kind of
world? If I could structure an ideal system of career de-
velopment. one that would enable people to grapple with.
cope with. maybe even triumph over their
existence ... how would I go about it?

One behavior that I would value highly and that I
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would build into this system is the ability to -image
potentiality." One of our' Jatest. needs today is to enable
people to image potentiality in ways that then previous
educational and socialization experiences have hindered.
I think the research is very when people experience
what we call socialization in this country. it is predomin-
antly negative experience. fin.; of the least disseminated,
least acted-upon pieces of iesearch that I know of is Fall's
"Pygmalion" research, which proposed that if you treat
people as highly creative, responding aud developing,
they will greatly exceed their statistical or expected be-
havior. Dale talks about the right way to use testslive
with someone so that you can upend the expectancy ta-
bles. Also note that most research on`human limitations
suggests that these are largely a function of the training a
person receives rather than of inborn characteristics. So
many of our current career approaches are limiting ap-
proaches. Murphy has said that one of our greatest voids
in science today is that we have ignored and inadequately
responded to the development of human potential. This
would be a most meaningful goal for us to pursue in our
career development programs.

The second behavior I would develop is what I call the
"expressing uniqueness through contigency plan." De-
sirable outcomes just don't always come about. We live in
a world that demands planned, purposeful approaches
that take the unexpected into accountin personal de-
velopment, career realization or whatever. Further, not all
plans work for all people. The individual differences in
the typical c.alssroom are so great that no matter how
esoteric or skillful we are, if we continue to stay with a
common denominator of information, we will deny the
needs and interests of a large number of people. What I'm
suggesting then, is that we need a kind of planning that
speaks to individual differences and affords people the
opportunity to express their uniqueness. I'll remind you
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that guidance came about as 4 result of the psychology of
individual differences. Guidance needs to maintain its
responsiveness to differences and to help develop
contingent.} plans. We cannot always predict alternative



conditions accurately. but we can prepare for these pos-.
sibilities as a function of our plan. This is the milt kind of
planning that is dt Ild 111 it, and meaningful in a highlt
changing world.

A third behavior I think we should adopt is "per-
sonalized knowledge utilization." Earlier I said that some
futurists think we should call a moratorium on new re-
search and instead focus on how we acquire and use the
knowledge we already have. Take, for example, the
farmer who refused another course in agriculture because
he already knew far more than he was usinghis prob-
lem, like ours, is not to have mote information laid on
him, but to be more effective in using what is already
available. The schools are becoming indundated by au-
tomated information systems which make information
retrieval a nearly instantaneous process. Colleges across
the country are using computer terminal systems that
hook up to large data bands. Coleman has said many times
that our schools are information-rich. A major emphasis
that we have to develop in our life career development
approaches is that of intellient inquiry the raising of
significant questions. If you know the right questions to
ask, your dilemma is half-solved. The problem is being
able to say, "These are the elements. This is the problem."

Unfortunately, this country teaches people by the work
value or work load method. How do you learn? Somebody
gives you the questions and you provide the information.
Maybe it's time to reverse the process, to recognize that
truly significant learning comes about as a result of the
individual's becoming :killed in inquiry. Along this line
I'm reminded of a clasli- study conducted in Minnesota
in 1942 in which inc emir g freshmen, were asked "Of all
the things you didn't receive in high school, what would
you have liked most to receive? What do you suppose
were their answers? This may surprise youhow to
study, and vocational guidance. A similar study was con-
ducted more recently by the YWCA. The girls questioned
said that what they world most like to receive is help in
studying more effectively, and assistance in career
decision-making.

Well, you see, the point I want to make is that access to
information and the ability to use that information in our
society, is power. A recent survey of corporation execu-
tives asked, "What is the most important part of your
job?" And overwhelmingly they replied, "Access to in-
formation." If I have access to information you don't have,
I have a tremendous advantage over you. Today many
minority groups and oppressed groups recognize this and
want their share of access to information.

In the early Seventies the Saturday Review of Literature
published the results of a ten-year longitudinal study
concerning significant change factors in education. They
wanted to use these findings as a way of projecting into
the future. They concluded that there were only two sig-
nificant factors that had led to change in education during
the previous decade: student and minority group ac-
tivism or confrontation. Those of you who were in higher
education during that decade will recall what it was like.
Changes that had not been made in hundreds of yews
came about very rapidly as a result of that struggle. This is
my way of illustrating the point I wish to make; namely,
that every individual who's with it in terms of lifelcareer
development will become sophisticated in conflict utili-
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As people develop self-inerest advocacy, as they ex-

press and strive to defend what is important to them, they
will come into conflict with each other. If you have every
worked in the area of value clarifiation, you know how
quickly this process leads to conflict, because as we be-
come clear as to what our values are, we discover how
different they are from other people's. Neither guidance
nor education has prepared us to deal with conflict. I
think we're now awakening to the fact ttrat the effective
utilization of conflict to bring about change and growth is
the essential ingredient in the behavior of future wan.

You've heard the term "intimate enemy." It expresses
quite eloquently the relationship that exists between mar-
ried people. How do they improve their relat ionship? To
some extent they do it by fighting, by utilizing the con-
flicts that develop. Instruction in the constructive use of
conflict will increase in institutions; you'll find it in mar-
riage counseling, student groups, and public agencies.
There is a definite and compelling need to prepare people
to be more comfortable with and constructively respon-
sive to the conflict that exists in our society.

Conflict utilization is akin to what I call "relating and
reaching," two crucial behaviors for future man. We need
to be able not only to relate, to reach out, but to do so
quickly, warmly, and meaningfully. Maybe you've read
the book, Contact. It's a study of human interrelationships
by two psychiatrists who suggest that the first four mi-
nutes of any human relationship are the most crucial. Or,
as Toffler says, in the future relationships are going to be
made and broken with fa greater speed than in the past.
What we have to do is dew lop the capacity in people for
achieving an immediate sense of personal communica-
tion and intimacy. Our tradition ideas concerning long-
term relationships are beginning to feel this emphasis. A
girl I know who recently married went to pick out a
wedding gown. She found one she liked very much but it
was too expensive. The sales girl, sensing her hesitation,
said, "Don't hassel it, honey; you only get married two or
three times in your life." How many of us are experienc-
ing changes in situations or relationships thcight were
lifelong and lasting?

The human relatability factor is being stressed in many
settings, in fact. The Marriott hotel chain, for example,
now provides a week of sensitivity training for its wait-
resses. All kinds of groups are finding that the ability to
team, to be a group member, to consult, to relate, to com-
municate, is essential for productivity and achievement.
One of our concerns is human effectiveness and human
efficiency. The human relationship factor will be increas-
ingly important. We're experts on this. Have we, as gui-
dance people, focused sufficiently on this human relata-
bility? If not,how can we help people develop the kinds of
relationship skills they'll need in the future?

I've already talked about values, but I would like to look
at them a little differently for my sixth point. We need to
develop the behavior of "valuing." By valuing I mean
three processes-1) continually examining and develop-
ing values; 2) personally taking the responsibility to act
on those values; and 3) assuming responsibility for the
consequences of those actions. Certainly, we doubt the
extent to which many of our leaders engage in valuing as
I've described it. As several news magazines have com-
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mented, isn't it strange that so many of the best educators,
who represent the finest in American culture, are in-
volved in situations that could only be described as il-
legal, crooked, immoral, or unethical? Stanley Milgram
certainly demonstrated some frightening results in rela-
tion to the issue of responsibility. You may recall his
experiments at Yale on personal values or conscience
versus obedience to authority. What he found was that
people's tendency to accept authority can readily over-
ride their personal values. Briefly, he asked people from
all walks of life to be "teachers" and to administer shocks
to another person, a "learner," each time the learner made
a mistake. The learner was in another room where he
could be heard but not seen by the teacher. The teacher
was told by the experimenter (the "Authority" to increase
the voltage progressively each time the learner made a
mistake The volatage indicator went from 15 to 450 volts
into a red zone marked "Danger." As the experiment went
on. the learner (an actor). complaint ' he was being hurt,
and screamed progressively louder 1,, agony. Some of the
actors had mock heart attacks before the teacher (continu-
ally urged experimenter) refused to administer any
further shocks. Some teachers used all the levers on the
machine.

Milgram had asked psychologists from all over the
world to predict how people would respond to sucha
situation. The psychologists overwhelmingly predicted
that individuals would refuse to continue such an exper-
iment That they were wrong is a frightening commentary
on our behavior. There are Eichmanns in everybody. After
all. by some definitions. he was just an efficient bureauc-
rat lie was aghast at what was happening in the concent-
ration camps. but he went against his own set of values
because he wanted to be an efficient. effective bureauc rat.
lie did what higher authorities told him to do. so he could
earn their praise and rewards.

My next point is a personal one and I think I can best
explain it using an example from B.F. Skinner's
Walden 11 Skinner proposed creating a utopian society
through 1111111,111 engineering via a reward structure that
would assure that all behavior would be desirable be-
havior.
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In one scene froin the book a group of young men who had
been out on a long, strenuous hike return and find a
tempting meal on the table. The waiter makes them stand
in front of their plates for 15 minutes. They can't touch the
food or hold the platethey can only look and smell the
delicious aroma. They experience delayed gratification
and are rewarded by eating.

The ability to persist toward a goal, to overcome frustra-
tion, problems and failures, is what we need to program
into many of our lifeIcareer development experiences. We
need to insure that one day peope will learn not to do just
those things that are immediately satisfying, but will
learn to devot themselves to long-term goals.

Skinner says that his greatest concern about contem-
porary society is that there is no way of rewarding the
person who plans for the future. All our current societal
rewards are for immediate kinds of behaviordrugs, sex,
the new life styles, communal livingall of these bring
immediate reward. The ancient Greeks defined happi-
ness as the complete use of one's faculties, extending
oneself to the limits of one's capacities. It is this kind of
persistence we need to foster through our life/career de-
velopment efforts.*

For an elaboration of some of these points. see Impact. Vol. 3. No. 1, Are We Free
to Have a Future.** by B F Skinner, a presentation made at the Future Worlds
Lecture Series. Ann Arbor. Michigan. April 4, 1973.

In closing, let me comment on the state of the human
condition. The most meaningful behavior man exhibits is
the ability to love and to be loved. If you walk into any
bookstore today and notice the books that are most com-
monly disp:ayed, you'll see that the majority of the non-
fiction books speak of how one can gain greater personal
fulfillmentto be loved lei others and to be loving to
others. Scientific socialization experiments show that
this is not a common experience or capacity. But this
matter of personal fulfillment is very crucial to the whole
milieu of lifeIcareer development. If we're going to live
deeply enriching or contribute to society, we must begin
with positive self regard. As I said earlier, some people
really don't think of themselves as okay. We have to
realize that what people need is not more information, not
more competencies in the usual skill sense, but a sense of
personal empowerment, power that comes from knowing
that you can love others, that you are worthy of their love.
This kind of strength, which comes from the respect you
have for yourself and others, can't be taught; it can only be
earned. It ha's to be a crucial function, a crucial outcome

of what we call life/career development.
What I'm saying was said, in a sense, in the book,

Jonathan Livingston Seagull. As a young bird, Jonathan
begins to experience some of his uniqueness. He does't
know what his potentialities are, but he begins to experi-
ment with them. He finds that there is a new world out
there; he tries his wingshe can soar, he can do things
others can't. He finds a teacher, a master, who will help
him develop his special flying abilities. Then he finds
that there are other seafulls trying to excel just as he is,
trying to push the frontiers of what a seagull can do.

Perhaps life/career development in the years ahead will
bring out the Johnathan Livingston Seagull that is in all of
usperhaps it will give us the courage to experiment, to
test our reactive capacities, to reach beyond the bound-
aries of the now into the limitless future.
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JOURNALS & NEWSLETTERS

Career World
Curr culum Innovations, Inc
501 Lake Forest Avenue
Hignwood, It. 60040
$2 55 Published monthly during school year

Eacn issue features a systematic examination L'
career cluster compatible with the plans of the US
Office of Education and the Department of Labor An
up-to-date guide for students in junior and senior high
schools

The Working Mother
Maternal Information Services. Inc
46 West 96th Street
New York, NY 10025

A newspaper providing help to mothers who work, for
examo.e. how to find or set up day care services and
laws that affect working. single or divo'ced mothers

REPORTS

Career Development: A California Model for
Career Guidance Curriculum, K-Adult
Joseph E Cunha, and Others. Eds
CPGA
654 E Commonwealth Avenue
Fullerton, CA 92631
1972, Monograph #5

Description of a conceptual framework for the de-
velopment of career guidance ph,grams. ways to de-
velop career guidance objectives in at-home settings.
techniques of implementing those objectives,
methods of evaluating career guidance programs.
plus examples of objectives at various grade levels

Career Education

Describes the concept of career educationto pre-
pare students for a successful life of work by increas-
ing their options for occupational choice, by eliminat-
ing barriers to obtaining job skills, and by enhancing
learning achievement in all subject areas and at all
levels of education Rev 1972. 10 p it HE
5 280 80075-72 SIN 1780-1081, 20¢

Caner Education For Leisure Occupations:
Curriculum Guidelines for Recreation, Hospitality,
and Tourism

Presents guidelines designed to assist educators in
developing career education programs with specific
focus on the leisure occupations Discusses the leis-
ure phenomenon, the rapidly growing leisure industry,
career opportunities, and employment requirements
for leisure occupations 1972 77pp it 7W $1 25

Career Education In the Environment, A Handbook

Designed to be used in secondary schools to explore
environmental problems and solutions and to provide
information on existing and emerging career oppor-
tunities in this field 1972. 407 p if PE 5 612 EN 8'2 SIN
1780-0892 53 00

A Comp.:Men:Ave View of Career Development
APGA Subsc,,o1.,m Department
1607 New Hampshire Avenue N W
Washington DC 2000a
35 00

An APGA-ERICICAPS monograph containing contribu-
tions based on presentations made at the June. 1973
APGA-Impact Workshop on Career Development and
Career Guidance held in Ann Arbor, Michigan

Essays on Career Education

Contains a compilation of essays by experts in the field
el education offering an array of objective judgments
on the condition of education in America 1973 265
op HE 5 2C 18/4 SIN 1780-01;47 $2 10

Selected Career Education Programs For The
Handicapped

Each program description gives the name and ad-
dress of the project director. number and type of hand-
icapped persons participating in project activities.
major thrusts, special features, significant accomp-
lishments, and skills or skill areas emphasized 1973
24 pp it 8W 40e

Order the above documents from
Public Documents Distribution Center
Sa01 Tabor Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19120
(make chocks payable to Supt. of Documents)

RESOURCES

"Bread & Butterflies"
Agency for Instructional Television
Box A
Bloomington, IN 47401

A new career development series for 9 to 12 year-olds.
consisting of full-color series of fifteen 15-minute prog-
rams beng produced by four agencies in different
areas of the country This spring test programs will be
broadcast in selected classrooms with distribution of
programs schedules for September For additional in-
formation contact the above address

Career and Educational Planning Sourcebook
The American Legion
Department S
P 0 Box 1055
Indianapolis. IN 42606
50e each, quantity prices available

This annually revised handbook ists Scholarship loan
arid career and educational planning sources 1t5
companion leatlet A Guide For Patents Students
suggests planning strategies 56 00 per 500 copies

Career Awareness Inventory
Instructional Materials Service
Stone Hall
Cornell University
'Man NY 14850
Manual. 52 00. Instrument $1500 per packet of 30

A sequence of seven short tests for elementary school
children to determine knowledge and attitudes about
occupations Subiests reveal awareness of skills.
status educational requirements products and pro-
cesses and lob clusters

Career Education Resources Guide
General Learning Corporation
435 Middleford Road
Palo Alto CA 94301
54 25

Information for K-14 career activities collected
throughout the nation, the activities can generally be
conducted in any size school

Current Career Information (1973 Edition)
National Vocational Guidance Assn
APGA Publications Dept
1607 New Hampshire Ave, N W
Washington. DC 20009
52,00

The sixth edition of this resource book lists and
evaluates over 2.800 books. pamphlets and career
films from both commercial and government sources
Ordering instructions included

Directory of Special Programs For Minority Group
Members: Career Information Services, Employ-
ment Skills Banks, Financial Aid
Garrett Park Press
Garrett Park, MD 20766

A directory developed to aid Black. Spanish speaking.
Native, and Asian Americans in obtaining employment
in various professional fields and in financing under-
graduate and graduate education Summarizes finan-
cial aid information, special employment training
programs and talent banks that serve minority c..ndo-
dates

Going to College Handbook
Outlook Publishers, Inc
512 East Main Street
Richmond. VA 23219
1972, $1 00

A magazine for students containing feature acres
plus descriptive articles and listings of various col-
leges and universities

A Highway to Work and Play
McKnight Publishing Company
Bloomington. IL 61701
Specimen set with teacher s guide
$2 00 per Awareness Level

An elementary career development program designed
to help elementary level students develop an aware-
ness and understanding of themselves, others and the
world of work in which they live Available in six differ-
ent Awareness Levels which correspond with grade
levels

Life/Career Development System
Human Development Services, Inc
P 0 Box 1403
Ann Arbor. MI 48107
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Personnel Development In Career Education: A
Selected Bibliogrtaphy
For inrormaton regarding avaliamtity and cost contact
Ms M Taman
US Office of Education
Seventri and 0 Streets $ W
Washington DC 20202

Contains annotated resoumes on career education
from books dissertation abstracts, periodicals and
306 other docments A supplemental list of 126 unan-
notated documents has also been incorporated into
thy document An extensive coverage of literature re.
garCing personnel development in career education is
also included as a resource for Persons engaged in
ca'eer education who have responsibility for prepar-
ing and utarzing staff effectively

The 18 Almanac
Approach 13-30 Corporation
1005 Old Maryville Pike
Knoxville, TN 37920
60C per copy

An annual educational handbook designed to help
high school seniors overcome those pre-graduation
anxieties and doi.bis and make soand career, educa-
tion and personal decisions

Vocational School Programs Counselors Kit
Super ntenCent of Documents
US Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(FT 1 2 V85) S2 75

A kit of materials developed by the Federal Trade
Commission to alert prospective students of career
training programs to critical facts to consider in mak
ing decisions and commitments Contains fact sheets
transparency masters. buyerslguides, and guidebook

Who Am I?
Education Ventures, Inc
209 Court Street
Middletown, CT 06457
Order No EV1 6003, $100

A manual designed by the Achievement Motivation
Development Project at Harvard to help students
clarify self-image through understanding of the per-
sonal strengths and environmental, cultural pressures
that contribute to identity Readings discussion, indi-
vidual questionnaires, and group activities help the
student identify personal concerns and goals with
greater precision

Youth: Transition to Adulthood
Report of the President s Advisory Committee Panel
On Youth
University of Chicago Press
5801 Ellis Avenue
Chicago, 11. 60537
$8 50 Hardcover, 51 95 Paperback

The Panel headed by James S Coleman concludes
in as report that schools fail to help youth develop skills
for earning a living or managing their affairs

BOOKS

Career Development Resources
Harry N Drier Jr Editor

Charles A Jones Publish rig Company 1973
Worthington it i

Content and ordering information tor over 2000 tolrns
fornstrips 'ecords tapes 1,,ts games bouk,ind °the'
printed materials grouped glade level and relecteo
by professionals to meet teaming objectives in twee
areas at career education self-understanding the
wr ' work and Caeer planning and preparation

Career Education and the Elementary School
Teacher
Hoyt Pinson Laramore & Mangum
Olympus Publishing Company
937 East Ninth South
Salt Lake City UT 84105
208pp 56 95 hardbound 54 95 paperback

A book designed to help elementary school teachers
and administrators understand career education pre-
cepts and include career education concepts in the
daily classrocm experience

Career Educ-Aion forGifted and TalentedStudents
Kenneth Hoyt and Jean Hebler
Olympus Publishing Company
256 pp 57 95 ISBN 0.913420-33-6

Considers the special career problem_ of gifted and
talented students and how schools car help gifted
Students find satisfying and productive careers

Career Education: What It Is and How To Do It
(Revised Edition)
Hoyt Evans Mackin and Mangum
Olympus Publishing Company
240 pp 57 95 ISBN 0 913420.31-X

A review of tne progress made in career education
since the first edition of this book along with ideas on
how to implement a career education program in, a
school system

Career Guidance: A Handbook of Methods
Campbell, Walz, Miller and Kriger
Charles E Merrill Publishing Co
1300 Alum Creek Drive

Columbus, OH 43216
432 pp . 512 50. #8894

A worthwile adjunct to any career resource library, this
volume speaks to a number of concerns involved in the
implementation of career geldance educat anal con
siderations, population subgroups with special needs,
method types and approaches. and guidelines for
program development

Counter Point: The Changing Employment Service
Miriam Johnson
Olympus Publishing Company
200 pp $7 95 ISBN 0-913420.11-5

Covers questions about how the public employment
service looks to an insider and its role in the labor
market

Exploring Careers
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co
6 Henderson Drive
West Caldwell NJ 07006
Ages 10 and up each book $5 50

A thoroughly enjoyable way to introduce young people
to the world of work complete wish on the-job photo
graphs Tells of jobs available work done skills ap
(dudes education required and possibilillies for ad.
vancement

The Guide To Career Counseling
Success aesea ch Consultants, Inc
17055 S Oak Dark Avenue
Tinley Park, -. 60477

$345

A convenient reference source for counselors Irn

UUCes SU,i113.3,,(..S as guides goat set
tug uroc.esse, developing letters to ptospective emp-
luyers the 90 most con inion interview questions etc

On-TheJob Training and Where To Get it
Rob. " A Liston
Sin on and Schuster
One West 39th Street
New York NY
1973

Addressed to non college hound youth, this book em-
pnasires Pie dignify of work the need for development
of a marketehle skirl and the need to look to the future
when training for a career Career fields are examiner.'
laterally as well as vertically

What Color Is YGur Paracnute? A Practical Manual
For Job-Hunters & Career Changers
Nelson Bolles
Ten Speed Press
Berkeley. CA
1973. 201 pp 53 95 paper V 95 hardbound

A practical approach to finding a job Especially useful
for the professional adult soaking a new career or
switching jobs

Working
People Talk About What They Do All Day And How
They Feel About What They Do
Studs Terkel
Pantheon, $10 OD

A brilliant portrait 01 An wicans at work Mal takes the
readers inside the lives arm feelings of over 100 work-
ing peopledoing virtually erety kind of 10b Ameri-
cans do Just about everybody is represented here
from the hospital aide to the strip miner and they tell
what they really do all day, what they think about, and
what they really wish they could be doing

MISCELLANEOUS

Future Shock
McGraw-Hill Farris
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
42 minutes, color
purchase 557500, rental $3500

Reporting developments which evidence the rapidity
of change in the world, the message of this him (based
on Toffler s book) revolves around the need for man to
maintain control of the effects of change and of his own
destiny Useful with senior high arid adult groups

EDRS Ordering Instructions
References in this publication that have an
ED number may be ordered from the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service (EDRS),
P 0 Drawer 0, Bethesda. Maryland
20014 To order any of the ED materials.
the following information must be fur-
nished The ED number of the document,
the type of reproduction desired photo
copy (HC) or microfiche (ME). the number
of copies being ordered All orders, must
be in writing Payment must accompany
orders under $10 00 Residents of Illinois
and Maryland should pay the appropriate
sales tax or include a tax exemption cer-
tificate
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The ERIC Scope:
2Part

This is the second in our series of brief
descriptions of ERIC Clearinghouses
and their respective scopes and func-
tions. ERIC invites you to visit these
facilities and take advantage of the many
resources, documents, books, journals,
films and other materials housed in
these clearinghouses. And we're .sure
you'll derive a great deal from visiting
and talking with their resident experts on
various aspects of education.

Educational Management
320 Hendricks Hail
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403

The subject area of the CEM Clearing-
house is the administration of educational
organizations at elementary and secon-
dary levels, including educational
facilities. A "hot" topic of current concert)
at this clearinghouse is merit pay. CEM is
in the process of preparing publications
and background information on this topic
and will perform manual or computer ser-
vices on merit pay for interested parties.
CEM has access to Lockheed's Informa-
tion Retrieval Service, Research and in-
formation Services for Education (RISE)
and many other computer-based search
systems.

Information Resources
Stanford University
School of Education
Center for Research and Develop-

ment in Teaching
Stanford, California 94305

The Information Resources Clearing-
house (formerly Media and Technology) is
responsible for information on the applica-
tion of new media and technological inno-
vations to education, including such sub-
jects as instruction and programmed
learning. Recently the clearinghouse has
focused its attention on the theme of
"humanization" of media and tech-
nologya shift away from hardware and

toward the learner and his environment
Recent clearinghouse involvement in
humanization-related conferences and
publications promise greater emphasis on
user-oriented services within information
dissemination systems.

Exceptional Children
The Council for Exceptional Chil-
dren
Suite 900
1411 South Jefferson Davis High-
way
Arlington, Virginia 22202

ERIC/CEC acquires selected docu-
ments concerning children and youth who
require special services. Included are the
visually, aurally, physically or mentally
handicapped, the emotionally disturbed,
and those with learning disabilities and
speech defects. Several years ago CEC
created what it terms an "educational
grapevine" and assembled a group of 58
experts in the special education field who
could readily suggest channels for the
dissemination of special education infor-
mation and identify current issues, pro-
jects, research efforts and other relate:.
activites in this growing field.

Higher Education
George Washington University
Suite 630
One Dupont Circle
Washington, D.C. 20036

ERIC/CHE is responsible for analyzing
and disseminating materials from two
basic sources: articles that appear in
higher education periodicals and fugitive
documents on or about higher education
(that is, publications and manuscripts that
are not normally collected and catalogued
by academic libraries). CHE acts as an
information synthesizer through its infor-
mation analysis products which include
bibliographies on specific issues, state of
the art monographs, and literature review
papers. The only higher education matters
excluded from CHE's scope are docu-
ments on teacher education and the teach-
ing of English in higher education.


